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Abstract 

Sprinklers are automatically activated fixed installation suppression devices. They 

have found extensive applications due to minimum protection they provide for a 

wide range of applications including residential and warehouses. Modelling 

sprinkler atomization is a challenging task, due to the stochastic nature in 

impingement of water jets and the added complexity of sprinkler configuration. 

In the literature, a spray initiation framework has been developed to address the 

multidimensional stochastic complexity associated with fire sprinklers. The initial 

sprinkler spray is completely characterized in terms of the following main 

parameters: droplet spatial location (radius, elevation angle and azimuthal angle), 

droplet velocity, droplet diameter and the spatial volume flux. 

The present thesis aims to improve the prediction of the initial sprinkler spray 

characteristics through exploring different physics based modelling approaches. 

The sub-models for film flow and sheet trajectory adopted in the development of 

the fire sprinkler spray models are reviewed. Three new deterministic approaches 

for sprinkler atomization have been proposed by employing an existing film sub

model and a detailed water sheet trajectory sub-model which has never been used 

for fire sprinkler applications. The developed methods simulate the orthogonal 

impingement of water jet to a deflecting disk, with the potential to be adapted for 

tilted deflectors. A comparative analysis is carried out between the three 

introduced methods and a reference model in terms of their predictions for droplet 

median diameter and initial droplet location for a range of ambient temperatures 

and water injection pressures. 

The developed methodologies have been further expanded by incorporating 

random behaviour to the spray formation procedure. The stochastically predicted 

mean velocity and volume median diameter have been compared against robust 

experimental data and empirical correlations. The improvements obtained by the 

developed methodologies are promising. 

In further steps, a dimensionless formulation for predicting spray characteristics, 

sheet breakup distance and droplet sizes, in impinging atomizers have been 
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developed. The developed formulation is validated for impingements led the spray 

to occur in the rim breakup mode. 

Building on the proposed methodologies, a semi empirical model has been 

developed capable of predicting the near field spray characteristics such as spatial 

distribution of droplet sizes, velocities and spray volume flux from local volume 

fraction measurements. The research outcome would benefit the computation fluid 

dynamic packages to initialize the spray in a more realistic manner. The study 

undertaken would lead to more efficient fire suppression and/or water and fire 

interaction studies. In addition to this, the methodology could reduce the cost of 

experiments in order to quantify new sprinkler sprays. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The current chapter briefly reviews the most popular methods in use for fire 

protection and suppression/extinguishment. These methods include halon (§1.1.1), 

carbon dioxide (§ 1.1.2), foams and chemical (§ 1.1.3), and water based fire 

suppression systems (§ 1.1.5). The selected methods have been investigated in 

terms of their prospective applications, mechanisms through which they suppress 

the fire and their main advantages and disadvantages. In the past two decade 

extensive attention has been given to water (as an agent) in suppression systems. 

The effectiveness of water is primarily due to its high thermal capacity. It is 

noteworthy that water sprinklers are also part of the water based fire suppression 

systems, and they are the subject of current dissertation, hence they are 

exclusively reviewed in § 1.2 with more details. In the current chapter sprinklers 

have been investigated in terms of their head construction and configuration, 

water feeding systems, and the sprinklers temperature rating. After reviewing the 

fire suppression methods and an introduction to fire sprinkler technology, the 

objectives of the current research are outlined in § 1.3 followed by the structure of 

the thesis in § 1.4. 
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1.1 Background of Fire Suppression Methods 

There are a wide variety of different methods in use to suppress different class of 

fires. Conceptually, these methods operate by removing one of the elements of the 

' fire tetrahedron' . Fire tetrahedron, Figure I-I is comprised of fuel, oxidizing 

agent, heat and the chain of chemical reaction. 

Figure 1-1: The fire tetrahedron. [1] 

The installation of fixed fire suppression systems in some buildings and spaces is 

often mandatory by health and safety (H&S) legislation, the local fire authority, 

insurers or other regulators. A summary of the selected types of fire suppression 

system is provided below. Each system has unique advantages and dis-advantages 

particularly concerning the type (or class) of fires they are effective against. The 

systems below are available in use in p011able hand-held fire extinguishers and/or 

as a total flooding agent [2], [3] . 

1.1.1 Halon 

Halon was in use as both hand-held fire extinguishers and as a total flooding agent 

in enclosures where a rapid quenching is desirable, or where other systems such as 

water were unsuitable. Two compounds of Halogen such as Halon-1211 [4] and 

Halon- l30 I [5] are very effective fire suppression agents. The suppression 

mechanism of the Halon is due to its interference in the fire chemical reaction 

rather than diluting the oxygen/fuel or attempting to cool the fire. They can be 

used on many classes of fires, with the main exception being metal fires [6]. At 

high temperatures, the Halons decompose into radicals that promptly combine 

with the hydrogen radicals [7]. It is notewo11hy that the free-radicals are able to 
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react with ozone and deteriorate the ozone layer. Due to this property the 

restrictive policies [8] phased out the usage of Halon. 

1.1.2 Carbon Dioxide 

In response to the halon phase-out, the fire protection industry proposed a number 

of alternative technologies which include carbon dioxide (C02) systems. CO2 

requires much higher concentrations compared to Halon to be effective, typically 

higher than 23% by volume [9] as demonstrated in Figure 1-2. 
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Figure \-2: Flammability limits of various methane/air/ inert gas mixtures at atmosphere pressure 
and 26°C [\0] 

At these levels it can cause death by respiratory paralysis, and so is not suitable 

for occupied spaces [6]. Carbon dioxide is not suitable in areas that may contain 

an explosive atmosphere because it is known to produce electrostatic charges [9], 

however is not conductive. CO2 penetrates to the hazard area within seconds and 

has no environmental impact. CO2 systems are being used in power generation 

plants, metal protection and, marine systems, research facilities, etc. 

Flame extinguishment by CO2 is predominantly by a thermo-physical mechanism 

in which reacting gases are prevented from achieving a temperature high enough 

to maintain the free radical population necessary for sustaining the flame 

chemistry. CO2 also dilutes the concentration of the reacting species in the flame, 

hence reducing collision rate of the reacting molecular species and slowing the 

heat release rate [I I]. A CO2 fire suppression system consists of one or more 

banks of cylinder storage containers. Flexible discharge hoses connect the 

cylinders into a piping manifold and nozzles regulate the flow of C02 into the 

protected area. [12] 
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1.1.3 Foams/Chemical 

Powder and Foam systems operate by coating the burning object in a blanket 

(forming a barrier on the fuel surface) of the powder or foam and hence contribute 

to smothering of the flame/fire (producing inert vapor within the combustion 

within the combustion environment) [6]. 

They are effective against liquid fires or large solids, and unlike Halon or CO2 do 

not require an enclosure to be effective [13], as foam will mix with water and then 

expand over the liquid that is on fire, cool the fire, and will finally suffocate it 

[14]. They are often used in Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) storage, marine 

applications and warehouses. 

Foam Fire Sprinkler Systems offer a proven technology for the control of burning 

flammable liquids. They operate by mixing a foam concentrate at specific 

proportions with water to create a foam blanket that smothers a fire. [14] 

1.1.4 Heptajluoropropane 

Heptafluoropropane (DuPont™ FM-200®), an alternative to Halon 1301, came 

under attention as the fastest fire protection available as reaches extinguishing 

levels in 10 sec [15]. It is a waterless fire suppression system which provides a 

non-toxic product, zero ozone depletion potential, leaves no residue or deposits 

upon discharge, and can be used for the protection of data processing and 

telecommunication facilities due to its non-conductive and non-corrosive property 

[16]. 

FM-200 requires a concentration range of between 6.25% and 9.0% for effective 

fire extinguishment. The upper limit of 9% concentration is the maximum 

allowable by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) without the need for a 

mandated egress time [17]. The FM-200 fire extinguishment is a physically acting 

suppression agent that absorbs heat energy from fire. 

1.1.5 Water Based Fire Suppression 

The effectiveness of water as a suppression agent is primarily due to its high 

thermal capacity and latent heat of vaporization. According to Grant et al. [3] the 

basic suppression mechanisms for water based fire suppression are combination of 
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followings: (i) wetting of adjacent combustible surfaces, (ii) cooling the fuel 

surface, (iii) cooling the flame zone, (iv) flame smothering (volumetric 

displacement of the oxidant), (v) radiation attenuation, (vi) and fuel blanketing. 

The characteristics of the initial spray determine the effectiveness of these 

mechanisms. For example, small droplets have higher surface to volume ratios, 

resulting in better cooling, oxygen depletion, and radiation attenuation 

performance. However the momentum of the smaller drops may be insufficient to 

penetrate the fire plume, (a gas-dynamic barrier). 

Three main water-based suppression systems are employed nowadays: (i) 

sprinkler systems, (ii) water mist and (iii) water hose systems. The sprinkler 

system which is the subject of this study will be further discussed in § 1.2. The 

spectrum of droplet sizes is shown in Figure 1-3. The average size range from 

100 to 1000 11m was reported to be of most interest in fire suppression [3]. 
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Figure 1-3: Spectrum of droplet diameters [18] 
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The interest in water mist as a firefighting technology has been driven by its 

potential as a replacement for environmentally harmful halon-based systems. 

Hence, water mist systems have become popular in recent decades. 

Much of the research that has been carried out over the last decade concentrates 

on nautical applications (e.g [19], [20]). This is due to a strong interest from the 

US Navy, US Army, International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the US 

Coastguard, in particular for engine rooms and on submarines where minimal 
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water usage is essential. There are other areas of interest including historic 

buildings and museums [21], Chinese restaurants [22], and aircraft engine nacelles 

[23]. 

The major suppression mechanism of water mist is to cool the fire plume. The 

tiny droplets that have a large surface to volume ratio evaporate very fast and 

absorb a large amount of heat reducing the plume and flame temperature. 

Meanwhile, a large amount of vapor is also generated, reducing the oxygen 

concentration, especially in a confined compartment. Without enough oxygen, the 

fire would be easier to control. Also, the water mist system requires a low flow 

rate, which means less water damage compared to sprinkler systems. The 

disadvantages of the water mist system are the high injection pressure it requires 

and the high cost relative to the sprinkler system. [24] 

A general design method is not yet recognized for water mist protection systems 

[25], and any formal guidelines, such as NFPA-750 [26], tend to refer designers to 

manufacturers' information. 

Victaulic Vortex Fire Suppression System 

The Victaulic Vortex Fire Suppression System is the newest of the fire 

extinguishing systems available on the market. It is a unique combination of mist 

fire suppression and clean agent [Nitrogen (N2)] Fire Suppression technologies. 

This technology uses a fine water drop that will absorb more heat while the 

nitrogen will reduce the oxygen feeding the fire. [27] 

The pressurized N2 atomizes water droplets to an average size of IOflm. 

Furthermore, N2 lowers the oxygen (02) content below 16% (minimum threshold 

to support combustion), where human life support can be sustained in 02 

concentrations as low as 12%. A typical Vortex system will target the depletion of 

oxygen in a room to 14% which is low enough to eliminate combustion yet high 

enough to sustain human occupancy. N2 supply is the greenest of the fire 

extinguishing mediums, as the atmosphere is made up of 79% N2 it has a zero 

ozone depletion rating. Water is expelled at a rate of 0.227 m3/h [~1 US gallon per 

min (gpm)] so that the residual effects of water in the hazard are minimal. The 

unit, US gpm have been quoted often in this text, as it is extensively common in 

the literature. This unit is different from Imperial gpm, 1 Imp gpm = 0.272 m 3/h. 
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Water Hose Systems 

The water hose system is mostly used by fire fighters to extinguish fires because 

of the large amount of water they can deliver. Nowadays, new technologies for 

water hose systems are being developed. One new system is called water cannon 

that can automatically search for the location of a fire. The computer can 

automatically calculate and control the injection pressure needed to deliver the 

water to the fire. This system is more effective than sprinklers and water mist 

when the fire is in an early stage and is easier to control. These systems are still 

under development and their performance still needs to be evaluated. [3] & [24] 

1.2 Water Sprinklers 

Water sprinklers are one of the most commonly used fixed-installation fire 

suppression systems which maintain minimum fire protection to buildings. They 

have been in use for over a hundred years. The purpose of the sprinkler was 

expanded not only to prevent fire spread, but also control and suppress the fire. 

One of the main disadvantages of water sprinklers is the large quantity of water 

used. This can lead to extensive damage beyond that caused by the fire itself. 

According to Hart [6], when sprinklers fail to operate, the reason most often given 

(53% of failures) is shutoff of the system before fire began. 

The design of a sprinkler installation will depend on many factors such as the 

amount of stored flammable materials, risk to human personnel and the presence 

of items such as hot oil baths, exposed electrical systems etc., which in 

combination with a sprinkler systems are hazardous [28]. Design standards such 

as British & EN Standards ([29]&[30]), Loss Prevention Council Rules (LPC 

rules), National Fire Sprinkler Association (NFSA), FM Global Standards and 

Residential & Domestic Sprinkler Systems [31] give detailed requirements for the 

design and installation of sprinkler systems for various different classes of 

building. 

As the fire sprinklers are the subject of the current dissertation, they are discussed 

in more detail in the following subsections. 
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1.2.1 Water Sprinklers Head Construction 

Sprinkler concept started by pipes with a series of holes where the water would 

pumped in the system manually and would eject out in an upward direction. The 

holes were approximately 3.2 mm and spaced at intervals between 75 mm to 255 

mm. The activation of this system was time consuming, despite that the water 

could have directed into the building and directly over the burning commodity. By 

the time that water is released the fire would gain a significant headway and the 

holes would have clogged resulting in deficiency of water distribution pattern. [32] 

The perforated pipes have been sealed by coating the holes with tar and pitch. The 

tar would melt letting the holes located above the fire activate directly in a fire 

scenario. The major disadvantage of the system is that the delayed system 

activation could cause melting much of the tar, leading to the activation of more 

holes than desirable. 

The early open sprinkler heads had metal bulbs with numerous perforations which 

provided better water distributions. This has been followed by the first automatic 

heat actuated sprinkler (1870s), whose head consisted of a spinning cup. In the 

successive years solder sealed sprinkler head, tined deflector and three piece 

fusible elements were developed. 

In 1890, Frederick Grinnell patented an upright sprinkler head, which had a glass 

valve seat. In those days the sprinklers were designed in a way to spray 60% of 

water below the sprinkler, and 40% of the water continued in an upward direction 

to wet the timbers at the ceiling. Grinnell 1907 and 1915 sprinklers are shown in 

Figure 1-4-(a&b). The small tined deflector allowed water to be directed 

downward, while also permitting water to spray upward to wet the ceiling. 

Figure 1-4-( c) shows an early day Rockwood sprinkler which is identifiable by its 

distinctive four-piece fusible element [32]. 
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Figure 1-4: a) Grinnell 1907 and b) 1915 sprinklers c) Rockwood 1912 [32] 

Since the first sprinkler (an upright sprinkler), aimed at delivering the spray to the 

ceiling to prevent fire spread upstairs, the design of the sprinkler did not change 

until 1950, when improvements of the sprinkler performance were better 

understood. 

In the typical modern day sprinkler head still consists of the heat sensitive 

operating element (Figure 1-5). Two trigger mechanisms are commonly used: 

• A vacuum sealed glass tube filled with a glycerin-based liquid which has 

an air bubble trapped, shown in Figure 1-5-(a), so that the bubble expands 

as heated and shatters the glass. In the average sized room, a 5 mm 

diameter glass tube will usually break in about 60 to 90 sec from contact 

with a heat source. Glasses as thin as 1 mm are manufactured for a faster 

response time. Activation temperatures correspond to the type of hazard 

against which the sprinkler system protects. Residential occupancies are 

provided with a special type of fast response sprinkler with the unique goal 

of life safety that often activates at about 57 DC. 

• The solder plate, Figure 1-5-(b), which melts at elevated temperatures, and 

has similar role as the aforementioned three to four piece fusible elements. 

The plug is forced out, Figure 1-6, by the pressurized water behind it and 

deflected away by a beveled edge. The immediate cooling of the heat source 

usually prevents other sprinkler heads from activating. Often, one or two sprinkler 

heads are sufficient to control a fire. 
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Figure 1-5: Schematic view ofa pendant sprinkler with a) glass and bulb b) solder plate. [33] 

10 

Figure 1-6:Sprinkler automatic activation mechanisms in (a) bulb break up mechanism and (b) 
triggering mechanism [33] 

1.2.2 Sprinkler Heads 

Configurations 

Sprinkler heads are classified in three configurations, namely Upright, Pendant 

and Horizontal sidewall sprinklers. 

• Upright Sprinklers are installed with the deflector above flow pipe, so 

that flow directs upward from sprinkler orifice, striking the deflector and 

discharging water in an upward pattern (example Figure 1-7-(a)). 

• Pendant Sprinklers are installed with the deflector below the frame so 

that flow downwards from the orifice, striking the deflector and 
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discharging water in and umbrella-shaped pattern, similar to upright 

sprinklers (example Figure 1-7-(b)). 

• Horizontal Sidewall Sprinklers are installed near the wall and near the 

ceiling. The axis of sprinkler is oriented parallel with ceiling and provides 

a water spray pattern outward in a quatter-spherical pattern (example 

Figure 1-7-(c)). 

Pendent Upright 
Horilont3l Sidewa.lJ 

a) b) c) 

Figure 1-7: Sprinkler head configurations 

Sprinkler Head Types 

Different ranges of sprinkler heads have been developed to generate droplets with 

different sizes and spatial locations. To maintain penetrating in the fire plume, the 

droplet diameters has to be large enough to have higher velocity than upward 

plume velocity. In other term the droplet initial momentum has to be high enough 

to penetrate the fire plume and wet the surface of burning commodity. 

Quick Response Sprinklers are designed with a fast-acting heat actuating 

element and considered a special purpose sprinkler. More information on the 

dynamics of spray could be found in [34], [35] and [36]. 

Extended Coverage Sprinklers are specially designed to discharge water over a 

greater area than conventional sprinklers. They are used in light hazard 

occupancies with smooth level ceiling. 

Quick Response/Extended Coverage Sprinkler heads are limited to light hazard 

occupancies and combine the attributes of the two sprinkler heads listed in above. 

Large Drop Sprinklers are designed to discharge water in a downward umbrella 

shaped pattern. Large drops have a higher mass, hence they are effective in 
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penetrating sever fires. The high challenge fires produce strong plumes and 

convective currents which will deflect away standard water droplets before they 

can reach the fire seat. 

Early Suppression Fast Response (ESFR) Fire Sprinkler Systems: 

Most sprinklers are intended to control the growth of a fire, but an ESFR sprinkler 

system is designed to suppress a fire. To suppress a fire does not necessarily mean 

it will extinguish the fire but rather to extinct the fire back down to smaller sizes. 

ESFR sprinklers are predominantly used for protection of high piled storage in 

place of in-rack fire sprinkler systems (see below) [37]. These fire sprinklers use 

large volumes of water (nearly 100 gpm ~ 22.7 m3/h) per sprinkler and 

incorporate very large high volume, high-pressure heads to provide the necessary 

protection. Accordingly these systems require large water supplies and often 

require the installation of fire pumps. [38] 

In-Rack Fire Sprinkler Systems: 

Warehouse fires are extremely challenging due to their quick spread and immense 

increases in heat release rate over a short period of time. In-rack fire sprinkler 

systems are specifically designed for the protection of racked storage areas in 

warehouses. In-rack fire sprinklers prevent the spread of fire to other areas and 

will extinguish it. While ESFR Sprinkler Systems will sometimes eliminate the 

need for In-Rack sprinklers, the later typically are used when the storage of 

certain commodities exceeds 12 m in height where ESFR sprinklers cannot be 

employed as a protection scheme. [39] 

1.2.3 Terminologies and Conventions 

Nomenclature 

Essential terminologies in fire sprinkler studies are shown in the Figure 1-8. 
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Figure 1-8: Essential nomenclature of fire sprinklers 

The components which may affect the spray pattern in the sprinkler atomization 

process are listed as following: 

• Number of slits, 

• configuration of the tines (width, depth, number, tilt angle), 

• diameter of the deflector, 

• Deflector rise to center (tilt angle) 

• diameter of the orifice, 

• the shape of yoke arms (thickness and widths) 

• the shape of boss (height, angle) 

Sprinkler K-factor 

The sprinkler orifice is designed to provide a known water flow rate at a given 

water pressure. The numerical designation given to represent the hydraulic 

characteristic of a sprinkler is called the K-factor. Sprinkler orifices conform to 

Bernoulli's equation, which states that square of the velocity of the water through 

the orifice is proportional to the water pressure, P [40] . For sprinkler design 

applications the volumetric flow rate, Q in [m3/s] or [Lpm (Liter per minute)], is 

more relevant than the velocity. Therefore for design applications, Bernoulli ' s 

equation is written as: 

Q = KfJpl/2 (1-1) 

The K-factor is nearly constant for the range of operating pressures used in 

sprinkler applications. It is common to describe flow characteristic by sprinkler K-
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factor, rather than its diameter. The K-factor is nominally proportional to the 

f h 'fi d' Th' f: . II d . 3 -lkP -112 square 0 t e on Ice lameter. IS actor IS usua y expresse ill m s a or 

gal.min-1.psi- I12 . The K-factor for sprinklers may range from 5.6 gal.min-1.pst l12 

(standard Yz" orifice) to 14 gal.min-1.pst1l2 for ESFR sprinklers. The conversion to 

other units, including SI, can be achieved using Table 1-1. 

Table 1-1: Common K-factor units' conversion rates 

1K~(gpm-psiO.5)!I K-(literi.nin-k]>;lI:S) II K=(lit/min-barO.5
) 

[]Igpm 113.785411Iiter/min 113.7854 IIliter/min 

[]Ipsi 116.894811kPa Ilo.06894811bar I 

[]IK-gpm/psi 111.44 I!liter/min /kPa05 !114.4 I!liter/min /baro 5
1 

An increase in the K-factor of a sprinkler yields a higher flow and lower pressure. 

Conversely, the decrease in the K-factor yields a lower flow rate and higher 

pressure. The pressure at the sprinkler head affects the droplet size and spray 

pattern. These parameters are crucial spray characteristics in studying the 

suppression and extinguishment performance of sprinklers. [41] 

Conventions 

The initial spray is generated in about a semi-sphere below the sprinkler and can 

be characterized the same as its nature. Therefore, the spatial locations are 

expressed in spherical coordinate throughout this dissertation. In Figure 1-9 the 

origin of the coordinate is the sprinkler location. The r-r' plane is orthogonal to 

the downward water jet. In current reference system the r-r' planar angle, <1>, is 

called azimuthal angle and the 8 is known as elevation angle . 

- • r 

r' 

z 

Figure 1-9: Graphical representations of elevation angle (8) and azimuthal angle (<D) 
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1.2.4 Water Sprinkler Systems 

Different types of sprinkler systems have been designed for a broad range of fire 

scenarios. In some industrial buildings a manually activated system may be 

preferred. This is known as a deluge system, because all sprinkler heads on the 

same water supply circuit activate simultaneously. Some of the most widely used 

systems are Wet Pipe, Dry Pipe, Deluge and Recycling [42], Quell [43] and Pre

action [44] Fire Sprinkler Systems. 

Wet Pipe Fire Sprinkler Systems are the most common fire sprinkler system. In 

a wet pipe system water is constantly maintained within the sprinkler piping. 

When a sprinkler activates this water is immediately discharged onto the fire. The 

main drawback of wet pipe systems is that they are not suited for sub-freezing 

environments. There may also be a concern where piping is subject to severe 

impact damage and could consequently leak [45]. 

Dry Pipe Fire Sprinkler Systems are filled with pressurized air or nitrogen, 

rather than water. This air holds a remote valve, known as a dry pipe valve, in a 

closed position. At elevated ambient temperatures the dry-pipe valve prevents 

water from entering the pipe until a fire causes one or more sprinklers to operate, 

where the air escapes and the dry pipe valve releases. Water then enters the pipe, 

flowing through open sprinklers onto the fire. They provide automatic fire 

protection in spaces where freezing is possible, however they have increased 

complexity, higher installation and maintenance costs, increased fire response 

time and increased corrosion potential compared to wet pipe systems [46]. 
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1.2.5 Sprinkler Temperature Ratings 

As discussed in section (§ 1.2.1), sprinkler heads activate either shattering the 

glass bulb or melting a metal alloy. NFPA-13 has recommendation for the 

temperature classification of sprinklers depending on the environment, as shown 

in Table 1-2. 

Table 1-2: NFPA Temperature classification [40] 

Temperature Temperature II Color Code (with Ii Glass Bulb color 
Rating Classification Fusible Link) 

157-77°e IIOrdinary IIUncolored or Black IIOrange (57°C) or Red (67°C) 

179-107°e IIIntermediate IIWhite IIYellow (79°C) or Green (93°C) 

1121-149°e IIHigh IIBlue IIBlue 

1163-191°e IIExtra High IIRed IIPurple 

1204-246°e liVery Extra HighliGreen IIBlack 

1260oe-Above IIUltra High IIOrange liB lack 

1.3 Motivation, Aims and Objective of the Thesis 

1.3.1 Motivation of the Research 

Among the present fire suppression systems the sprinklers are cheap, reliable and 

easy to install maintain and operate, hence are widely used in residential and 

warehouse applications. Depending on their applications and expected 

performances, the design of sprinklers would change in terms of configuration 

parameters listed in § 1.2.3. 

The performance of these suppression systems is primarily evaluated through both 

full-scale spray dispersion tests (without fire) and actual fire suppression tests. It 

is difficult to extrapolate the spray dispersion test performance to real fire 

scenarios because of the potential of strong coupling between the fire and the 

spray. Moreover, these spray dispersion tests are expensive to conduct, making it 

difficult to test all sprinkler sprays. The characteristics of the initial spray formed 

by sprinkler are more challenging to determine not only experimentally but also 

theoretically. These initial distributions are very difficult to obtain experimentally 

for every sprinkler due to the high spray density in the atomization region. 

Predictive models are needed to evaluate the initial spray characteristics of 

sprinklers for coupling with fire models to predict the suppression performance. 
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Developments in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling make it 

possible to simulate fires with a high degree of fidelity. However, before CFD 

tools can be employed for fire suppression, the detailed physics involved in spray 

atomization and spray dispersion must be clearly understood. Then the descriptive 

models for the spray would be implemented into CFD codes to predict the 

performance of water based fire suppression systems. Droplets dispersion models 

are well defined for tracking the drops after the initial spray formation, and they 

have already been included into some CFD models. But there is no general model 

to predict the initial spray properties for deflecting injectors. As a result, the initial 

atomization model is a critical missing link in the modelling of sprinkler/fire 

suppression. 

1.3.2 Aims and Objectives of the Research 

Aims: 

The main goal of the present PhD study is to develop the sprinkler spray 

atomization models to predict the initial spray characteristics taking into account 

the configuration aspects of real sprinklers and the ambient temperature. 

Objectives: 

The spray characteristics to be predicted are the initial droplet diameter, 

velocity, initial droplet location and spray volume flux. 

Methodology: 

Theoretical models have been developed which resembles the constituent 

physics of the spray. The research validated the proposed models and improved 

the overall modelling capability for initial sprinkler spray. 
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1.4 Layout of the Thesis 

The rest of the thesis content below are presented in four chapters. 

Chapter two explains the physics of spray for jets, films and sheets. State of 

the art literature for sUb-physics would be summarized. Different class of 

atomizers would be explained and the fire sprinklers are addressed to be similar to 

impinging jet atomizer class. In addition to this a range of experimental and 

theoretical literature dedicated to sprinklers spray quantification has been studied 

in depth. 

Chapter three reviews and presents the mathematical approach developed in 

the present study for sprinkler spray modelling. 

Chapter four verifies and validates all the sub models and approaches 

developed and introduced in chapter three. 

The main findings of this dissertation have been summarized in chapter five 

and final conclusions are made. In addition to this, suggestions are provided for 

further studies. 



2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter discusses the state of the art methodologies available to quantify the 

initial sprinkler spray characteristics. Sprinklers are regarded as the devices 

which produce sprays and could be categorized as a class of atomizers. Extensive 

literature is available on the sprays formed from classical atomizers types such as 

airblast, pressure-swirl, diesel and impinging atomizers. The term airblast 

atomizers are used primarily to describe operating condition (a high speed gas 

contributing to the atomization process) and are classified to two main 

geometrical subtypes (pre-filming and nonprefilming). Pressure-swirl atomizers 

describe the upstream geometry prior to the atomization, where a swirling annular 

sheet is formed following the tangential injection of liquid into a nozzle. Diesel 

atomizers describe both operational and upstream condition and generally 

represent a multi-hole injector and often imply that the liquid is pulsed. A good 

overview of a multitude of traditional atomizer types is given in [47]. The 

impinging atomizers and the pertinent literatures have been investigated in the 

course of this chapter as the sprinklers show a great resemblance to this category 

of atomizers. 

The current chapter starts with a brief introduction to the instabilities lead to the 

fluid disintegration §2.1. Three main physics can be identified in the sprinkler 

spray formation process, i.e. jets, films and sheets. The underlying physics 

involved in atomization of jets (§2.2.1), sheets (§2.2.2) and films (§2.2.3) would 

be summarized. The researches which quantified the sprinkler spray 
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experimentally have been reviewed in §2.5. The theoretical studies undertaken 

relevant to sprinkler sprays are presented in §2.7. The technical specification of 

the fire sprinklers which have been referenced in the course of this dissertation 

will be explained in §2.6 dedicated to definitions and conventions. 

2.1 Instabilities 

Spray formation is due to the presence of disturbances in the structure of the flow. 

The most common disturbance is hydrodynamics instabilities. Many type of 

instabilities have been identified, i.e. Rayleigh, Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) and 

Tollmien-Schlichting (T -S). These instabilities lead to the creation of waves. The 

waves may cause either a large section of the bulk liquid to separate or a small 

fraction of the liquid to break down. The driving forces of instabilities include 

surface tension, aerodynamics shear, air turbulence and/or viscous stratification 

and the relative values of the forces acting in the liquid dictates the type of 

instability [48]. The Rayleigh mechanism is known to be responsible for the 

breakdown of ligaments on sheets and films for many operating conditions. K-H 

instabilities are driven by aerodynamics shear and T -S instabilities arise due to 

effects of gas phase turbulence. These instabilities would be further discussed in 

the course of this dissertation where appropriate. 

2.2 Atomization 

In this section a brief literature of jet, sheet and film atomization is provided. 

2.2.1 Jet Atomization 

The literature on jet atomization is quite extensive [47]. Articles of Chigier and 

Reitz [49] or Lin and Reitz [50] discussed jets in quiescent atmospheres, Lasheras 

and Hopfinger [51] studied jets in co-flow and Faeth [52] investigated jets 

atomization mechanisms in cross-flow. Whether or not the gas phase is moving, it 

plays an important role in atomization since it affects the forces on the jet and, 

consequently, the formation, growth and breakdown of disturbances on its surface. 

Traditionally, jets are broken into types based on the gas-phase environment -
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quiescent, co-flow [49], [50], [51], [52], [53] and cross-flow [52], [53], [54], [55], 

[56], [57], [58]. 

Quiescent Environment 

Jets exiting into quiescent environments are traditionally divided into four main 

regimes: (i) Rayleigh breakup, (ii) first wind-induced or non-axisymmetric 

Rayleigh breakup, (iii) second wind-induced or wind stress, and (iv) prompt 

atomization [49]. Both the Rayleigh mode [54], Figure 2-1-(a), and the first wind

induced mode, Figure 2-1-(b), are characterized by disturbances on the jet surface 

which are of the order of the jet diameter, 110 == (Do). These disturbances grow 

until the column becomes so narrow that the interface meets and a droplet is 

formed. This droplet is of the same order as the characteristic jet dimension. In the 

first wind-induced mode the breakup occur many nozzle diameters downstream of 

the nozzle. 

In certain circumstances small satellite droplets will also be formed. The 

disturbances on the surface are caused by hydrodynamic instabilities. In the 

Rayleigh mode the instabilities are purely driven by surface tension forces; in the 

first wind-induced mode aerodynamic effects are important and enhance 

disturbance growth and may alter the instabilities. 

Disturbances and droplets are much smaller than the jet diameter in the second 

wind induced regime. In this regime, aerodynamic effects dominate surface 

tension effects and a large number of small disturbances appear on the surface of 

the jet. These small disturbances are enhanced due to the relative velocity between 

the jet and the environment and eventually break up into small droplets at some 

distance downstream of nozzle. Perturbations may be caused by liquid turbulence 

[52], hydrodynamic instabilities [56] or the interaction of gas-phase vortices and 

the interface [59]. 

In the final regime, prompt atomization, the jet disintegrates immediately upon 

exiting the nozzle with no observable intact length (Figure 2-1-d). Reitz and 

Bracco [60] performed a thorough analysis of this regime and suggested that the 

atomization is not actually instantaneous, but that some intact length exists on 

which disturbances quickly form, grow and breakdown. 
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Figure 2-1: Jet breakup regimes (a) Rayleigh, (b) First wind-induced, (c) Second wind-induced and 
(d) Prompt atomization. [50] 

2.2.2 Sheet Atomization 

Liquid sheets are produced by a wide variety of spray nozzles, e.g. fan-spray 

nozzles, swirl spray nozzles, spinning cups and impinging jet atomizers. Sheets 

are characterized by a liquid with two characteristic dimensions and multiple 

interfaces in contact. The most notable difference in liquid jets and sheets breakup 

mechanisms is that the surface tension is stabilizing in sheets with Weber numbers 

greater than a critical value, which is dependent on fluid properties and flow 

conditions [61]. 

Two different configurations are commonly encountered in sheet atomization: flat 

and annular. Most of the breakup phenomena are similar [62], however the main 
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focus of this section would be flat sheets because of the similarities they share 

with the physics relevant to sprinkler sprays. 

The major regimes cited for the flat sheets are as following: 

Surface mode: Small disturbances exist throughout the surface of the sheet and 

produce small droplets [63], where the surface perturbations may arise from liquid 

turbulence. [64] 

Wavy sheet mode: where hydrodynamic instabilities grow and cause a section of 

the sheet to separate from the bulk [65]. This section extends over the span-wise 

dimension of the sheet and further breaks up into droplets following separation. 

Since surface tension is generally stabilizing in sheets [61], the instabilities are 

usually considered a result of the velocity difference between the liquid and gas. 

The wavy sheet regime is sometimes broken into three sub-regimes depending on 

the type of waves present - sinusoidal, dilatational or both. This regime has 

received the most attention in the sheet atomization literature and is implemented 

in numerous numerical calculations, i.e. [48], [66], [67]. 

Stretched-streamwise ligament & cellular regimes: involve the formation of 

cell-like structures bounded by thicker rims [63-64, 67]. Due to sheet flapping and 

aerodynamic effects the membranes of the cells may be stretched. The stretched

streamwise ligament regime strongly resembles a series of bag-breakup events 

where a number of cell membranes rupture leaving a network of small ligaments 

which break up into droplets. Similar cellular structures may occur at lower gas 

velocities when streamwise ligaments are less obvious or nonexistent; in that 

situation, the regime is generally titled perforated [68]; the holes in the sheet grow 

until they produce a random network of ligaments and some small droplets. In 

these regimes, the bulk of the discrete parcel volume comes from the ligaments, 

but membrane rupture or the collision of the rims produced by growth of the hole 

produce a series of smaller droplets. The cellular regime is characterized by a cell

like structure with much less pronounced streamwise ligaments than the stretched

streamwise ligament regime. When the cell membranes rupture they may again be 

bag-like, but they produce a single, span-wise ligament instead of a network of 

ligaments [65]. 
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2.2.3 Film Atomization 

The literature on film atomization mechanisms generally considers a surface mode 

where small disturbances on the film surface evolve into droplets e.g. [69]. 

Bulk fluid mode: In this mode a span-wise disturbance would grow until a large, 

span-wise ligament separate from the film. In some instances this ligament might 

be air borne, but it is more likely that it would occur when the disturbance reached 

a size where part of the interface contacted the wall. In this case, the ligament 

would be bounded by the wall and less likely to produce droplets than a free 

ligament due to the additional solid-liquid-gas surface tension. 

Perforation-controlled breakup might also occur with the film rupturing into a 

series of ligaments or, since likely to be wall-bounded, rivulets. Despite holes 

occurring more commonly in films than sheets due to wall unevenness and 

spontaneous de-wetting [48], the extra surface tension created by the wall contact 

would slow any breakdown of perforations into droplets thus creating no or larger 

droplets than in the jet or sheet bag-breakup case. 

Rivulet breakdown would also differ from ligament breakdown and might not 

produce droplets. A mixed mode based on perforations is therefore possible, but 

unlikely in films; the less wetting a liquid-wall combination is, the more likely 

this mode would occur. One final regime implied by the literature is a prompt 

regime [48]. 

2.3 Impinging Jet Atomizers 

This type of atomizers is very similar to the fire sprinklers, hence have been 

investigated separately. 

2.3.1 Early Studies 

Savarat [70], [71], [72], [73] studied the experimental results of several open 

problems involving liquid jets. A cylindrical water jet of diameter Do impinges 

with velocity Vo on a flat disc of diameter Di. The water physical properties are 

defined by its density Pt, dynamic viscosity fl, kinematic viscosity v and surface 

tension (J. The initial state of the jet is characterized with dimensionless numbers, 
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i.e. Reynolds, Reo == PtUoDo//l, and Weber, Weo == PtDoU;/(J, that compare 

inertial to viscosity and surface tension respectively. Depending on the 

geometrical diameter ratio X == Dd Do, different scenarios could occur. 

The singular limit X = 0, shown in Figure 2-2-(b) is characterized by capillary 

instability of cylindrical liquid jets [70] and [74]. 

Savarat studied the impact of liquid jet on a circular solid surface with limits X ~ 1 

[71], [72] and X » 1 [73]. In the X~l condition the liquid film is ejected from the 

deflector with the angle '1'0 and symmetrical water bell could be observed as 

shown in Figure 2-2-( c) [71], [72]. The dynamics and stability of water bells have 

been extensively investigated by Clanet [75]. The X » 1 condition, Figure 2-2-( d), 

leads to so-called hydraulic jump phenomenon, where a thick and quiescent layer 

of fluid is connected to the jet through a thin and rapid layer. The size of this 

stationary connecting region critically depends on both the injection parameters 

and the limit conditions at infinity. This has been explained in more depth in 

chapter three. 

Figure 2-2: Structure of liquid jets impinging on a flat disc from Savarat: (a) sketch of the 
experiment; (b) Capillary water jet instability [70], ( c) water bell [71], [72], (d) hydraulic jump 

[73]. 
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2.3.2 Classification of Impinging Atomizers 

Impinging jet atomizers can be classified as (i) two-impinging jets where two jets 

in opposing directions collide, and (ii) single jet hitting a surface as classified in 

Figure 2-3 . Two similar configurations for a single jet hitting a flat disc are 

repOlted in the literature: a splash plate and jet impingement on a wall. In a splash 

plate geometry a jet impacts a disc and spreads to form a sheet. Splash plates are 

in between that of impinging jets and a jet impacting a wall [48] and share similar 

physics with fire sprinklers . In general four mechanisms have been reported based 

on the type of impingement and the velocity of the jet. 

Impinging Jet atomizers 

Two Impinging Jets Single Jet Hitting a Surface 

Jet Impingement on a Wall 

Figure 2-3: Impingingjet atomizers classification. 

At low jet velocities the jet will conform to sheet after impingement. The sheet 

will falls into a jet subsequently. Atomization occurs after the sheet has 

transformed into jet. 

The second repOlted mechanism is the so called rim atomization regime and 

characterized by periodic or random shedding from the edge of the sheet. Three 

modes are identified where sheet is thinned substantially at the periphery and 

undergo a disintegration [24] , [76]: 

i) Ligament: where ring like ligaments are formed at the breakup point. 

This mode is dominated by K-H breakup. 

ii) Rim: where drops are formed directly at the edge of sheet. This mode 

is a result of Rayleigh-Plateau (R-P) breakup. 

iii) Perforations : where irregular ligaments are formed at the location of 

sheet breakup. This mode is a transitional from K-H to R-P breakup. 
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In scenarios where two turbulent jets collide, a periodic regime is often reported, 

where droplets shedding from the edge of the sheet occur in a regularly spaced 

type. 

The last regime to be mentioned in this section has been reported for the 

impingement jet with very high velocity, where catastrophic breakup takes place. 

This regime may be known as fully developed regime in the literature. The 

characteristic of this regime is that periodic waves of droplets is expelled from the 

point of impingement and no sheet is evident [67, 77]. 

2.4 Sprinkler Spray 

Modeling atomization in fire sprinklers is a challenging task because of the 

complexity and stochastic behavior of the breakup process, which is influenced by 

sprinkler geometry, injection pressure drop, surrounding flow gas phase and liquid 

properties. It has been mentioned that sprinklers could be classified as impinging 

jet atomizers. Impinging atomizers are mainly discussed from view point of two 

impinging jets in the literature, but the outcomes apply equally to a single jet 

hitting a splash plate. 

Essential features of the atomization process relevant to fire sprinklers are shown 

in Figure 2-4 where a liquid jet is orthogonally injected onto a flat disk. After 

impact, the jet is transformed into a thin film, moving radially outwards on the 

deflector surface. This film formation is the first stage of the atomization process. 

Figure 2-4: Simplified sprinkler atomization physics. [77] 
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The film is transformed into an unconfined sheet as it expands beyond the 

deflector edge. A sinuous wave grows on the decaying thickness sheet due to 

existing inertia, viscous and surface tension forces as well as pressure difference 

between the sheet upper and lower surfaces [78]. At critical wave amplitude, the 

sheet breaks up into ligaments. As they expand outwards, aerodynamic forces 

cause dilatational waves to grow along the ligament. When these dilatational 

waves reach their critical amplitude, the ligaments break into smaller fragments. 

Due to surface tension, these fragments contract to form drops. 

2.5 Experimental Studies on Sprinkler Spray 

Characterization 

Most of the present knowledge on fire sprinkler spray quantification has been 

gathered through experimental measurements reviewed in the present section. 

Experimental measurements have been carried out to characterize the droplet size 

distribution, range of velocities and spray flux for different types of sprinklers. 

2.5.1 Droplet Length Scale 

Sprinkler sprays are composed of droplets ranging in diameter by over two orders 

of magnitude. The number of droplets of each size depends on the sprinkler head 

configuration (§ 1.2.1), operating conditions and spatial location in the spray. 

The quantitative measure of a spherical droplet size is uniquely addressed by its 

diameter when discussing attributes of spray. For a comprehensive picture of the 

spray it is usual to quote an average diameter and to provide an idea of the 

distribution of the droplets in various size ranges, either in terms of histogram or a 

cumulative distribution curve [18]. Several different average diameters are 

defined in the literature, which makes it sometimes confusing. These possible 

equivalent diameters are divided in two categories by Lefebvre [47], namely mean 

diameters and representative diameters. Examples of common mean diameters 

and representative diameters used in droplet analysis are listed in Table 2-1. 

In spray analysis, the mean diameters are used as a primary indicator of the spray 

characteristics. For example, when the intended use of the droplet size information 
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is to determine the mass of transported water, the mean diameter calculated from 

the volume, d3, would be appropriate. 

The equivalent mean diameters DIO, D 20, D30 for sprays with different size 

droplets are calculated as ensemble averages as shown in equations (2-1), (2-2) 

and (2-3) and D32 is calculated from the volume diameter and the surface diameter 

as shown in (2-4). 

N 

Di0 = ~ L di 
i=i 

1 N 

D20 = INLd[ 
i=i 

N 

3/ 1 ~ 3 
D30 = NLdi 

i=i 

Dto 
D32 = D2 

20 

(2-1) 

(2-2) 

(2-3) 

(2-4) 

Where N is the number of droplets in a sample of spray. 

Table 2-1: Equivalent diameters (mean and representative) defining droplet sizes [18], [41] 

Symbol Name 

DlO 
Diameter 

Dzo 
Surface Diameter 

D30 
Volume Diameter 

Surface Volume 
D32 Diameter 

Volume Median 

Dvso I Diameter (VMD) 

Definition 
Length Diameter of sphere 

Diameter of a sphere having the surface to volume ratios as a 
droplet 
Diameter of sphere having same volume as a droplet 

Diameter of a sphere having the volume to surface ratio as a 
droplet, known also as Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) 

A statistical measure of the average droplet size in a spray cloud, 
such that fifty percent of the volume of sprayed material is 
composed of droplets smaller in diameter than the VMD 

Representative diameters are conceptually different from mean values and are 

related to mass (or volume) distribution. Some common ones are DV10 , Dvso 

and D
V99

, which means diameters below which 10%,50% and 99% of spray mass 

(or Volume) resides, respectively. In effect, these diameters are mass (or volume) 

percentile and can be read off cumulative distribution curves. For sprinkler water 
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distribution analysis, Dvso ' (sometimes donated as dm) is the key droplet length 

scale. It is often named the Volume Median Diameter (VMD) or the Mass Median 

Diameter (MMD). The calculation method of VMD is further discussed in 

Appendix-B. 

2.5.2 Water Volume Flux 

The water flux defines how much water is transported to each location around the 

sprinkler. From the standpoint of fire suppression, water flux is often considered 

the most important of sprinkler spray information. The water flux changes as a 

function of both elevation angle and azimuthal location. A single global value for 

the water flux of a sprinkler could not fully demonstrate the efficiency of 

sprinklers in suppressing the fire, and measurements at many locations in the 

spray are required. [41] 

The mass water flux is the mass flow rate of the water through a surface. In 

simplest terms the mass water flux, rh", can be quantified as 

rh" = rh/A (2-5) 

Where rh is the mass flow rate, A is the area through which the water is flowing. 

For Sprinkler applications, the volumetric water flux is a better parameter to 

report than the mass water flux because the quantity of interest is amount of water 

coverage. The volumetric water flux is the volumetric flow rate, q of the water 

through a surface. The volumetric water flux, q", can be quantified as [79] 

q" = q/A (2-6) 

In practice volume fluxes are quantified by either linearly arranged water panes at 

far distances, Figure 2-5-(a), or within a spherical coordinate setting at near field, 

Figure 2-5-(b). 
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Figure 2-5: Illustration of the overall test setup to measure volume flux (a) measuring pan 
and (b) spherical coordinate setting. [80] 

Following previous researchers [80] , [81], the characterization of fire sprinkler 

initial spray is established on an initiation sphere in this research. The impact of 

this choice of coordinate systems is that the areas are of different size depending 

on the elevation angle 8. For a spherical differential area element, dA = 
r2 sin8d8dcp, where r is the radius of the sphere and cp and 8 are the azimuthal 

angle and elevation angle. [82] 

Two techniques are usually considered for calculating the water volume fraction 

in sprays from laser sheet images; (i) Calculating the area of the visible droplets in 

an image and assuming that the sum of volumes is propOltional to the water 

volume fraction, (ii) Counting the number of droplets in a region and assuming 

the count of droplets is propOltional to the volume fraction of water. [41], [83] 

Based on the count method of estimating water density, the differential volume of 

water, dq, in a differential measurement volume, dV is 

1 
dq = -rrD 3 N'dV 

6 
(2- 7) 

Where D is the average droplet diameter, and N' is the number density of droplets 

in a unit volume, dV . The differential volumetric flow rate, dC[ , through area of, 

dA can be quantified as [81] 

dqCS, ¢) = N. (~TId3). UrCS, ¢) (2-8) 
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2.5.3 Measurement Techniques 

A number of direct (intrusive) and indirect (non-intrusive) methods are available 

for spray characterization. Experimental works conducted since 1970's to 

characterize the details of the sprinkler spray, droplet sizes and velocity have 

improved with advances in optical and laser technology. The methods vary from 

drop frizzing method [84] and photographic techniques [85] to more sophisticated 

techniques such as laser-light shadowing method [86], [87], [88], [89], [90], [91], 

Light diffraction method [92] and light scattering methods including Phase 

Doppler Interferometer (PDI) [79], [93], [94] and Particle Image Velocimetry 

(PlY) [41], [95]. 

2.5.4 Droplet and Velocity Characteristics 

The droplet characteristics which are mainly of interest in this section include 

droplet size and droplet velocity. The droplet size will usually remain the same 

after initial formation. This is because the droplets would not undergo a second 

breakup. When referring to the spray velocity one means the initial droplet 

velocity at the location where the droplet is initially formed. The velocity of spray 

was reported by several researchers. Unlike the drop size, the droplet velocity 

changes with measurement location. Velocities may be reported either by their 

transient radial velocities or by terminal velocities. Terminal velocity is the 

constant speed a droplet can find when summation of the drag and buoyancy 

forces is in balance with gravity force. Detailed discussion on relationship 

between droplet diameter and terminal velocity has being performed by Grant et 

al. [3] and also being adopted as part of analyses required through the course of 

current dissertation in the next two chapters. 

During the past decades the measurement distances have also been changing in 

addition to imaging techniques. It has started at far fields and from about 4m 

below the sprinkler and is reached to near fields at distances about less than 1 m. 

The early days sprinkler tests were mainly focused to answer; (i) where the water 

drops will go after they have been discharged from a sprinkler over fire, (ii) 

whether extinguishment of the fire is by wetting the burning surface or by pre

wetting the nearby unburned fuels. Yao and Kalelkar [84] carried out one of the 
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first scientific studies on spray formed from sprinklers in 1970. They found that 

the largest stable droplet is about 6 mm in diameter with a terminal velocity of 10 

mls. The corresponding Weber number for this droplet is about 9. This result is in 

accordance with theory of Pilch and Erdman [86], who found a droplet with 

Weber number greater than 12 is not stable and has a tendency to breakup in 

smaller droplets. 

Dundas [85] at Factory Mutual Research Corporation (FMRC) correlated drop 

size measurements for several sprinkler geometries along in form of Equation 

(2-9) with a review of drop size data obtained in a variety of injectors, based on an 

expression first proposed by Heskestad [87]. 

Dv sol Do C . W e~1/3 (2-9) 

The drop size compiled data demonstrates that the coefficient of proportionality, 

C, depends on the sprinkler geometry. The coefficient varies in the range of 1.74 

<C<3.21. 

Yu's [96] spray measurements show that the coefficient C increases with 

increasing injection orifice diameter for upright sprinklers and also very little 

change in drop size at different elevations below the sprinkler suggesting that 

secondary atomization does not occur in sprinkler sprays. The range of C in his 

measurements has been reported within a range of 2.33 < C < 4.48. The gross 

droplet-size distributions of the tested sprinklers have been represented by a 

combination of the log-normal and Rosin-Rammler distributions. Yu's results 

have been confirmed by Chan [37]. The drop sizes by Walmsley and Yule [97] are 

slightly different i.e. DV50lDo = 7.05 We-O.3682. In experiments reported by 

Chan [37], the approximate velocities have been measured at 2.85 m below the 

two ESFR sprinklers for two water discharge pressures, 1.72 bar and 3.45 bar with 

a Particle Measuring Systems (PMS). At that level the droplet velocity was 

comparable with terminal velocity for different pressures. 

Widmann and coworkers [88], [93], [98] used PDI technique to characterize 

velocities (axial and radial components) and drop sizes (DIO, D30 , D32) in four 

residential pendant sprinklers, whose K-factor were ranging from 7.2 x 10-5 m3s

lkPa-l!2 - 1.33 x 10-4 m3s- 1kPa- 1I2 . Widmann reported on the proportionality of 
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mean drop size (flux-averaged volume diameter, D30 ) to p-l /3 for water pressures 

over the range 93 kPa:::; p :::;200 kPa . Widmann performed his measurements at a 

horizontal level between 1.12-3.7 m below the sprinkler deflector. In general the 

velocity of droplets was higher than corresponding terminal velocity. This means 

that most of droplets leave deflector with greater momentum, hence has not 

reached to terminal velocity at the measurement plane after deceleration. The 

mean axial velocities peaked at 2.5 m.s-1
• 

Sheppard [41] used a PlY technique to carry out measurements on nine pendant 

sprinkler and seven upright sprinklers, which are shown in Figure 2-6. The size of 

orifices in this set of sprinklers was ranging from 9.5 to 25.4 mm, with pressures 

ranging from 0.345-5.52 bar which represents flow coefficients from 40 to 363 

IImin/barll2, respectively. This research has been cited for validations purposes 

throughout this dissertation. 

Figure 2-6: Overview of sprinklers tested by Sheppard [41] 

The variation of radial velocity with polar angle at various azimuthally angles was 

investigated in [41]. Sheppard provided a rough approximation of the radial 

velocity close to the sprinkler which is described by Equation (2-10), 

Ud ~ O.6(p/p.tJ1I2 (2-10) 
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The author measured the initial spray velocity for a verity of commercial fire 

sprinklers in near field about 780 mm from the sprinkler head. A sample of the 

data obtained is given in Figure 2-7 [41]. The radial velocities shown strong 

dependency to the elevation angle and less dependency on the azimuthal angle 

and are a function of the specific sprinkler model, therefore a general description 

of the radial velocity independent of sprinkler model is not very accurate. The 

shape of the velocity profile varied widely from sprinkler to sprinkler with no 

differences between upright and pendant sprinklers . The origin of the spray 

velocity is along the axis of the sprinkler between the orifice and the deflector for 

pendant sprinklers and between the orifice and 50 cm above the deflector for 

upright sprinklers. The notation and value allocation to the elevation angle in the 

Figure 2-7 are different from the conventions used in this dissertation. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 2-7: Near field spray velocity, p = 1.31 bar; (a) Velocity Vector; (b) average velocity in 

elevation direction [41] 

As the PIV technique doesn't provide information on the droplet size distribution 

or size-velocity correlations, Sheppard utilized PDI to characterize the droplet size 

distribution for the set of commercial sprinklers shown in Figure 2-6. 

Putorti [83] developed Particle Tracking Velocimetry and Imaging (PTVI) 

technique and found that in some Weber numbers, the drop size decrease follows 

a -2/3 power law. This indicates a faster decrease in comparison to equation (2-9). 

Sprinkler measurements conducted by Blum [92], Ren [82], [90], [99] and Do 

[100] explored the impacts of sprinkler components by using three different types 

of nozzle configurations, i.e. Basis Nozzle, Tined Nozzle and a standard Tyco D3 
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spray nozzle. Blum [92] found that characteristic drop sizes, for the Basis and 

Tined nozzles did not change significantly with respect to jet Weber number. On 

the other hand he Blum [92] reported on the droplet size decay of We~1/6 from 

the spray produced by a flat disk. The reason to this behavior may be related to 

different sheet breakup mode. 

2.5.5 Spray Volume Flux 

The spray pattern formed in any type of sprinklers is unique to that type as shown 

in Figure 2-8. Characterizing the overall spray experimentally has been always 

prohibitive because of the number of measurements points required to map out the 

spray distribution. The most commonly cited techniques are (i) collecting water at 

areas of interest using pans, (ii) counting the droplets in laser sheet images and 

(iii) PDI flux measurements where the size and number of droplets through a 

small probe volume (detection volume) is recorded over time. The latter technique 

has drawn an enormous attention in the recent years, where due to the interference 

pattern, a droplet passing through the probe volume scatters light exhibiting an 

angular and temporal intensity distribution which is characteristic of the size, 

refractive index, and velocity of the droplet [93]. In addition to this, a broad range 

of technical issues have been reported in the literature for the precise 

measurements of the spray volume fluxes. The measurements being used in this 

dissertation for verification purpose have been employing PDI technique. As the 

associated sources of error for PDI technique quantifying dimensions of the probe 

volume, the effects of the photomultiplier tube (PMT) gain and burst splitting 

have received the most attention in the literature. 
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Figure 2-8: Delivered water flux as a function of radial distance from the fire [41] 
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Water density distributions measured for a sprinkler under fire and no fire 

conditions are quite different [84]. Sheppard [81] also showed that water flux is 

strongly dependent on the elevation angle and on the azimuthal angle. Chan [37] 

observed the water density distributions were roughly symmetrical to the plane 

containing the two deflector supporting arms (Yoke arms) for the two investigated 

ESFR sprinklers, and decreases with increasing radial distance from the sprinkler 

axis. In addition to this each gross water density distribution curve is well 

correlated with the Rosin-Rammler equation. 

Zhou et al. [80], have measured both the near and far field spray patterns, 

including spatial distribution of water volume flux, drop size and velocity of 

sprinkler spray, of two warehouse in-rack fire sprinklers. These authors concluded 

that the spray pattern in the near field of the pendant sprinkler is strongly 

influenced by the sprinkler frame arms and the configuration of tines and slit, 

whereas it is more influenced by the frame arm than by the deflector's tines and 

slits in upright sprinkler. In the near field of the pendant sprinkler, large droplet 

sizes appeared at the spray center and in the region close to the deflector level, 

whereas for the upright sprinkler the large droplets appeared in middle elevation 

angle region. In the far field of the sprinkler, the droplet size increases with the 

radial distance. For both sprinklers, the droplet size decreases with the discharge 

pressures. The near-field measurements can be used to prescribe the spray statting 

condition for the modeling of spray transpOli through the fire plume. The far-field 

measurements can be used to evaluate the spray transpOlt calculations. This 
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research has also been cited throughout this dissertation for validations purposes, 

hence the details of the sprinklers used by Zhou et al. [80] will be given in §2.6. 

2.5.6 Sheet Breakup Distance 

Sheet break up distance is also an impinging atomizer spray characteristics whose 

measurement has received attention in recent literature. As can be seen in the rest 

of this section stability sheet breakup distance is a function of jet Weber number, 

as shown by Equation (2-11), as demonstrated in (2-12) to (2-14) 

2Rb 
Do = [(Weo) (2-11 ) 

Where Rb is the breakup distance, Do is orifice diameter and the jet Weber 

number is Weo = pU-gDo/(J. 

Huang [91] provided insight into the stability of water sheets by expanded work 

of Taylor [101]. Huang found existence of a critical regime, where the sheet is 

stable, but sensitive to perturbations. As shown in Figure 2-9, this regime is 

characterized by the value of the weber number between 800 and 1000, containing 

the maximum water sheet break up radius. A semi-empirical correlation as 

Equation (2-12) is provided by [91]: 
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Rb/DO = 625 We- l
/

3 
o 

40 

(2-12) 

Clanet and Villermaux [64], [102] studied smooth liquid sheet and flapping liquid 

sheet at two separate papers. The liquids forming the sheet were both water and 

ethanol. Transition from a smooth sheet to flapping regime occurred 

at pl/2 Weo = 40, where p = Pr/ Pg. For the smooth sheet, the breakup 

distance increased linearly with increase in Weo and for the flapping sheet, they 

reported the same physics observed by Huang. In addition to this the authors 

studied variations of average drop size, D IO, and sheet breakup distance, Rb 

concluding that DlO /Do-p-2/3 Weol and Rb/Do-p-2/3 We~1/3. The mean 

droplet diameter decreased with the Weber number. For Weber numbers less than 

1200 decrease rate slowly follows We~1/3 and for higher Weber number the 

decrease is stronger as Weol . 

Blum [92] found that break-up distances produced by three different types of 

nozzle configurations, i.e. Basis Nozzle, Tined Nozzle and a standard Tyco D3 

spray nozzle, all follow a W e~1/3 scaling law. These results are consistent with 

those found in similar configurations by Huang [91] and Clanet and Villermaux 

[64], [102]. The empirical correlation for the basis nozzle has been reported to be, 

Rb/DO = 482 We~1/3 (2-13) 

Ren [89], [90], [99] quantified two different break-up modes, i.e. Rim break-up 

mode, occurring at Wes < 150, was described as drops detachment at the edge of 

the sheet, and ligament break-up mode, occurring at Wes > 150, consisting of the 

transformations from sheet to ligaments and from ligaments to drops. For standard 

nozzle configuration it was found that the sheet breakup distance is approximately 

one-half the distance of the basis nozzle, Equation (2-14). It is clear that the 

addition of the tines and spaces and the boss promotes the sheet instability, 

resulting in shorter disintegration distance. 

Rb/DO = 248 We~1/3 (2-14) 
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Figure 2-10: Top view photographs of sheets. (a) La = 25.4 mm , We = 7000; (b) La = 25.4 mm, We = 15300; (c), La = 76.2 mm, We = 15300. [76] 
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Do [100] has quantified the flow split, sheet break-up, drop size, and velocity in 

the stream-wise discharge of nozzles having geometry similar to pendant 

sprinklers. Measurements also revealed that the drop size along the slit stream is 

smaller than the droplet size along the tine stream. 

Ren [25, 77] discussed the importance of disturbance on jet surface on sheet 

breakup distance. The disturbance (i.e. turbulence) growth rate on the jet would 

reveal several regimes. For example, when the jet Weber number is small (We ~ 

102), the turbulence is weakly developed on the jet which is very smooth. These 

smooth jets were experimentally observed at very small injection pressures. The 

experiments in this study (We> 103
) were primarily conducted in the turbulence 

regime. The liquid turbulence is well developed and jet distortions are irregular. 

2.6 Sprinklers Considered in the Validation Studies 

for this Thesis 

In addition to the research based on sprinklers shown in Figure 2-6, there are other 

research studies which have been employed in the present thesis for verifications 

and validation purposes. As they will be referred in the rest of the text, more 

details of those experiments carried out at FM Global are provided in this section. 

2.6.1 Study of Zhou et al. [80] 

Zhou et al. [80] reported measurements on two fire sprinklers, a pendent fire 

sprinkler with a K-factor of 20.448 lpm/kPal12 (205 lpm/bar1l2,14.2 gprn/psi1l2) 

and an upright sprinkler with a K-factor of 16.128 lpm/kPa1l2 (161.4 lpm/bar1l2
, 

11.2 gpm/psil/2) shown in Figure 2-11-(a) and Figure 2-12-(a) respectively. The 

measurements reported in Zhou et al. [80], are summarized in Appendix-C. 

For the K-205 sprinkler, measurements were performed for water discharge 

pressures of3.4 bar and 5.2 bar. The distance of the ceiling to the K-205 deflector 

was 0.46 m. 

For the K-162 sprinkler, measurements were performed at 0.76 bar and 1.31 bar. 

The distance of the ceiling to the K -162 deflector was 0.17 m. The deflector 

diameter is 44.45 mm. 
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Figure 2-11 b shows the geometrical structure of the deflector of the K-205 

sprinkler. The azimuthal angle (<I» was designated for each slit from one frame 

arm where <I> = 0 0 

• If the sprinkler is symmetrical, the azimuthal distribution in 

each quadrant is expected to be comparable. Therefore, in their investigation the 

azimuthal distribution was measured in the 2nd quadrant. The selected azimuthal 

locations were 90 0 

, 123 0 and 157 0 

, corresponding to the tines, and 73
0 

, 

107 0 ,140 0 and 180 0 corresponding to the slits between the tines. [103], [104]. 

Figure 2- 11: Azimuthal angle designations for each slit of the K-205 pendant 
sprinkler deflector [80] 

Figure 2-12: (a) K-162 upright sprinkler (b) and its dimension on schematic 
view [80] 

The K-162 sprinkler, Figure 2-12-(a), has 24 tines on the deflector. By checking 

different K-162 sprinkler samples, it was found that e position of the tines to the 
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frame arms varies . Therefore, the azimuthal distribution was measured at a 

constant angle increment of 15° statting from one of the sprinkler frame arms [80]. 

2.6.2 Study of Zhou and Yu [95] 

Zhou and Yu [95] conducted series of experiments at low water discharge 

pressures to investigate the fire sprinkler spray formation as affected by sprinkler 

geometry. They measured water film thicknesses and sheet breakup distances for 

flat deflectors of three diameters, 25.4 mm, 38.1 mm and 50.8 mm, formed due to 

impingement of a jet with 9.5 mm diameter. 

Figure 2-13 and Figure 2-14 show variety of slit deflectors and boss deflectors. 

Figure 2-15 shows slit spray discharge angle and slit stream being formed due to 

presence of slits on the deflector, and Figure 2-16 demonstrates detachment of 

water to arm and formation of vertical water sheets at two low pressures . 

Figure 2-13: Three slit-sprinklers with the same disk diameter (25.4 mm), the same slit length (7.9 
mm) but different slit widths of (a) 1.59 mm, (b) 3.18 mm and (c) 4.76 mm. [95] 

Figure 2-14: Two conical boss-sprinklers with the same base radius (4.8 mm),disk diameter (25.4 
mm) and slit width (1.59 mm), but different angles of (a) 1271 and (b) 901. [95] 
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Figure 2-15: Slit stream from a 3.18 mm wide slit illustrated at pressure 0.034 bar. [95] 

Figure 2-16: Vertical water sheet formed behind the sprinkler arm at discharge pressures of (a) 
0.014 bar and (b) 0.034 bar. [95] 

It is reported by them that deflector diameter and boss structure have little impact 

on drop size and sheet breakup distance. However, wider slits form larger drops. 

At constant operating pressure, the slit spray discharge angle is insensitive to the 

slit width, but sensitive to the boss that helps directing the slit spray toward the 

sprinkler centerline. The frame arm tends to produce a vertical spray sheet 

downstream of the frame arm, which increases the complexity of overall spray 

formation. An empirical correlation was also established to estimate the spray flux 

fraction discharging from a deflector slit. The above measurements and 

observations are useful for the development of a spray formation model for fire 

sprinklers. 
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As explained in the first chapter, the main aim of this research is to model the 

initial sprinkler spray based on the physics of sprays. The physics involved in the 

sprays formed from impinging jet atomizers has been explained in §2.4. The 

development of such an initial spray predictive model can help both designers and 

fire researchers. These models can be incorporated in CFD simulation packages to 

study the fire suppression performance of sprinklers in different fire scenarios. 

Once the initial spray is characterized, Lagrangian particles models could easily 

be employed in CFD packages to track the droplets. Without a robust modeling 

approach for the initial spray, modelers would have to rely on empirically-based 

correlations such as Rosin-Rammler (or Weibull) which are limited in their 

applications. This section is dedicated to review both the development of sprinkler 

spray models and the incorporation of spray models in numerical studies. 

Fire researchers have employed room fire models for decades to understand the 

spread of fire and combustion products in structures. The most commonly used 

fire models are zone models. Zone models break the building compartments into 

hot upper level and cool lower level and are typically used to predict the 

movement of hot gases through the structure, i.e. height and temperature of the 

hot layer, and to predict the activation of fire sprinklers or detectors. 

Computer models for sprinklers in fire protection have been continuously 

developing. Alpert [105] developed a sprinkler spray transport computer program 

called SPRAY in the 1980s, which was used to calculate the spray-plume 

interaction in the axi-symmetric configuration. Subsequently Bill [106] used the 

program to calculate drop size distribution, thrust force of the spray, water density 

in the horizontal plane and the Actual Delivered Densities (ADD). ADD measures 

sprinkler's suppression performance in a residential sprinkler. Later on, Nam and 

Bill [110] employed the GENTRA and PHOENICS codes to simulate the ADD 

results of a fire sprinkler. Then, Nam first studied both experimentally and 

numerically the superposition of a steady water spray on a steady thermal plume 
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(Nam and Bill, [107]) and Nam [108], [109], [110], and demonstrated that there is 

an optimal flow rate for a given sprinkler that gives the highest penetration ratio 

within a practical flow range [109] and increasing drop size is a much more 

effective way for obtaining a higher penetration ratio compared to increasing 

spray momentum [110]. The ALOFT model is available for downrange dispersion 

of pollutants in the environment [35], [83] and the Fire Dynamic Simulator (FDS) 

is available for fire flows in compartments [111]. FDS employs an empirical 

correlation for the initial spray distribution and predicts that once a sprinkler has 

activated and begins to discharge water, representative droplets are tracked. Drop 

size is randomly selected from a Probability Density Function (PDF) constructed 

from sprinkler data. 

OpenFOAM is an open-source, an object-oriented code written in C++, which 

makes it reasonably straightforward to implement new models and fit spray 

models into the whole code structure. The code includes polyhedral mesh support, 

making it possible to create meshes using any form of cells, as long as the quality 

of the resulting mesh is high. Lagrangian parcels are tracked by face-to-face 

tracking, thus no parcels are lost when moving between cells as in Kiva-3V. 

Furthermore, models are implemented to be run-time-selectable, which makes it 

very easy for the user to switch between turbulence models, spray sub-models, 

numerical schemes etc. All solvers written in OpenFOAM can easily be run in 

parallel, since the code is parallelized at such a fundamental level, removing the 

need (in most cases) for the user to consider multiple processor simulations [112]. 

Theoretical research for investigating impinging liquid jet breakup and 

disintegration has focused on three general modeling approaches: 

(i) Surface stability analysis, i.e. Dombrowski and lohns [78], Chang and 

Russell [113], Reitz and Bracco [60], Lian and Lin [114] and Liao et al 

[ 115]. 

(ii) Numerical solution with free surface dynamics, i.e. Watson [116], 

Ibrahim and Przekwas [117], Mao et al [118], Rizk and Mongia [119], 

and Hilbing and Heister [120]. 

(iii) Numerical solution with two phase flow coupling, i.e. (Liang and 

Ungewitter [121], Walmsley and Yule [97] and Chen et al.[122]) 
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A useful model for predicting the film thickness and velocity along the deflector 

based on a free-surface similarity boundary layer concept [116] was adapted for 

sprinkler analysis by Wu [123] and Wu et al. [124]. 

The University of Maryland [82] [125], established a framework to compress the 

extensive initial spray data using compact analytical functions. The measured 

volume flux distributions, drop size distributions, and velocity distributions are 

used to generate the analytical functions describing the spatial variation of the 

droplet density, size, and velocity with elevation angle. Legendre polynomials and 

Gaussian functions were defined. 

Numerically simulation the spray formed in the fire sprinkler, from first principle 

is quite expensive. Great amount of simulations is required to verify the reliability 

of the first principle modeling for a range of sprinkler configurations, at range of 

operational conditions and has been remained uncovered as yet. To reduce the 

computational cost, the problem can be simplified and reduced to the simulation 

of the jet interaction with sprinkler head components. Once the film 

characteristics have been evaluated, the sheet instability and disintegration can be 

analyzed through linear perturbation theory. The latter approach is under 

development in University of Maryland, but no official report has been published 

yet. 

2.8 Summary 

A comprehensive review of experimental and theoretical researches dedicated to 

quantify the spray characteristics for both sprinkler configurations and impinging 

jet atomizers is provided in this chapter. 

Carrying out experimental measurements to quantify sprinkler spray dates back to 

four decade ago and the spray parameters quantification has benefited from 

advances in optic measurement techniques. Beside improvements in the accuracy 

of measurements, the spray quantifications have moved to near fields nowadays 

despite the far field measurements at the early stages. The results from early 

investigations provided sprinkler design guidance and valuable information for the 

development of atomization and spray models. 
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Empirical distributions as well as some other simple correlations which have been 

developed for estimating characteristic drop sizes based on the early experiments 

can be used as primitive predictive models; however, they are insensitive to many 

effects that are known to influence the initial spray behavior. The data in these 

correlations are obtained under quiescent cold flow conditions. In the experiments 

equivalent diameters are determined by measuring a size dependent property of an 

arbitrary property non-spherical droplet such as volume or surface area and 

relating it to the diameter of an equivalent spherical droplet. 

Sprays are produced by a variety of sprinklers, generating large differences in data. 

In general sprinklers can be divided into two categories: high velocity sprinklers 

[9-15 m.s- I
] generating small-medium droplets and low velocity sprinklers [1-5 

m.s- I
] generating medium-large droplets. The majority of water drops from 

sprinklers are relatively large [> 0.3 mm]. 

Even if the sheet breakup location can be predicted accurately, several 

uncertainties still remain in droplet size predictions. The primary uncertainty is 

how the sheet breaks up. The sheet can breakup into droplets directly, or into 

fragments or ring like ligaments. The second uncertainty is on how those 

ligaments and fragments will break up. So far, there are no accurate models to 

predict the ligament breakup. 

The sheet breakup mechanism is attributed to a sheet instability resulting from 

interaction of the sheet with the surrounding medium, with inertial forces 

overcoming surface tension forces. At small Weber numbers and small density 

ratios, the disturbances in the sheet are damped, while at large Weber numbers 

and density ratios the sinusoidal disturbances in the sheet grow. The mean feature 

of the evolution is that the mean drop diameter decreases with Webber. For a 

given Webber number the mean drop diameter increases with surface tension. 

The following chapter details the modeling approach adopted in the present thesis. 
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3 MODELLING SPRINKLER 

SPRAY CHARACTERISTICS 

3.1 Introduction 

The initial spray characteristics are described by the sheet breakup distance, 

droplet size, initial droplet formation location, droplet velocities and spray volume 

fluxes. This chapter will formulate and characterize the initial spray formation 

through series of theoretical and semi-empirical models mostly based on essential 

physics involved in an impinging jet atomizer. The main model developments 

introduced as part of this thesis will be highlighted throughout the chapter. The 

atomization process could be summarized in the following categories: 
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• Jet impingement, 

• Film formation, 

• Sheet formation, 

• Development of instabilities on the sheet, 

• Sheet breakup either to ligaments or to droplets due to growth of 

instabilities on the sheet surface. 

• If ligaments are formed they will further disintegrate to droplets. 

Formulations are presented for film formation (§3.2), sheet trajectory (§3.3) and 

the sheet breakup to ligaments and droplets (§3.4). The adopted numerical and 

modeling approaches in this thesis, based on the formulations explained in (§3.2) 

to (§3.4) are explained in (§3.5). At the next step a dimensionless formulation will 

be presented (§3.6) to evaluate the sheet thickness and the spray volume median 

diameter. A stochastic approach have been adopted to generalize some of the 

spray characteristics (§3.7). The development of a semi-empirical model will be 

presented in (§3.8) and the calculation of water volume fluxes and droplet 

trajectories are given in (§O) and (§3.1 0), respectively. 

3.2 Mathematical Modeling of the Flow over a 

Deflector Disk 

This section is devoted to the presentation and analysis of the models intended to 

improve sprinkler spray atomization. The base models in which 

modifications/developments were introduced as part of this thesis are presented in 

detail, together with the contributions of the PhD work. 

3.2.1 Boundary Layer Model (BLM) 

When a liquid jet of diameter Do and kinematic viscosity v impacts with velocity 

Uo a horizontal deflector (disc or impactor) of diameter D i , it spreads radially as a 

film flow and its thickness and velocity are affected by the growth of the 

boundary layer on the deflector as presented in Figure 3-1 in its simplest form. A 

complete study of the radial film spread over the horizontal plane has been carried 
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out by Watson [116]. Four distinct regions denoted (i) , (ii), (iii) and (iv) In 

Figure 3-1 are identifiable over the flat plane. 

,~ 

YzD 

Do=2a 
~ 

Stagnation Point 

(i)/;":. (ii) . :. (iii)· ! (iv)i 

r--- ro ) 
rh .: 

Figure 3-1: Impingement of a liquid jet on a flat surface and different flow regions . 

Region (i) 

An internal region (i), also called impinging or stagnation region, where the 

flow speed outside the boundary layer increases rapidly from 0 at the 

stagnation point to Uo, the speed with which the jet strikes the deflector and 

the boundary layer thickness, 0 is 0 (Jv:~o). In reality the stagnation point is 

not fixed. Region (i) is defined by radial distance from the axis of the jet, 1', in 

the order of the radius of the impinging jet, a = VzDo. The direction of the 

water jet is changed in this region from vertical to radial and a radial 

expanding film flow is formed . 

Region (ii) 

Region (ii) is also known as the boundary layer region [116] or developing 

region [75], and is distinguished by the boundary layer thickness oCr) less 

than film thickness hCr). The velocity outside the boundary layer region (ii) is 

still unaffected by the viscous stresses, hence is constant, UCr) = Uo, and the 

velocity inside the boundary layer of developing region has Blasius flat plate 
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profile. The boundary layer grows until the wall influences the entire 

thickness of the film. 

Region (iii) 

The external region (iii) is known as the transient region (fully developed 

region) where the whole film thickness corresponds to the boundary layer, 

her) = oCr). The velocity in region (iii), U(r) is less than Uo. The transition 

from (ii) to (iii) occurs at radial location ro defined by hero) = oero). Regions 

(ii) and (iii) are defined by r > Do/2, where streamlines remain nearly 

parallel. 

Region (iv) 

The region (iii) extends until the hydraulic jump occurs after rh, where the 

region (iv) starts. The velocity profile in this region can be described by a 

non-Blasius similarity solution. A hydraulic jump occurs when the flow 

suddenly changes from supercritical (Fr > 1) to subcritical (Fr < 1), which is 

accompanied by a sudden increase in liquid film thickness. The Froud 

number, Fr, is the ratio of inertia to gravity, and is defined as Fr = UJ / gao 

The phenomenon of hydraulic jump is very important for the process of heat 

transfer in the spreading film. After the jump in sub-critical region the slow 

moving liquid exhibits degraded heat transfer characteristics. Prediction and 

control of the jump location is important in thermal design. In modern 

sprinkler designs the radius of the deflector is not large enough for the 

hydraulic jump to occur [126]. 

Region Specific Modeling Equations 

Regions specific equations are provided in the literature for the film thickness 

based on the radial location for laminar and turbulent flows. Regions (i) and (ii) 

are commonly encountered in sprinkler configurations. However, it was found 

that in some sprinkler scenarios, the film has persisted beyond Region (ii) and will 

be connected to sprinkler studies by evaluating some inputs from sprinkler's 

terminology [77]. 
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Laminar motion in the layer 

The formulations introduced below are mainly derived under laminar motion of 

the flow in the boundary layer. In region (ii), the boundary layer and sheet 

thicknesses obtained by Watson [116] can be respectively expressed as: 

6(r) ~ 2.58690 Jvtr 
Uo 

DZ 

her) ::::; _0 + 0.38482 oCr) 
4Di 

(3-1) 

(3-2) 

Using equations (3-1) and (3-2), together with the definition ofro, hero) = o(ro), 

one can evaluate the location of transition between region (ii) to (iii) as follows: 

1 

ro ::::; 0.183 Do Re"3 (3-3) 

Where Re = UoDo/v! is the Reynolds number of the incident jet and the subscript 

f denotes fluid properties. For a typical value Re = 6000, the transition occurs at 

3.3 times the jet diameters. 

F or the fully developed region, the film flow is characterized as [116]: 

her) = oCr) = 4.837 r3 + [3 
Re Dor 

(3-4) 

3 Re Do 
U(r) ::::; Uo 23.8 --- -

(3-5) 

The constant of integration, [, which appears in equations (3-4) and (3-5) is 

determined by the condition that the free surface velocity U(r) in (3-5) must be 

equal to Uo at r = roo This condition leads to: 

1 

[ ::::; 0.32955 DoRe"3 (3-6) 
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Turbulent motion in the layer 

The flow in the boundary layer may not always be laminar, especially if the liquid 

jet is unstable. The sheet thickness over a flat plate within region (ii) in turbulent 

cases is given by: 

D6 (7Vf)1/5 (Di)4/5 
hi =-+C1 x - -

4Di Uo 2 
(3-7) 

Where C1 = 1.659 X 10-2 is a coefficient determined from similarity analysis 

performed by Watson [116]. It is noteworthy that this coefficient will change with 

sprinkler injection geometry. Defining 00 = D6 /4Di' equation (3-7) can be 

normalized as: 

hi _ (1)4/5 (7Vf)1/5 (Di)4/5 
--1+4 - C1 - -
00 2 Uo Do 

(3-8) 

In region (iii) the sheet thickness for turbulent scenarios is found from: 

h (V)~ i ~ 
i = C

2 
X ..1.. 4 ri + l4 

Q ri 

(3-9) 

Where C2 = 0.0211, and l is an arbitrary constant length, which has to be 

determined by the conditions where the boundary layer reaches the free surface 

(r = ro). Similar to previous section the expression for l is obtained by matching 

the sheet velocity at r = ro and is given by: 

1 

l = C3 x a(Q/vfa)9 
(3-10) 

where C3 = 4.126. 

At this point the full description of the radial spread of the jet over the flat disc in 

the different regions identified in Figure 3-1 is given. Now recalling 

that Q [m3s-1 ], equation (1-1), is the sprinkler volumetric discharge and can be 

expressed as equation (3-11) by mass conservation: 
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1/2 rrD5 Q = Kt1p = 4UO = 2rrrihiUi (3-11) 

By rearranging equation (3-11) the average speed of the sheet when it leaves the 

deflector edge could be obtained as: 

Df Q Kt1pl/2 
U·=--UO=--

1 8rihi 2rrrihi 2rrrihi 
(3-12) 

The sprinklers hydraulic diameter (or radius) could be obtained from volumetric 

discharge as: 

Do = 2 a = (4Q )1/2 
rrUo 

(3-13) 

The sprinkler injection velocity could be found using Bernoulli's equation, P1 = 

Po + ~ PfU5, assuming inviscid flow 
2 

Uo = J21lP 
Pf 

(3-14) 

Substitution equation (3-14) into equation (3-13), the hydraulic radius of jet can 

be expressed in terms of sprinkler K-factor 

1 
a--2 

4Q _ {K 4 {P; 
-=- ~~~2 

1t I~ 
Pf 

(3-15) 

The sheet thickness is increased by the viscous effect, and this viscous effect is 

related to the disk radius and inversely to the initial jet speed (or discharge 

pressure). 

In order to show the importance of the viscous effect, a non-dimensional 

thickening factor 6' == hi 00 is defined in (3-17), i.e. the ratio of the actual 

thickness to the in-viscid sheet thickness, based on geometrical diameter ratio, i.e. 

equation (3-16). The detailed derivation is presented in Appendix A-I. 
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Di 
X= Do 

_ {1 + 5.625 X 10-2 Re~l/S X9
/

S 

0-
1.023 + 3.77 X 10-2 Re~1/4 X9/ 4 

Ti < To 

Ti > To 
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(3-16) 

(3-17) 

For Reo = 105 and Reo = 106 the non-dimensional thickening factors are 

'8 = 1.041 and 6' = 1.025, respectively. 

In sprinkler application studies it is required to check firstly if the release regime 

is laminar or turbulent. A stability criterion has been provided by Watson to 

determine whether the flow is laminar or turbulent. From similarity analysis it is 

derived a critical jet Reynolds number, Reo = Q JVta = 27500, above which the 

flow is turbulent. In the cases presented in the current study, the jet Reynolds 

number exceeds the criteria for the injection pressures above 5000 pa. 

3.2.2 The Axisymmetric Film Model (AFM) 

In addition to the method discussed in §3.2.1, an alternative model, for analyzing 

the development of the film thickness and velocity over the deflector is presented 

in this section. This model builds on the same principles as [95], [116] and 

presents formulations which enable characterizing the film flow over the deflector 

by ensuring mass flux conservation and describing the decrease of film 

momentum due to viscosity. This system of conservation equations are formulated 

in cylindrical coordinate for an axisymmetric film development, as sketched in 

Figure 3-2. 
z 

Lr,u, tv~ t 

Figure 3-2: Film development on a flat plate upon orthogonal liquid jet impingement 

The flow has been assumed incompressible and the formulation is developed in 

two dimensions. It is noteworthy is the flow above solid surface up to free surface. 
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It is assumed that liquid and ambient doesn't change throughout the film 

development process. Hence analyse of energy equation has been avoided. 

Mass conservation 

Equation (3-18) describes the mass conservation in cylindrical coordinate: 

ap 1 a 1 a a 
at +;:- ar (prvr) +;:- ae (pve) + az (pvz) = 0 (3-18) 

The mass conservation equation in axisymmetric coordinate will be reduced to 

(3-19), assuming steady state condition, a/at = 0, in r-z plane, alae = 0: 

a a 
ar (prvr) + r az (pvz) = 0 (3-19) 

Equation (3-19) can be expanded and re-written as: 

dVr dp dvz dp 
PVr + pr dr + rVr dr + pr dz + rvz dz = 0 

and simplifies to equation (3-20), 

a dvz -(prv) +pr- = 0 
ar r dz 

(3-20) 

From continuity equation, (3-18), V z could be obtained. By rearranging (3-20), Vz 

could be found in the form presented in (3-21), 

dvz 1 a 
dz = - pr ar (prvr) 

vz=-~afz pr ar 0 (prvr) dz (3-21) 

The equation (3-21) has been further expanded in the below section (Momentum 

equation). 

Momentum equation 

Momentum equation in rand z directions can be written as (3-22) and (3-23) 

respectively: 
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(
avr aVr ve aVr aVr V~) ap p -+V -+--+V --- =--+ at r ar r ae Z az r ar 

(3-22) 

[
1 a (aVr) 1 aZvr aZvr vr 2 ave] 

/1 -;: ar r ar + rZ aez + azz - rZ - rZ ae + P9r 

(
aVZ avz ve avz avz) 

P at + Vr ar + -;:- ae + Vz az 
ap [1 a (avz) 1 azvz aZvz] 

= - a z + /1 -;: ar r ar + r Z a e Z + a z Z + P 9 z 

(3-23) 

Then the momentum in r -direction equation (3-22) would be reduced to equation 

(3-24) by eliminating the 8 direction: 

(
avr aVr Ve aVr aVr V~) ap r: P -+V -+--+V --- =--+ at r ar r ae z az r ar 
~ ~ '-v-' 
000 

[
1 a (aVr) 1 aZvr aZvr Vr 2 ave] 

/1 -;: ar r ar + rZ aez + aZZ - rZ - rZ ae + P f!.!, 
'-.,-...' ~ 0 

o 0 

( aVr aVr) ap [1 a (aVr) aZVr Vr ] 
P v -+V - =--+/1 -- r- +----

r ar z a z ar r ar ar a z Z r Z 
(3-24) 

Taking into account constant uniform velocity profile in z -direction, the 

Momentum equation (3-23) would be reduced into: 

ap 
az = P9z (3-25) 

At this stage multiplying p aVr on both sides momentum equation in r-direction az 
(3-21) gives the second term in Left Hand Side (LHS) of (3-24). It has been 

obtained in (3-26), knowing that the derivation of an integral of the form 

f Y1 f(x,y)dy can be expressed as~ f Y1 f(x,y)dy = f Y1
a
a 

f(x,y)dy. [127] 
Yo dx Yo Yo x 

aVr 1 aVr a fZ 
pv - = - - - - (prv) dz 

z az r az ar 0 r 
(3-26) 
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The term vr a(prvr)/ ar has been added and subtracted from RHS 

1 {avr a fZ a a} -r az ar 0 (prvr) az + Vr ar (prvr) - Vr ar (prvr) = 

= - ~ {:z [vr :r lZ (prvr) az]- Vr :r (prvr)} 

Substituting equation (3-26) into equation (3-24), gives: 

aVr 1 a [ a fZ ] Vr a PVr ar - r az Vr ar 0 (prvr) az + -;:- ar (prvr) 
(3-27) 

ap [1 a (aVr) aZVr vr] 
= - ar + fl r ar r ar + azZ - rZ 

Equation (3-27) is then integrated across the film layer, denoting the film 

thickness as, "h" 

f 
h av 1 f h a [ a f h ] 1 f h a 

o pVr a: az - r 0 az Vr ar 0 (prvr) aZ aZ + r 0 Vr ar (prvr) aZ 
(3-28) 

f
hap fhaZv fhfl a ( av) fh V = - -az + fl ---faz + -- r_r az - fl [--%] az 

o ar 0 a z 0 r ar ar 0 r 

Where the first and third terms on LHS of Equation (3-28) can be further written 

as: 

f
h av 1 fh a PVr a r az + - Vr-a (prvr) az orr 0 r 

f
h aVr 1 [( aVr)] = 0 PVr ar az + r Vr PVr + pr ar az 

(3-29) 

f
h aVr 1 ( aVr) 

= 0 PVr ar az + r pv; + prvr ar az 

1 fh ( av ) r 0 pv; + 2prvr a: az 
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_ 1 fh a - r 0 ar (prvnaz 

As such equation (3-28) could be expressed in following form, 

f
h a fh a [ a fh ] 

,0 ar (prvna~ - ,0 ih vr ar 0 (prvr) az a~ 
II 

f
hap fhaZv fh a ( av) = -r -az + /lr --faz + /l - r_r az 

,0 ar, ,0 a z , ,0 ar ar , (3-30) 

III IV V 

f
h V 

- /lr ,0 [fz] a~ 
VI 

Some of the terms shown in (3-30) could be determined using Leibniz law. 

Leibniz integral rule gives a formula for differentiation of a definite 

integral whose limits are functions of the differential variable, [128] 

a fb(Z) fb(Z) at ab aa -a t(x,z)dx = -a dx + t(b(z),z) -a - t(a(z),z)-a 
z a(z) a(z) Z Z Z 

(3-31 ) 

Hence the Leibniz rule has been applied to the terms, I, II and III; 

I .. .. f
h a a fh aD 

o ar (prvi)az = ar 0 (prvi)dz - prv~ ar (3-32) 

II:: lh :z [vr :r lh (prvr) az] az 
(3-33) 

[vr :r f (prvr ) az lI: ~ Vh :r f (prvr ) az 

f
hap a fh ah III :: -az = - pdz - Ph-

o ar ar 0 ar 
(3-34) 
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At interface of sheet and air, the profile of radial velocity is assumed to be 

uniform or with negligible gradient, however the gradient at root is steep. The 

following expressions are obtained: 

f
h a2V aV Ih (aV ) IV:: __ r az _r _r 

o az2 az 0 az z=h (
aVr) 
az z=o 

f
h a ( av) fh [a

2
v av ] 

V:: 11 0 ar r a: az = 11 0 r ar; + a: az 

h -

VI :: I1r fa [~;] az I1r [~;] h 

(
aVr) 
az z=o 

iT 
11""::" h 

r 

(3-35) 

(3-36) 

(3-37) 

If we assume that the plate is impermeable, we have that on the plate surface 

(z=O), Vr = Vz = 0 at the edge of layer Vr = Vr, say. Substituting back equations 

(3-32) to (3-37) into equation (3-30), gives 

d fh ah a fh 
dr 0 (prv;) dz - prv~ ar - Vh ar 0 (prvr) az 

(3-38) 

[ 
d fh ah] (aVr) -r - pdz - Po - - I1r -
dr 0 ar az z=o 

Further simplification can be introduced to the above formulation as shown 

below, 

d fh LHS -r - (p - Ph)dz - rrw 
dr 0 

d fh LHS = -r - pg(o - z)dz - rrw 
dr 0 

LHS 
d 2 -r - (1hpgh ) - rr dr w 

It should be noted that LW = Il(avr / az)z=o = lhpCc'J/, Where Cc is the 

average friction coefficient on the deflector surface [95]: 
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d {h ah a {h 
dr J

o 
(prv;) dz - prv~ ar - Vh ar J

o 
(prvr ) az 

dh 2 = -Vzpgr 2h- - VzprC iT dr c r 

The LHS of equation (3-39) can be expanded as following: 

[ 
d 2] 2 ah a 

LHS = dr (prvr h) - prvh ar - Vh ar (prvr h) 

= pv; h + dVr 2 dh 
2prhvr dr + prVr dr 

2 ah (dh dVr) 
- prvh ar - PVh rVr dr + vrh + rh dr 

_ dVr 2 dh 
- prhvr dr - prVr dr 

Therefore, combination of equations (3-39) and (3-40) gives: 

dVr 2 dh _ 2 
hVr dr + (gh - Vr ) dr - - VzCcVr 
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(3-39) 

(3-40) 

(3-41) 

The system of non-linear first order differential equations given for AFM, (3-21) 

and (3-41), solve for the thickness and speed of the film over the deflector up to 

its edge and are subject to the following boundary conditions: 

It has been assumed that the film initiates at a radial distance equivalent to 

the jet diameter, r = Do, and the starting thickness could be is 00 = 
D1;J4Do· 

The initial film average speed has been chosen based on the inviscid 

assumption and considered to be the same as the jet speed, Uo. 

The system of equation summarized in (3-42) is solved using a fourth-order 

Runge-Kutta method to yield the solutions for hand Vr . 

h Vr dr = ---:;:-
[

dVrj [ hVr 1 
lVrh gh - vi 1 ~~ _ 'hC,vi 

(3-42) 
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3.3 Sheet Trajectory Model 

In sprinkler applications the momentum of the water jet is sufficient to push most 

of the flow from film to sheet, however for part of the flow which sticks to the 

yoke arms, the momentum diminishes. Under these circumstances probably the 

film would not detach from the sprinkler and partial water bells, [75], will form. 

In this dissertation this flows have not been modeled. 

It is crucial to precisely model the sheet trajectory. The inaccuracies in the sheet 

thickness, speed and location will influence to a great extend the favorable 

parameters in spray quantification, i.e. sheet breakup distance, initial droplet 

location, droplet velocity and even droplet size. 

This section reviews an existing sheet trajectory model in (§3.3.1) and also 

presents the development of a novel sheet tracking model in (§3.3.2) undertaken 

in the present thesis. 

3.3.1 Inversely Linear Thickness Decay 

A popular hypothesis for predicting the characteristics of an attenuating sheet has 

been suggested by Taylor [101]. This model has been under attention of 

researchers studying the sheet formed by like-doublet impinging jets [129] and 

splash plates [130], [131]. The thickness of the sheet h at any arbitrary point is 

inversely proportional to its radial distance from the stagnation point (Figure 3-1) 

h _ hiri 
r 

(3-43) 

The initial thickness of the sheet is given by the film thickness at the perimeter of 

the deflector. This hypothesis is referred to as "Inversely Linear Thickness Decay 

(IL TD)" model. 

In the sprinkler spray modeling [77], [124] the speed of the sheet Uswas assumed 

to be constant throughout the formation and destruction and equal to the speed of 

film at the deflector perimeter Ui• 
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3.3.2 Detailed Trajectory Model 

This section introduces a more Detailed Trajectory Model (DTM) for 

investigating the characteristics of the radially expanding sheets available in the 

sprinkler studies and as an alternative to the ILTD. DTM builds on the approach 

developed by Mao et al. [118], Chuech [132] and Ibrahim and McKinney [133]. 

They studied the evolution of non-swirling and swirling liquid sheets from 

annular nozzle with formulation . 

DTM calculates the radial change in speed, thickness, deflection angle, and 

vertical displacement of the sheet issuing from the deflector edge. This is the first 

time that a curvilinear model is formulated and being extensively used for 

impinging jet configuration. In the current system liquid stream-wise, ~ , 

tangential, (, and normal, rJ, to streamline directions are perpendicular to each 

other as displayed in Figure 3-3 . 

r 

rJ 

(IS 

I r + ar / a~ ds i) IIji1 ~ : 
. ., 'I -r I 
I I » 

I 

Figure 3-3: Schematic illustration of a radial expanding liquid sheet. 

The system of ordinary differential equations can be expressed in the following 

simplified forms 

Continuity: 
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a 
a~ (pfufrh) = 0 (3-44) 

Momentum in the stream-wise ~-direction: 

aUf sin e 
Pfuf a~ - Pfufwf -r- = S( + Pf9 cos e (3-45) 

Momentum in the normalll-direction: 

ae cose apf . 
Pfufuf a~ - PfWfWf-r- = - a7J - Pf9 sme (3-46) 

Momentum in the tangential s-direction: 

aWf sine 
Pfufuf a~ + Pfwfuf -r- = S~ (3-47) 

where the first term in equations (3-45) and (3-47) represents directional 

components of ine11ia forces in their respective directions, stream-wise and 

tangential. The second term in equations (3-45) and (3-47) and the first term in 

(3-46) denotes the directional components of centrifugal forces. The second term 

in equation (3-46) relates to Corio lis force. The terms Pf 9 cos e and Pf 9 sin e 

designate directional components of gravity force. The terms S~ and S~ account 

for the viscous forces in their respective directions. 

Young-Lap lace-Gauss equation is a non-linear partial differential equation that 

describes the capillary pressure difference sustained across the interface between 

two fluids. The pressure difference is due to the phenomenon of surface tension. 

This equation relates the pressure difference to the shape of the surface and it is 

fundamentally important in the study of capillary surfaces. 

Llp - (]" V. n = 2 (]" H = (]" (:1 + :2 ) (3-48) 

H is the mean curvature, and R1 and R2 are the principal radii of curvature. 

The pressure gradient in the normal direction 7J can be approximated by its 

integrated form as a function of the gas pressure difference Llpf between the upper 

and lower surfaces of the sheet and surface tension forces which can be related to 

capillary pressure and gas pressure differences Llpg. The surface tension force is 
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proportional to the surface tension, cr, and inversely proportional to the radius of 

curvature Rc. 

(
COS e 1) 

iJPt = iJPg - 20' -r- ± Rc (3-49) 

The plus sign in front of 1/ R is applied for negative de / d( case, and the minus 

sign is for positive de / d( case. In case of an sprinkler application it is modeled in 

form of (3-50) 

apt ~ iJPg 20' (COS e ae) ----- ----
aT} - h h r a( 

(3-50) 

Following Chuech and co-authors [132], [134] the viscous forces in the stream

wise and tangential momentum equations are accounted for through the interfacial 

friction forces acting on the inner and outer liquid-gas interfaces. Therefore, the 

viscous forces may be written respectively, in terms of gas-liquid interfacial 

friction factors representation [47] as 

S( = 0.5 Pg I( (ug - Ut )Iug - Uti 
h 

S~ = 0.5 pgI~ (wg - Wt )Iwg - Wtl 
h 

(3-51) 

Where I~ and 1(, in equation (3-51) are the gas-liquid interfacial friction factors. 

)
-025 I( = 0.79(1 + 150 h/r)(Re( . 

( )
-025 

I~ = 0.79(1 + 150 h/r) Re~ . 

Where the Reynolds numbers are: 

Re( = pghlUg - Uti 
/1g 

Re~ = pghlWg - Wtl 
/1g 

(3-52) 

(3-53) 

Owing to simplifying assumptions and use of conforming curvilinear coordinates 

in the present model, all the dependent variables have gradients only in the 
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stream-wise direction, S. Therefore the governing equations are given by the 

following equations: 

dh dr dUt 
Utr d( + Ut h d( + rh d( = 0 (3-54) 

dUt 2 sin e 
PtUt d( - PtWt -r- = Ptgcose + S~ (3-55) 

2 de 2 cose fjPg 20" (cose de) . 
PtUt --PtWt --= -- + - ---- -ptgsme 

d( r h h r d( 

(3-56) 

dWt sine 
PtUt d( + PtUtWt -r- = S( 

(3-57) 

The system of equations (3-54) to (3-57) consists of four equations and five 

unknowns, Wt, Ut, h, e, r an additional equation could be derived from 

geometrical considerations of the streamline as shown in Figure 3-3: 

dr 
d( = sin e (3-58) 

To track the sheet trajectory, its horizontal coordinate z is evaluated in reference 

with Figure 3-3 as: 

dz 
d( = cos e (3-59) 

The system of non-linear equations (3-54) to (3-59) is solved with a set of six 

initial conditions listed in equations (3-60) to (3-65) and provides numerical 

solution to the development of non-swirling planar sheet. 

Utl~=o = Ui, (3-60) 

Wtl~=o = 0 (3-61) 

hl~=o = hi, (3-62) 

el~=o = eo, (3-63) 
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rl~=o = YzDi (3-64) 

zl~=o = 0 (3-65) 

The sheets developed in the sprinklers have complexities in the ability to impart 

swirl to either of gas flows and/or the liquid flow. The swirl can change the 

evolution of the sheet particularly the evolution of waves on its surface [135]. 

The system of non-linear first order differential equations given for DTM, (3-66), 

subject to the boundary conditions explained as equations (3-60) to (3-65) is 

solved using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method to yield the solutions 

for uf' wf' h, e, r, z. 

rh ufh ufr 0 0 dUf/d~ 

Pfuf 0 0 0 0 dr/d~ 

0 0 0 PfU} + 2(J/h 0 X dh/d~ 

0 1 0 0 0 de/d~ 

0 0 0 0 1 dz/d~ _ 
(3-66) 

0 
Pfgcose + S~ 

2(J /h X cose /r - Pfgsine 
sine 
cose 

3.4 Sheet Break-up and Droplet Formation 

3.4.1 Sheet Breakup 

According to Dombrowski [78], the growth of aerodynamic waves on a liquid in

viscid sheet could be expressed in form of equation (3-67). The equation is a 

balance of four forces, namely, Pressure force, Surface tension force, Inertial force 

and Viscous force, by ignoring the 2nd derivative terms, 

(at)2 (at) Pfh at + flhn2 at - 2pg n u} + 2(Jn2 = 0 (3-67) 
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Where f is defined as natural logarithm of the ratio of wave amplitude to 

amplitude of initial disturbance, In(A/ Ao), and is called the dimensionless total 

growth of the wave. 

It is found by Dombrowski that the breakup of the liquid sheets due to the wave 

growth concept occurs as the total growth of the wave approaches a constant value 

of t = 12. The same value has been reported by Lin and Jiang [136], in their 

studies for a flapping sheet, when the jet Weber number is larger than 2000. 

However this value is not constant and increases with jet Weber number. For 

instance in a jet Weber number of 16000, the critical wave amplitude reach to 17 

[76], [89]. This value is not only a function of jet characteristics, but also is 

affected by the deflector configuration. As a result of the presence of boss, space 

and yoke arms on the sprinklers, this value has to be significantly less than 12, 

due to increased disturbance and turbulence in the process where the water jet is 

transformed to sheet. 

At this step solutions are required for equation (3-67) in order to incorporate the 

effect wave dispersion with sheet trajectory (models are explained in §3.3). This 

has been sought in the current dissertation by substituting at/at = p; 

Pth p2 + flhn 2p - 2pnu} + 20"n2 = 0 (3-68) 

For an inviscid liquid fl = 0 and equation (3-68) gives 

at /[2 1 1 at = p = Pt (Pg u) n - 0" n2) h-z (3-69) 

While equation (3-67) yields: 

t = I[:t (Pg u} n - O"n2 )llt h-~ dt (3-70) 

Hydrodynamic-instability theories predict a most unstable wavelength as the one 

with the fastest (shortest) growth rate and suggest that this wavelength dominates 

and, hence, the droplet size is proportional to it. Differentiating equation (3-70) 
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with respect to n and equating to zero, a(afl at)/an = 0, gives the wave with 

maximum growth. Thus, 

nsh _ Pg uf
2 

cr - --
20" 

(3-71) 

From Prahl and Wendt [137] the theoretical resonance frquency is obtained from 

their thoretical maximum wave growth number, which is: 

sh _ Pg ut 1 5 1 5 1 2 ( ( )1/2) 
ncr - -::;;;- '2 - Weh + 4' + Weh + We~ (3-72) 

Where Weh is the Weber number based on the sheet thickness at the edge 

deflector. In sprinkler applications, the spray velocity is on the order of 10 mIs, 

the sheet thickness at the edge of deflector is on the order of 1 mm. Weh will be 

on the order of 1000 and the effect of Weh can be neglected. Thus equation (3-72) 

is the same as equation (3-71). 

The corresponding values of growth rate p and total growth f are obtained by 

substituting equation (3-71) in equations (3-69) and (3-70): 

and 

2 
Pg Ut 

p = .j2hPtO" 

2 
{t Pg Ut . dt 

f = Jo .j2hPtO" 

For a parallel-sided sheet h is constant and equation (3-73) gives: 

2 
Pg Ut t 

f = .j2hPtO" 

(3-73) 

(3-74) 

(3-75) 

As the sheet thickness varies with radial location in time and its breakup time 

value is not known, the following rearrangement is being made in the present 

work: 
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2 

t = f -f2iii! Vii => t 2 = (f -f2iii!) h(tb) 
PgUt PgUt 

(3-76) 

Where tb is the breakup time and the subscript b denotes the breakup 

characteristics. 

ILTD 

Where IL TD is employed, the speed of the sheet is assumed to be constant and the 

sheet thickness is expressed as: 

hb = hiTi 
Tb 

Then break-up distance from stagnation point would be: 

Tb = Ti + Ut tb 

Or 

(b 
Tb = Ti + )0 Ut(t) dt 

Substituting equations (3-78) and (3-77) in (3-76) 

2 

2 _ (f -J 2 P t eJ) hi Ti 
tb -

Pg u} Ti + uttb 

Further rearrangement would result to following equation: 

Uf tg+T' t 2 _ h (f -J2 Pt eJ)2 
1 b i Ti - 0 2 -

Pg Ut 

(3-77) 

(3-78) 

(3-79) 

(3-80) 

The presently formulated equation (3-80), solves for sheet break-up time and 

consequently sheet break up radius would be found deterministically. 

DTM 

Where DTM is employed, (3-74) is solved by employing recursive adaptive 

Simpson quadrature method. 
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3.4.2 Ligament Formation 

Thinning of sheet is caused by the growth of the harmonic wave, maximum 

thinning. According to the literature subsequent rupture occurs at positions 

corresponding to 3/8 and 7/8, of the length of the fundamental wave [78]. 

However in some other sheet breakup models, the sheet is assumed to breakup 

into ring-like structures (ligament) having radial width of one-half wavelength. As 

the 3/8 and ~ are close to each other, the latter has been preferred in part of this 

research, due to the simplicity it introduces. To get the diameter of ligaments, 

Figure 3-4, the volume of the ligament has been calculated by two methods: 

d l 
t--7< (j --- 1) 
I rz 
~ 

'-, 
.... - - - --.".- ..... , 

,- , 
/ \ 

I rl .... , 

- ' 

,., 
\ I , / 

" ,-... _-
Figure 3-4: Nomenclature of ligaments 

The first method calculates the volume of ligament from (i) the cross section of 

the ligament and (ii) the length of ligament. The latter is shown in dashed red on 

RHS of Figure 3-4, 

z rr z [d l ] Vi = rrrl [Zrr(rb + rl)] = "4 d l Zrr "2 + rb (3-81 ) 

In the second method, the area of torroid (bounded between two dashed circles in 

Figure 3-5) and the sheet thickness, h, have been used to obtain an approximate 

volume of ligament. 

A = rrCr} - riz) 

IT 
where rz = ri + -, then volume would become 

n 
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r - " ~.:-:.:-.. '-j-i :/ ~ 
I', h :, I' , 
,! rl\ ~~ 

" , I , __ _ "'_..J 
.... - - ....... -;.. .... 

Vz = IT [(rl + ~f -rl ] h 

" "~ \ '~~ ~~__ .,. I ~--- ----------------~~~~ ------------------
Figure 3-5: Nomenclature ofligaments. 
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(3-82) 

Due to (small) size of sheet breakup distance, the assumption would not be of 

significant cause. Thus, the two volumes, (3 -81) and (3-82), have been considered 

to be equal, V1 = Vz, hence, 

~z dl [~l + rb] = IT [ (rb + ~f -ri] h (3-83) 

After substituting IT ~,and rearrangement, an equation for the ligament 
n z 

diameter is derived: 

3 Z 4 [( l)Z z] dl + 2 rb dl - ~ h rb + Z A - rb = 0 (3-84) 

Solving equation (3-84) would give the ligament diameter, d l . 

The mass of the ligament could then be determined: 

1 z z [1 ] 
ml = Pt V1 = ZIT Pt d l Z d l + rb (3-85) 

Weber [138] provided an expression for the time that takes the ligament to 

breakup: 

tf = 24 (2 ;t) l/Z (~lf/z (3-86) 
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3.4.3 Droplet Formation 

It has been observed by Dombrowski [78], [139] that ligaments produced from a 

liquid sheet break down through symmetrical (or dilatational) waves. In the 

present case the ligaments move transversely through the atmosphere. Under these 

conditions the surrounding atmosphere will have no effect on the wavelength and 

Weber's results for surface tension break down can be assumed to apply. That is, 

]

-1/2 
1 3/1 

nerd =[-+ )1/2 
Z z 2 2 (Pt (J dz 

(3-87) 

The above equation has been derived based on linear perturbation theory and is 

valid when the amplitude of the radial disturbances is small compared to ligament 

diameter. In and in-viscid flow, the critical ligament wave length for breakup 

AY = rr.fi dz 

If it is assumed that the waves grow until they have amplitude equal to the radius 

of the ligament, one drop will be reduced per wave length. Thus by mass balance 

the relation between drop size and wave number is given by: 

4 (dd)3 (dZ)2 r '3 rr '2 = rr"2 AT 

Or, 

df 
d3 = 3rr ---cr 

d nz 
(3-88) 

Which on combination with equation (3-87) gives; 

1 

1 [ ]6' 3rr '3 3/1 1 
dd = (.fi) dz 1 + ! = 1.881 dz (1 + 30h)6' 

(pt(Jd Z)2 

(3-89) 

1/3 1/2. 
Where (3rr/.fi) = 1.881, Oh = /1/(pt(Jdz) IS the Ohnesorge number and 

for in-viscid assumption dd = 1.88dz• Equation (3-89) shows that the effect of 

viscosity on drop size is dependent on other operating conditions, being greater 
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for liquids of low density and surface tension. It should be noted that different 

droplet diameters could be generated from the same disturbances including the 

same wavelength of the disturbance. The one found in (3-89) is from the most 

unstable wavelength. Recent researches [140]&[ 141] suggest that not only 

wavelength, but other properties of the instability are important, for example 

amplitude and/or evolution time. 

The number of droplets produced from each ligament, (3-90), is obtained from the 

mass of the ligament, equation (3-85), and mass of droplet, md = ~ Pf G 1rd~) = 

n 
6Pfd~: 

N= ml 

md 
(3-90) 

Dividing by ligament breakup time, would give, the number of particles per 

second. 

The distance that it takes for the ligament to disintegrate into drops is calculated 

from the ligament velocity, Ut> and tf. The initial drop location, which is the total 

distance the liquid travels until drop is formed, can be calculated from: 

rd = ri + uf t~ + Ul tf (3-91) 

and where DTM is employed the initial droplet location would be: 

tf tf 
rd = ri + fa uf(t) dt + fa Ul(t) dt (3-92) 

Atomization relationships presented so far provide characteristic initial spray 

conditions for a given geometry, activation pressure, ambient condition, and 

liquid suppressant. The initial spray velocity has been considered to be Uo in BLM 

and where IL TD is employed. 

A brief investigation for the range of Ohnesorge number, obtained by the initial 

droplet diameter and their associated velocity revealed that this criterion was less 

than 0.01 for the current study. Taking into account that second breakup of 

droplets becomes significant as the Ohnesorge number exceeds 0.1 and droplet 
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Webber number greater than 6. Hence no further analysis of droplets has been 

carried out once their initial formation has been completed. From the literature 

[79], [81], [82], [83] secondary breakup mode is not important in sprinkler 

applications. 

3.5 Deterministic Approaches 

Four modeling approaches have been presented and are investigated in the present 

study. The approaches are developed based on the combination of sub-models 

presented from §3.2 to §3.4 in a deterministic framework. They are named 

Methods I, 2, 3, 4 and their pertinent structures are shown in 

Figure 3-6 to Figure 3-9. The constituent sub-models are as follow: 

• Method-I, Figure 3-6: BLM-ILTD 

• Method-2, Figure 3-7: AFM-ILTD 

• Method-3, Figure 3-8: BLM-DTM 

• Method-4, Figure 3-9: AFM-DTM 

The ligament and instability analysis in all 4 methods has been carried out using 

the procedure explained in §3.4. The Method-I has been treated as the basis 

approach in this dissertation and further development built on it. With the 

exception of Method-I which has been previously studied [124], the other 

Methods have not been validated or verified for sprinkler applications. To the best 

knowledge of the author, it is the first time these methods are proposed and 

investigated for sprinkler applications. 

The developed approaches provide the characteristic initial spray conditions for a 

given sprinkler geometry, i.e. K-factor, deflector diameter, pressure difference at 

sprinkler's orifice and orifice size, water injection condition, i.e. liquid density, 

dynamic viscosity, and surface tension, and surrounding medium temperature, the 

medium density and dynamic viscosity. The initial drop size, dd, initial droplet 

speed, Ud, and initial droplet location, rd, are the outputs of the modeling. 

In the presented formulation the ambient gas velocity and turbulence have been 

neglected. 
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INITIAL CONDITIONS: 

Liquid properties: pr, /Jr, 4p 
Ambient properties: P., /J., T. 
Sprinkler: K, r" Do 

FILM FORMATION _________ --..... ,+1 BLM ) 

SHEET TRAJECTORY ILTD 

LIGAMENT & DROPLET FORMATION 

Figure 3-6: Layout of sub-models in Method-l 

INITIAL CONDITIONS: 

Liquid properties: pr, /Jr. 4p 
Ambient properties: P., /J., T. 
Sprinkler: K, rd, Do 

FILM FORMATION 

SHEET TRAJECTORY 

LIGAMENT & DROPLET FORMATION 

AFM 

ILTD 

Figure 3-7: Layout of sub-models in Method-2 
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INITIAL CONDITIONS: 

Liquid properties: pr, ~r, .c1p 

Ambient properties: P., /lg, T g 

Sprinkler: K, r" Do 

FILM FORMATION 

SHEET TRAJECTORY 

LIGAMENT &DROPLET FORMATION 

Figure 3-8: Layout of sub-models in Method-3 

INITIAL CONDITIONS: 

Liquid properties: pr, ~r, .c1p 

Ambient properties: P., ~., T. 

Sprinkler: K, r" Do 

FILM FORMATION 

SHEET TRAJECTORY 

LIGAMENT& 
DROPLET FORMATION 

AFM 

DTM 

Figure 3-9: Layout of sub-models in Method-4 
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3.6 Non-dimensional Studies 

Because of the inherent nonlinearity, most fluid-dynamical problems must be 

solved by either analytical approximations or by numerical computations. An 

essential first step of any analytical approximation is the art of scaling, which we 

shall emphasize repeatedly throughout thesis. In the present study, a scaling 

approach detailed hereafter, is proposed for the sprinkler important parameters. 

Similarity studies have been performed in the current dissertation to drive 

equation which enables predicting sheet breakup distance and droplet diameter, 

straightaway. This has been completed by recalling geometrical diameter 

ratio X == Dj Do and density ratio that j5 = P 9 / P t, 0 (10-
3

) the initial film 

thickness over the flat plate, 00, can be written as: 

D1; D1; Do Do 
00 =-=-=--=-

Sri 4Di 4 Di 4X 
Do 

The thickening factor of the film thickness can be determined by balancing the 

flow rates: 

1 2 - hi Uo 
Qo = Qi ~ -DoUo = DihiUt. ~ OoUo = hiUt. ~ 0 = - =-

4 [ [00 Uti 
(3-93) 

The Weber number can be defined as Weo = PtU1;Do/(J, for a jet of hydraulic 

diameter Do coming out of the sprinkler's orifice. The sheet of initial thickness hi 

at deflector edge being formed from jet impingement over flat plate has a Weber 

number defined by: 

We _ Pt u/ h· s - [[ 
(J 

(3-94) 

The sheet Weber number based on the sheet thickness at the edge of deflector 

introduced in equation (3-94) contradicts the definition being used in [89], in the 

form, Wes = Pt u/ Dol (J, and is in agreement with [137]. Equation (3-94) 
[ 

reflects the impact of deflector's diameter on sheet characteristics. The ratio of the 

sheet to jet Weber numbers is: 
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Weo _ (UO )2 Do --- - -
Wes Ut. hi 

t '-v-J 

(3-95) 

? 

The part shown by question mark in equation (3-95) can be represented as: 

Do 

hi 

Do Do/4Di Di 1 4X 
----=4---=-
hi Do/4Di Do ~ 8 

Dt 
4Di 

Substituting from (3-96) and (3-93) into equation (3-95), would give: 

Weo - 24X 
We = (0) -:=- = 4X8 

s 0 

(3-96) 

(3-97) 

The sheet critical wave number can also be expressed in form of equation (3-98): 

sh _ PgUt~ 1 Pg Pt Ut~ hi 1 
ncr ---=- -

20" 2 Pt 0" hi 

pWes 

2008 
pWeo 

8Xo0 82 

The dimensionless wave growth rate is expressed as: 

at /2 (pg UtZ n - O"n2) 

at Pth 

Reminding that h = DihJ2r, and substituting in at lat, 

at 
at 

2 ((pgutzn - O"n2) 

PtDihi 

at r Pg n O"n2 

r ( )1

1/2 

at = 2Ut; Di ~f/'! - PfU;,ih~ 

pWeo 

2D082 

In (3-99) the two parts marked by I and II can be further rearranged as: 

I:: Pg x.!!:.. = p pWeo 
Pt hi hi 2Do 82 

p2 Weo 

2hiD082 

(3-98) 

(3-99) 

(3-100) 
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2Dohi = 2D~ hi 
Do 

2D2 o 

Do/hi 

Substituting equation (3-101) into (3-100) 

I:: Pg X .!!:. = 2X,52Weo 
Pf hi D~63 

Part (II) in equation (3-99) is 

2D~6 
4X 

2 - 2 
an n2 4Xo (,5 wen) 

II:: Pf uft hi = Wes = Weo 2D
0
62 

X,52Weo 

D2 63 
o 

Substituting equations (3-102) and (3-103) into equation (3-99), 

at = 2u . [~(2X,52~eo X,52~eo)]1/2 = 2!Us [XW:o] 1/2 rl/2 
at It D· D20 3 D20 3 oD D·o 

1 0 0 0 1 

82 

(3-101) 

(3-102) 

(3-103) 

(3-104) 

Knowing that r = YzDi + uficoslJlt, equation (3-104) could be rearranged as: 

at _ atdr _ at _ 2,5Ufi [XWeo]1/2 1/2 
a -a d - a Uf·coslJl - - - r (3-105) t r t r t oDo Dio 

Then the wave growth equation can be expressed by equation (3-106), 

at 2,5 [Xweo] 1/2 1/2 
ar = fr = 6DocoslJl Di 6 r 

Integrating equation (3-106) with respect to r would result: 

4p- [Xwe ]1/2 (1',3 / 2 _ r,3 / 2) f,er _ __0 b 1 

r - 3{26DocoslJl 6 1£1/2 

Rearranging 

1',3 / 2 
b 

rl/2 - ri 
i 

3...[26DocoS'f'i t/r 

4,5 [x~eof/2 

(3-106) 

(3-107) 

(3-108) 

Dividing both sides of equation (3-108) by ri and noting that the breakup radius rb 

is non-dimensionalized with the deflector radius YzDi. 
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3/2 3 rz 8D coslJ'Fcr rb v L. 0 Jr 

r?/2 = 1 + _ [Xweo] 1/2 

1 4riP ----r-

[ 

3/2 2/3 

2rb = 1 3.[2 cr coslJ' (8) ] 
D. + 2 fr - 1/2 X 

1 P Weo 

(3-109) 

Or by dividing dominator and denominator of the right hand side by the jet 

diameter: 

1 [ 3.[2 coslJ' (8)3/2]2/3 
Tb = ZX 1 + -2- f/

r 
j5 We~/2 X 

(3-110) 

Equation (3-109) shows that the non-dimensionalized breakup distance, 2rb/Di, is 

a complex function of jet Weber number as well as other normalized parameters, 

X, j5 and 8. This equation can be simplified assuming: 

3.[2/2 X f/rcoslJ'/j5We~/2 (8/X)3/2» 1 (3-111) 

which means the sheet break-up distance is much larger than the radius of the 

sprinklers deflector. Under this circumstance, the dimensionless sheet break-up 

distance is reduced to: 

2/3 

- _ (3.[2 cos'l'i hcr) 8W e;;1/3 x-1 
rb - 2 j5 r 

(3-112) 

Sheet breakup distance shows a -1/3 power law relation with jet Weber number 

which has been reported by many researches for Weo larger than 1000, however 

with regard to the density it appears to be -2/3 power law. The scaling laws show 

that the sheet breakup distance depends not only on the Weo, but also the critical 

dimensionless wave amplitude, fo. This formulation different from the barely 

tested formulation reported by Marshall [125], presented in (3-113), and 

]

-1/3 
rb _ [pg f/ r- 2Weo 
Do PI 

The ligament diameter, dJ, could be found the same way as §3.4.2, hence; 

(3-113) 
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[( Tr)2 2] 1 2 2 
Tr PI hb Tb + ~ - Tb == 2' Tr PI dZ Tb 

(3-114) 

1 

d z ~ 2(~)2 

Figure 3-10 shows a sketch of breakup radius versus radial distance of breakup 

point. Assuming asymptotic decay of sheet thickness with radial distance, hb = 

hi Dd2T, equation (3-115) can be written in following form, where T = 
fb/eos (\{J), 

;c: 

.. 
3 

Tb 
r-- uum.r 

T 

Figure 3-10: Schematic illustration of ejection angle and breakup radius 

1 

d z 
(

h. D. )2 1 

2 ~ = 2 (hiDiDo6
2
COSClJf))2 

pWeo ,oWeoTb 
2Do62 

(3-115) 

It should be taken into account that the sheet breakup point may have an angle 

with deflector level. The droplet diameter, dd' can be obtained from equation 

(3-89) by neglecting viscosity effect: 

dd = 1.88 dz 1.88 x 2 (hiDi~o62COSClJf))~ 
pWeoTb 

(3-116) 

Dimensionless sheet radial breakup distance is given by equation (3-109), and can 

be substituted in above relation of droplet diameter 
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dd = 3.76 
-2 2hiDiDOo cos('!') 

,ow eo [1 + 3-/2 f/r cos'!' (6)3/2]2/3 
2 ~w 1/2 X D· P eo 1 

Rearranging the above expression gives: 

1 
2 

1 

( 

25/3hiDo62XCOS('!') )2 
dd = 3.76 2/3 

,ol/3We~/3 [2.0 We~/2 X3/2 + 3-/2 frcr cos('!')63/ 2] 

Droplet diameter can be further non-dimensionalized as follows: 

a = dd_ 
D -o 

( 
5 )1/2 

3.76 x 6 23 hi Xcos('!') D~1/2 

3'2,0 We~/2 X3/2 + 3-/2cos(,!,)f/r 63/ 2 
.0-1/6 W e~1/3 

85 

(3-117) 

(3-118) 

(3-119) 

If the sheet breakup distance is considerably larger than the radius of deflector, 

that is the condition listed in equation (3-111), the dimensionless droplet diameter 

is simplified to 

-1/3 

a = 3.76 (3~ frcr) D~1/2(2hi6X)1/\COS(,!,))1/6 p-l/6We~1/3 (3-120) 

Equation (3-120) demonstrates how sprinklers orifice size and physical 

parameters would affect droplet median diameter. This shows a -1/3 power law 

relation with Jet Weber number as well as a - 1/6 power law for density. A 

decrease in the ambient air density will end to larger median droplet diameters. 

Reduction of ambient density is an outcome of fire scenario and consequent 

increase of temperature. Weber number is affected by jet diameter and working 

pressure. An increase in working pressure will increase the jet speed, and results 

larger droplet median diameters. 
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Later in §4 the presented dimensionless median droplet diameter in equation 

(3-120) derived as part of the present thesis, will be compared against prediction 

of diameter given in equation (3-121). [89] 

a = 3 5 p--l/6 D -1/2 _i .!l - (cosrp) 1/6 We -1/3 
(

h 82)1/3 

• 0 Do . Do . fo 0 

The ratio between (3-120) and (3-121) is as below: 

-J 1 1 1 1 _! 

( 

1 ) 3.76 (~ f/T) D;Z(2hi8X)Z(coS(rp))6 ,r6Weo 3 

.L 
1 - - 1 

1 -- (h. r. .('2)3 1 __ --- 2 I I U - 3 
3.5 P 6Do Do' Do . fo (cosrp)6 Weo 

1 

(
3-J2 )-J! 1 _1 ! 

3.76 -2- 22 h
iZ

{)ZX2 1 

3.5 (!!:i Di .82)J 
Do' 2Do 

1 

3.76 (3-J2 )-J 2i 
2 111211 1 2 

--~-~--hiz-J 8Z-J DiZ-J Do -z-(-J) 
3.5 x 2-1/ 3 

1 1 

2 x 3.76 X 3-J ! __ ! ! ! (hiDODi)6 = hi6 () 6 Di6 D0 6 = 1.4897 _ 
3.5 () 

3.7 Stochastic Modeling 

(3-121) 

(3-122) 

In real sprays, a multitude number of drops with different sizes are created. In 

order to model this behavior, a stochastic analysis have been carried out in this 

research in a similar framework as Rizk and Mongia [119] and Wu et al [124]. 

This is an alternative to the deterministic approach presented in section 3.5 

In the stochastic formulation, random behavior is added into the spray models 

with a physical basis to obtain the distributed spray characteristics. This physics-
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based technique provides an alternative to specifying a distribution about a 

calculated characteristic size. The following parameters are treated stochastically: 

(i) The liquid sheet critical breakup amplitude, 

(ii) The liquid sheet breakup wavelength, 

(iii) The ligament breakup wavelength, 

Some deterministic modeling approaches have assumed the constant liquid sheet 

velocity throughout the spray atomization modeling process. However in a 

stochastic modeling approach a distribution could be considered for sheet velocity 

by defining turbulence intensity, Iu. The turbulence intensity is defined as [123] 

Iu = -JU
f2 

[j 
(3-123) 

The velocity magnitude is the sum of the mean liquid velocity, D, and the 

fluctuation zero-mean velocity magnitudes, u f
• It can be assumed that liquid sheet 

velocity has a standard (Gaussian) probability density distribution. Thus the 

stochastic model creates a set of random sheet velocities, which satisfies the 

standard distribution based on the given turbulence intensity and the value of the 

mean liquid sheet velocity. The distribution of liquid sheet velocity would affect 

critical sheet breakup wavelength, sheet breakup time, sheet breakup and 

subsequent ligament and droplet characteristics. 

3.7.1 The Liquid Sheet Critical Breakup Amplitude 

In deterministic modeling a constant critical dimensionless breakup amplitude, f = 
12, is assumed. However as discussed in §3.4.l the initial disturbance amplitudes 

in sprinkler application are very variant, hence the critical conditions could 

become largely unknown. Therefore it is justified to treat the critical 

dimensionless breakup amplitude as a discrete random parameter. 

In the present study the critical dimensionless breakup amplitude is defined over 

an n -element space to take in to account the assumed distribution of unknown 

initial disturbances, hence f [n]. A Gaussian normal distribution, appendix B, has 

been adopted for this parameter by mean critical dimensionless breakup amplitude 
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of 12 and a modeling parameter which is known as fluctuation intensity If. The 

fluctuation intensity is defined in form of turbulence intensity in equation (3-124) 

(Jt 
It = f (3-124) 

In the above equation <Y f is the standard derivation of f[ m]. The random 

variable f[ m] is used in the wave dispersion model resulting in m different critical 

sheet breakup wavelengths, sheet breakup times, and sheet breakup locations. 

Subsequently this perturbed variables will affect evaluations of ligament 

formation, droplet size and droplet location. The turbulence intensity is assumed 

to be chosen between 0.15 < Ir < 0.25 in the format shown in (3-125) 

It = (It) . + {(It) - (It) .} X rand(l) 
mm max mm 

(3-125) 

To prevent the negative occurrences of variances, <Yf = If X flf' fluctuation 

intensities have been generated over a uniform probability distributed, appendix 

B, set of data. 

Table 3-1 shows the minimum and maximum values for the critical sheet breakup 

wave lengths, obtained through stochastic analysis. The average values of 

(maxima-minima) from five attempts ranged from (8.98-14.62) to (6.43-1685) and 

(3.81-20.28) as the number of iterations increased from 10 to 100 and 1000, 

correspondingly. These synopses demonstrate the diversity of the values that the 

critical sheet breakup wave length can find in simulation with the explained setup. 

Table 3-1: Minimum and maximum of normally distributed critical sheet breakup wavelengths 

calculated from uniformly distributed fluctuation dependency to the number of iteration. 

Iteration no. 
Attem[!t no. 

Mean 
1 2 3 4 5 

10 
Min 8.74 9.S2 10.23 10.29 6.0S 8.98 
Max 13.09 IS.06 14.73 16.24 13.18 14.62 

100 
Min 6.28 S.98 6.11 6.36 7.4 6.43 
Max 17.27 17.82 16.38 IS.80 16.97 16.85 

1000 
Min S.17 4.41 4.01 4.74 0.71 3.81 
Max 20.21 20.S9 19.97 20.84 19.81 20.28 
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Figure 3-11 presents the normal probability density function of critical sheet 

breakup wavelengths calculated from uniformly distributed fluctuation at 10 and 

100 trials, which is built up around mean of 12. 

Nurmal Dj,,1 rihut iun NurlllulOi '\: lrihutiun 
11. 7 11,7 

11.6 11.6 

11':- 1\ II.:" 

La. 11,.4 · I \ t.a.. u .... 
0 
0.. 

0 
11 • .1 

// l 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3-11: Presentation of normal probability density function of critical sheet breakup 
wavelengths calculated from uniformly distributed fluctuation at a) 10 trials b) 100 trials 

3.7.2 The Liquid Sheet Breakup Wavelength 

'" 

It has been discussed, §3.4.2, that in the sheet breakup model, the sheet is 

assumed to break into toroidal ligaments having radial width of one-half 

wavelength. There is not any solid reason for the sheet breakup in one-half 

wavelength fragments as some literatures mentioned 3/8 of wavelength. In the 

stochastic model the liquid sheet breakup wavelength, rl [n, p], presented in 

equation (3-126), is treated as a discrete random variable for each of n sheet 

critical breakup amplitude over a p-element space.[124] 

1 
Ti[n, p] = 2: ASh[n] (3-126) 

The turbulence intensity for this parameter can be defined similar to critical sheet 

breakup wavelength as presented in (3-127) . 

Il 
(Jl [n] 

III [n] 

-I 
rl 

rl 
(3-127) 

Where the means, Ill, are one-half wavelength fragments sizes, Ti, and its 

standard deviation (disturbed values, Ti') could reach up to the mean values. 

Hence the fluctuation density is less than one. Distribution for ligament lengths 

has been obtained using Chi-squared distribution. The Chi-squared distribution is 
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a special case of Gamma distribution and both are explained in appendix B, and 

the rational of its preference to Gamma distribution was mainly to prevent the 

occurrence of negative ligament widths at high turbulence intensities and also to 

artificially imply the rosin-Rammler type of behavior in producing the spray 

charactistics. 

The turbulence intensity for Chi-square distribution can be obtained 

Ix2 = (lx
2 

= ffv - ft 
flX2 V - -v 

(3-128) 

As mentioned earlier the fluctuation intensity cannot exceed 1 due to physical 

constraints, thus v ~ 2. From equation (3-128) can be rearranged to v = 2/1 x2. In 

the simulation 25 ::; v ::; 200 has been chosen in order to ensure a turbulence 

intensity of 0.1 ::; h ::; 0.3. 

3.7.3 The Ligament Breakup Wavelength 

Similar to the liquid sheet breakup wavelengths, the ligament breakup 

wavelengths fld [n,p,q], presented in equation (3-129) is treated as a discrete 

random variable for each of n x p sheet breakup wavelengths over an q-element 

space and are obtained by a chi-square distribution. The ligament breakup 

wavelength and the associated fluctuation intensity would be, 

1 
fld [n, p, q] = '2 AY [n,p] 

Id 
(ld[n, p] 

fld[n,p] 

(3-129) 

(3-130) 

In overall n x p x q droplets would be obtained in the stochastic analysis. This 

procedure have been applied to Method-l to Method-4 and the results are 

presented and discussed in §4.S. 
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3.8 Semi-Empirical Modeling 

As highlighted in the first two chapters, the actual number of droplets generated 

by sprinkler is still experimentally uncertain and it is estimated to be 105_108 

particles/sec. These droplets which are formed below the sprinkler at different 

elevation angles and azimuthal locations have variant characteristic sizes, i.e. 

volume median diameters due to the periodic tine and space geometry of the 

sprinkler deflector. The difference between the minimum and maximum droplet 

diameters may reach even up to two orders of magnitude depending on operating 

pressures and ambient temperatures. 

For a given set of working conditions the final outcome out of any of Method-l to 

Method-4 was a single characteristic spray parameter representative of the whole 

spray. If Methods 1-4 are used in a deterministic frame, they hardly mimic what 

happens in real sprinkler spray and has not yet fulfilled the demands of industry. 

However, there have been some efforts to overcome these shortcomings in 

modeling, such as introducing the stochastic analysis. This approach however 

resulted in a range for predicted characteristics representative of the whole spray. 

The stochastic approach sheds more light to the overall spray distribution, but still 

does not picture a clear sprinkler spray, in the sense that volume flux or droplet 

characteristics at a specific spatial location (¢j, 8k ) remains unidentified. 

The semi-empirical atomization model, developed in the present thesis is built on 

the general understanding obtained from experimental measurements on a varied 

range of sprinklers. Measurements of volume flux for sprinklers of any 

configuration, any type and any working condition, [41] reveals that spray pattern 

at an Azimuthal location does not show uniform and homogeneous trend which is 

an evidence for sheet breakup and atomization in multiple elevation angles. In 

addition to this there is a higher possibility of formation of larger droplets at 

regions with higher fluxes. Therefore, this modeling approach uses experimentally 

evaluated volume fractions, as one of the inputs in the modeling approach, 

Figure 3-12, to tune the deterministic approach in such a manner to give different 

spray characteristics at specific spatial positions. Another rationale behind the 

semi-empirical approach is that to-date there is no sprinkler spray model that 
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includes in its formulation the effects of the arm, boss and tines which are 

extremely complex to model due to the wide variety of sprinkler head types. The 

measured volume fractions, which are relatively easy to obtain from spray 

manufacturers, would have taken implicitly into account these effects in a more 

realistic manner. 
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I Vo ume Fraction I 

: [yeO, ¢)] : 
I I 

,---------------, 
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Liquid properties: Pr,f./.r,t:.p 
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Figure 3-12: Structure of semi-empirical approaches. 

In the semi-empirical approach an experimental volume fraction data is combined 

with physical sub-models to develop a semi-empirical model for the prediction of 

the spray characteristics at different local spatial locations in the sprinkler spray. 

This mainly implies that the spray characteristics are a function of spatial water 

flux for any sprinkler. The implication of volume fractions assumes that the water 

film leaving the deflector does not necessarily disintegrates at the same level as 

tine surface, 8 ~ 00
, but it forms spray at multiple elevation angles at any 

azimuthal location. 

To estimate the spray characteristics at favorable azimuthal (¢ j) and elevation 

(8k ) angles, the pertinent sheet's initial thickness at deflector's edge has been 

modified in the present study according to equation (3-131). 
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hjki = Yjk X hi (3-131) 

Therefore the thickness of sheet facing an elevation angle is considered to be a 

fraction of film thickness at deflector edge. Each of these modified sheet 

thicknesses could be dealt as boundary condition in associated sheet trajectory 

modeling. In another word the essence of the method is to use the modified 

thickness (3.130) as an input into the earlier analyses. 

The data which has been used to verify this concept is based on sprinklers 

explained in §2.6.1 where a series of experiments were carried out to quantify the 

spray. The total water volume flux analogous to each Azimuthal location has been 

approximated by integrating the partial volume fluxes over all elevation angles 

whose measurements were known. For most sprinklers, there is no significant 

flow before 8 = 0°. 

r8k=8/inal 

q(¢j) = Jt dq(8k,¢J 
8k=8ini 

(3-132) 

Having evaluated the corresponding water flux at each azimuthal location, the 

partial (regional) volume fraction at the elevation angles can be estimated by 

(3-133) as a number between 0 and 1. 

dq(8k,¢j) 
Yjk = q( ¢j) (3-133) 

One drawback of the presented semi-empirical model results from the fact that the 

volume fraction implies the distribution in elevation direction, but does not 

illustrates the distribution in azimuthal direction. Hence, for instance, for two 

azimuthal locations, the spray flux may be different; however, if the distribution 

in elevation direction is the same, Yij will be the same. Therefore, according to 

equation (3-133), the same spray characteristics will be predicted for the two 

azimuthal locations. However, the reality may contradict with this. 

To give a better picture on the value of evaluated volume fraction, they have been 

given in Appendix-D, for the pendant sprinkler working at 3.5 bar. 
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3.9 Water Volume Flux 

Water volume flux has been well defined and explained in §2.S.2. This section 

explains how spatial water volume fluxes are evaluated numerically. 

Number Density 

Recalling from equation (2-8) that IV, is the number density of droplets in a probe 

volume of dV, it can be written as IV = FJ / dV, and FJ is the number of droplets 

that enter the probe volume. In this study the differential azimuthal angle is 

assumed to be d¢ j = 10. Therefore the number of droplets per degree is obtained 

from equation (3-90) 

FJ = N/360 (3-134) 

Computational Volume 

In the current analysis for fire sprinklers it is assumed that differential 

volumes, dV, and differential areas, dA, are located along or on the surfaces of a 

sphere around the sprinkler and this also is compatible with method undertaken in 

near field measurement whose data are being used for validation of theoretical 

predictions. Therefore, a spherical coordinate system seems to be the most 

appropriate one for the analysis. The impact of this choice is that the differential 

areas are of different size depending on the elevation angle, ek . A spherical 

differential area element at a given radial location can be presented in form of, 

dA = (r sin e d¢ )(rde) (3-135) 

where r is radius of the sphere. Consequently probe volumes at different elevation 

and azimuthal angles are not the same due to the fact that not only the initial 

droplet formation radius, rd, will change for different locations around and below 

the sprinkler, but also the elevation angle itself has considerable change on, sine. 

In a given special location the probe volume is the region sweeps the region 

between the initial droplet formation location and the point at the same radial 

direction where the experimental measurements are being performed. 

Theoretically this sample volume would be the volume between two cones, as 
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shown in Figure 3-13 whose bases are the differential areas at the mentioned two 

radiuses, and its elevation angle. Based on this introduced methodology the probe 

volume is calculated as: 

1 1 
dV = '3dAprp - '3dAlnird (3-l36) 

Where (rsin 8d¢ ) and (rd8) will form the length and width of the base of the 

cone respectively. During the course of this study the width of probe domain 

(rd8) has been replaced with dd . During the droplets presence time in the probe 

volume, it has been assumed that droplets maintain their radial momentum 

dominance relative to the gravitational effect, thus the latter has been neglected . 

Probe Volume 

............... 
"I\;>";P ...... . . ' . . / ........... . .. . f .......... ........... \, 

\, ( e'))r-
" . If. ! ~ ~rl!'" .. ' . ,[, '" .. ' . ",' .................. ... . . ~ : 

", ", .. .-...................... 

Sprinkler 
coverage area 

Figure 3-l3: Top view and orientation of the initial droplet radius and the data collection location 

with respect to the sprinkler position in an arbitrary radial direction. 

However in experiments, the minimum distance from sprinkler at which the 

volume flux measurements conducts, is approximately two to four times longer 

than initial droplet formation radius. As the droplet completes moving through the 

gap between formation point and measurement position, the surrounding air 

continuously exerts drag force on the droplets and results in reducing its stream

wise velocity. In the next section the formulation for calculating the effects of 

drag force on droplets are given. 

Droplet velocity 

The main goal of this study is to characterize the sprinkler spray. To validate the 

developed modeling approach, the predictions should be validated against the 

measurements which are always carried out at some distance away from the 

sprinkler as shown in Figure 3-13. Hence it is imp0l1ant to understand how the 
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droplet velocities will change as they leave their initial formation location and to 

determine how far the droplets will travel before they reach the terminal velocity. 

Therefore, the droplet velocity in the probe volume have been calculated 

rigorously in § 3.10. 

3.10 Droplet Trajectories 

Once droplets are formed, they will disperse in the surrounding medium due 

to their momentum. They will lose their momentum due to available drag. 

The formulation presented in this section, will enable studying the effect of the 

drag force on the droplets velocity from their initial formation point to any point 

of interest. The discussion presented in this section will be used in the next 

chapter. 

The trajectory of droplets can be described with Newton's second law (3-137), 

[142]&[143]. 

d 1 
dt (mdud)-md9 + zPtCcAd(Ud - ug)lud - Ugi = 0 (3-137) 

In the above equation, the term, d(mdUd)/dt, represents the change in the 

momentum of the droplet. The term md9 is the force of gravity on the droplet. 

The term 1fzPtCcAd (Ud - Ug) IUd - Ug I, is the drag force that surrounding air 

exerts on the droplet as it moves through the air [144]. The md is the mass of the 

droplet, 9 is the acceleration due to gravity, Ad is cross sectional area of the 

droplet, ug is the velocity of the surrounding air and Cc is the drag coefficient and 

is described in equation (3-138). 

C = Fdrag 
c 1 2 

2' PgAd (Ud - ug) 
(3-138) 

Where Fdrag is the drag force. Figure 3-14 shows the relation of the drag 

coefficient to the Reynolds number for rigid spheres for the range of Reynolds 

Number. The data points represent experimental results. The solid curve 

represents an empirical correlation based upon the experimental data. 
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For flows around spheres where Re<1, the drag coefficient can be described using 

Stokes' sphere drag formula: 

24 
Cc = Re Re < 1 (3-139) 

For Reynolds numbers less than 105 , White [128] suggests that a curve fit based 

upon empirical results to be used. 

Cc 

24 6 
Cc =-+---Re 1 +...JRe + 0.4 1 < Re < 10

5 (3-140) 
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Figure 3-14: Drag coefficient for a solid sphere [41] and [128]. 
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If the droplets are treated as solid spheres, the terminal velocity and the time to 

achieve the terminal velocity after leaving the initial formation location can be 

estimated. If the droplet size is assumed to be constant and the air velocity is 

assumed to be zero, equation (3-137) can be written as follows: 
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Hence, 

dmd dUd _ 1 (1 2) 2 
UdTt+mddt-mdg-zP9CC "4 rrdd Ud 
~ 

=0 

md = PtVd = Pt (~rrd~) 

dUd pgCc(~rrd~)u~ 
-=mdg- 1 
dt 2Pt (6rrd~) 

2 dUd 3 Pg Ud 
-=g--Cc---
dt 4 Pt dd 

98 

(3-141) 

(3-142) 

When stokes sphere drag formula is used for Re < 1, the terminal velocity, Ud, 

can be found by solving equation (3-142) for the case when the droplet 

acceleration equals zero. When Stokes sphere drag formula is used for Re < 1, 

the terminal velocity, Ud, can be found by solving equation (3-142) for the case 

when the droplet acceleration equals zero. Terminal speed is the constant 

vertical speed reached by the droplets after travelling a sufficient length of 

time in still air under the force of gravity. 

dUd = 0 
dt 

3 (24) Pg u~ 3 Pg ( 24 ) u~ 
9 ="4 Re Pt d;; = "4 Pt ud~dd dd 

1 Pt §!..d2 ~ --- d 
Ud - 18pg v 

(3-143) 

For Re < 1, the velocity as a function of time can be found analytically by 

solving equation (3-142). 
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1 [1 _18VfPB t 1 
Ud(t) = 9VtPg 2" gd'ftpt + e Pfda (-~ gd'ftpt + 9UOVtPg) (3-144) 

Where Uo is the initial velocity of the droplet. 

When the empirical drag formula is used for Re ~ 1, the equation for the terminal 

velocity is more complicated. 

3pg 
0= 9 -4Pt 

Ud' dd Ud' dd 
24vf + R: + 0.4 

1+ ---v;-

For Re > 1, equation (3-142) becomes 

u'ft 

dd 

6 I 2 3 P I 24Vt + 0.4 Ud dUd __ g ._+ 
at = 9 - 4 Pfdd ddUd 1 + JddUd 

Vt 

Equation (3-146) is solved numerically by 4th order Runge-Kutta. 

(3-145) 

(3-146) 

However because the air is not quiescent while sprinklers are operating and 

there is a turbulence, the dissipation rate is higher and the theoretical models 

should over-predict the droplet velocities. According to Sheppard [41], in 

sprinkler applications, the droplets leave the sprinkler at an initial velocity on the 

order of 1-15 m/s. After their initial formation around sprinkler the droplet 

velocities approach their terminal velocities. 

Figure 3-15 shows the time history of velocity change for a droplet of diameter 

0.5mm, with an initial velocity of 20 mls in horizontal direction. The vertical 

downward velocity, the horizontal velocity and the resultant velocity of the 

droplets are given in Figure 3-15 a-c, respectively. These figures show a glimpse 

of the way the formulation will help to simulate the droplet deceleration. 
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Figure 3-15: (a) Vertical, (b) horizontal, (c) resultant velocity change of a droplet with 0.5 mm 
diameter with initial horizontal velocity of20 m/s 
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Figure 3-16 shows the time history of velocity of a 0.5mm diameter droplet for 

range of initial horizontal velocities from 1-18 mis, and no downward vertical 

velocities. It shows the independency of terminal velocity to initial velocity as the 

0.5mm diameter droplet will achieve the terminal velocity of 3.2 mls after 0.6 

seconds. 
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Figure 3-16: Velocity history of a 0.5 mm droplet at different initial horizontal velocities. 

3.11 Summary 

A series of mathematical models have been presented, discussed or modified for 

the main constituent physics of an axisymmetric impinging jet, i.e. film, sheet and 

ligament. 

Furthermore, three new modeling approaches, which remain to the validated for 

sprinkler applications, have been introduced to deterministically evaluate spray 

characteristics, i.e. droplet size, velocity and initial location, by a given set of 

sprinkler data, injection and ambient conditions. 

A stochastic approach has been applied to the developed deterministic models. 

These models ultimately provide distributions of initial spray characteristics. 

A dimensionless formulation has been derived to estimate the sheet breakup 

distance and droplet diameter in an impinging jet atomizer. This facilitated 
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generalization over changes in operating conditions and nozzle and deflector 

geometries. 

The effect of the frame arms and tine has been implicitly incorporated into the 

modeling by introducing a semi-empirical approach. The calculation method for 

volume flux has been presented and the trajectories of the droplets have been 

analyzed. 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION-

VALIDATION STUDIES 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the predictions of the sub models presented in previous chapter 

(theory) will be individually studied in depth for verification and validation 

purpose, and also for a better understanding of the spray atomization mechanism. 

The characteristics of flow over deflector and the sheet trajectory models will be 

studied in §4.2 and §4.3 respectively. 

Furthermore the presently developed three deterministic models will be examined 

qualitatively and quantitatively in §4.4. The outcome of film models and sheet 

models will be used to verify their accuracy in predicting the sheet breakup 

distance and droplet median diameter. The stochastic approach (§3.7) has been 

applied to the all developed models and their accuracies have been investigated 

qualitatively and quantitatively in §4.5. 

Two fire sprinklers have been fully quantified using the semi-empirical approach 

developed in the present thesis. The predictions for droplet size, droplet velocity 

and spray volume flux have been presented for one pendant sprinkler (§4.6) at two 

operational pressures and one upright sprinkler (§4.7) at two operational 

pressures. A sensitivity analysis has been performed in §4.8 to study the effect of 

approach to the lesser number of experimental data points. To minimize the 

dependency of the modeling to the experimentally evaluated volume fractions, 

uniform distribution assumption has been applied to the most efficient semi-
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empirical approach in §4.9 and the spray characteristics has been reevaluated for 

the available sprinklers and operational conditions. 

4.2 Characteristics of the Flow over Deflector Plates 

The mathematical formulation of two film models are explained in §3.2.1 and 

§3.2.2. In this section the characteristics of these models will be explored in more 

depth for a better understanding of sprinkler spray atomization. 

In the course of this chapter the investigations may be performed at a range of 

pressures and temperatures. This is either to depict the typical sprinkler' s working 

condition or to match an available experimental set of data. Table 4-1 shows the 

injection pressures at their kpa and psi values and Table 4-2 summarizes ambient 

properties at different temperatures . They would be used to investigate 

characteristic behavior of atomization sub-models in this thesis. The initial 

conditions other than these have been addressed within the text where appropriate. 

Table 4-1: Range of pressures used for characteristic studies 

Table 4-2: Ambient temperature, kinematic and dynamic viscosity of air 

BLMvs.AFM 

In Figure 4-1, the film thicknesses at the edge of deflector with diameter 

of 25 mm for a sprinkler with K-factor of 7.7 x 10-5 m3 Is. kPa-1 / 2 are 

evaluated. This has been carried out using BLM over the pressures listed in 

Table 4-1. The maximum to minimum ratio of the considered pressures is 7. They 

will produce jet velocities, Equation (3 -14), in the range of12 mls - 31 mls. 

For this range of pressures the film thickness shows an approximately 1 % 

decrease as the pressure is increased. The axis of Figure 4-1 , have been presented 

in non-dimensional form in the Figure 4-2. To do this, the film thickness is 

divided by hydraulic radius, a and injection velocity is converted to jet Reynolds 

number, Reo . 
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Figure 4-1: Resultant sheet thickness on edges of 25 mm deflector at different injection velocities 
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Figure 4-2: Non-dimensional sheet thickness versus jet Reynolds number 

Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 show the predictions of film thickness calculated with 

AFM, BLM, and the equation (3-7) and compares them with the measurements 

[95]. The details of experiment are given in §2.6.2. The experiments were 

performed at two pressures of 3400 pa, Figure 4-3, and 6900 pa, Figure 4-4. 

Equation (3-7) is extensively employed in [75], where it is reported to 

underestimate the film thickness. The same observation is seen in the current 

analysis. However the BLM and AFM show improved predictions. They both 

showed an average mean error percentage of 15% against the four experimental 

data points in the two figures, however the AFM mainly tend to over-predict and 

the BLM slightly under predicts the film thickness. His analysis of the film 
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thickness is important as this parameter has an important effect on the spray 

characteristics after atomization. 

Table 4-3: Film thickness measured at the disk edge [95] 

Film thickness (mm) 

0.034 bar 0.069 bar 

Disk (25.4 mm) 1.094±0.065 1.205±0.105 

Disk (50.8 mm) 0.691 ±0.055 0.877±0.092 
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Figure 4-3: Comparison between calculated and measured film thickness over the deflector at 3400 

pa, Do = 9.5 mm and D j = 50.8 mm. 
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Figure 4-4: Comparison between calculated and measured film thickness over the deflector at 6900 

pa, Do = 9.5 mm and Di = 50.8 mm. 

No measurements have been reported for the film speed decay over the deflector. 

Therefore the predictions of average speed of the film from AFM and BLM are 

compared against each other in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 for the same set of 

configuration as above, at 3400 pa and 6900 pa, respectively. 
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Figure 4-5: Comparison between calculated film velocity over the deflector at 3400 pa 
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Figure 4-6: Comparison between calculated film velocity over the deflector at 6900 pa. 

The AFM predicts smaller range of velocities compared to BLM. 

Summary 

There is a shortage of experimental measurements of film thickness for different 

working conditions in the literature, especially at high pressures which makes it 

difficult to fully validate film models independently of other models. Hence the 

prediction performance of film models could only be investigated in their overall 

capability to predict sprinkler spray characteristics when they are combined to 

other models. In addition to that, it should also be taken into account that the 

accurate film thicknesses and velocities play a crucial role in physic-based 

sprinkler spray modeling, as the available inaccuracies will cascade down to the 

evaluations of the sheet thickness, sheet breakup distance, ligament diameter, 

initial droplet size and initial droplet location. 

4.3 Sheet Trajectory Model Analysis 

As previously mentioned the only main approach in the literature that has been 

employed to calculate the sheet trajectory for sprinklers is the IL TO. In this thesis 

a new sheet trajectory model, OTM, has been built by extension from a base 

model and adopted for sprinkler atomization modeling applications. The 
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implementation of the DTM is verified and validated in section §4.3.1 and its 

characteristics at different ambient temperatures, injection pressures and sheet 

release angles are compared against IL TD (where appropriate) in §4.3.2. Such 

extensive verification of the DTM in sprinkler context has not been undertaken 

before, and will shed more light on its validity. 

4.3.1 Sheet Trajectory Model- Verifications and Validations 

The detailed sheet tracking model for sprinkler application has been presented in 

§3.3.2. Similar equations have been used by Ibrahim and McKinney [133] to 

study the evolution of non-swirling and swirling liquid sheets from annular 

nozzle. The solution of non-swirling liquid sheets in a quiescent surrounding 

medium has been reiterated based on the problem and initial conditions being 

followed by Chuech [132] and Ibrahim and McKinney[133] to validate the 

implemented formulations. The initial conditions for their studies are summarized 

in Figure 4-4. 

Table 4-4: Properties of the annular sheet as been considered by Ibrahim and McKinney[133] 

12.41mm 
Initial water sheet thickness 0.29 

13.09 g/s 
19.13 g/s 

! 25.50g/s 
Liquid flow rates 

I 31.88g/s 
~~ur!~undiug surf~ce te!l~op. ~t ~~~~,.,~~~9~~~~Lm ~~ .~ 

Surrounding air density I 1.22 kg/m3 

Air dynamic viscosity I 17.9 X 10-6 kg/ms 

In this case the swirl velocity, wf' is set to zero, which eliminates the effect of 

both centrifugal and Corio lis forces from the presented model. Predictions of 

dimensionless radius, sheet angle, sheet thickness and stream-wise sheet velocity 

of a non-swirling hollow cone sheet with the axial distance from the nozzle are 

reproduced in Figure 4-7 to Figure 4-10 respectively. These four set of predictions 

all completely match well the data of Ibrahim and McKinney [133], hence the 

implementation of the sheet trajectory sub-model could be verified. 

In the non-swirl annular liquid sheet, both the sheet radius, Figure 4-7, and sheet 

angle, Figure 4-8, always decrease as the sheet moves away from the nozzle - at a 
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constant liquid flow rate. The sheet angles are always negative; therefore the 

absolute values of angles increase in downstream direction. 
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Figure 4-9 indicates that sheet thickness is reduced with an increase in liquid flow 

rates because of enlargement in its radius. At a given flow rate the sheet thickness 
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increase in the downstream direction due to the contraction of annular sheet, in 

accordance with requirements of conservation of mass. 

The results in Figure 4-10 demonstrate that the dimensionless sheet streamwise 

velocity at variable flow rate exhibit a complex behavior. At small flow rates, the 

streamwise velocity first increases nearby the nozzle orifice and then decrease 

further downstream. The initial streamwise velocity in Figure 4-10 are calculated 

from corresponding mass flow rates in accordance with Uo = rhrfCnpfDOoO)' 

4.3.2 Detailed Sheet Model Characteristics 

In this section the characteristics of the sheet emanating from a disk, formed in an 

impinging jet configuration (similar to what happens in sprinklers and configured 

in Figure 3-3), has been investigated in depth. This has been achieved in three 

sections, by studying the effect of pressure, temperature, and ejection angle on the 

development of sheet characteristics. Predictions of the dimensionless streamwise 

velocity, UIUi, dimensionless thickness, hlhi, elevation angle, () and vertical 

displacement, ZIY2D i , of a developing sheet at different jet release pressures, 

ambient gas temperatures and sheet ejection angles are presented in Figure 4-11, 

Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13 respectively. The aforementioned physical 

parameters are normalized against the respective flow parameters at the edge of 

the deflector where appropriate. Hence their trend at different sheet release 

conditions is comparable. The variation of physical parameters is plotted against 

normalized radial displacement, rlY2D i • The sheet characteristics obtained from 

OTM are compared against IL TO where appropriate. In addition to the initial 

conditions being mentioned in §4.2, some of the extra information are listed in 

Table 4-5. The simulation terminated where radial displacement of the sheet 

approached 30 times of the deflector radius. In practice for both the smooth and 

flappy sheets would destruct prior this radius. Numerically it is tested to happen as 

(approaches 0.4. 

Table 4-5: Initial conditions for set up of the simulations 

w~~~~~~_~~~_Yl!!!abl~_~MW_~~.~~! ...~.~~~y ~!!!~(~. 
Initial water sheet thickness I 0.29 mm 

_!=i9El~~!!.l!~m~~Eyi.~~si!~...L9.J~~ .. ~1 O=~_!'E~.~ ... 
Liquid dynamic viscosity i 0.801 X 10-6 m2/s 
§.ll.Er~~~in~~£~~~t~~si()~_L.Q~Q2?~ lil1J1: ... 
Ambient air temperature ! 300 K 
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Effects of Pressure 

The predictions are undertaken at three jet release pressures, 69 kpa, 207 kpa and 

483 kpa. The release pressures represent the lower and higher margin of pressure 

in which conventional sprinklers operate. These pressures correspond to jet 

Reynolds numbers of 1.2x 105
, 2.0x 105 and 3.1 x 105

• In sprinklers the jet Reynolds 

number and jet Webber number are a function of sprinkler operational (jet release) 

pressure due to consequent increase injet velocity. Moreover, it has been assumed 

that the consequent water sheet leaves the deflector at \jf = 0° (parallel to tine on 

the deflector surface). The ambient air temperature is assumed to be 300K. 

Figure 4-11 shows that how the sheet speed, thickness and elevation angle always 

decreases as the sheet moves away from sprinkler. With an increase in the 

sprinkler injection pressure both the sheet streamwise speed, Figure 4-11-(a), and 

the sheet elevation angle, Figure 4-11-( c), show smooth and gradual decline in 

both their magnitude and rate. Besides that water sheets with greater radial 

momentum will be produced consequently. Therefore, the sheet radius will be 

amplified and less sheet deflection will be observed, Figure 4-11-( d). 

At a given pressure, the sheet thickness decreases, Figure 4-11-(b), in the 

downstream direction. This decrease in radial direction is owing to expansion and 

in compliance with the requirements of conservation of mass. One distinguished 

point should be noted is that the decreasing trend is not inversely linear with radial 

location and deviates from ILTD. This conclusion might be described by looking 

for, dh/ d~, into set of partial differential equations given for detailed sheet 

tracking model, where this only appears in mass conservation equation, (3-54), 

and rearranging and integration of this equation over the liquid sheet domain will 

give, h/hi = riudCru). 
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As the release pressure changes, the predicted variation for dimensionless sheet 

thickness is not noticeable in the initial stage of sheet development as shown with 

"I" in Figure 4-11-(b). The variations become more apparent in distances after 

2rlDi = 1 0 as shown with "II". The droplet velocity (terminal velocity) in sprinkler 

applications can be between 70%-80% of the jet velocity at far fields, which also 

implies a sheet breakup prior the limit selected, 2rjDd = 15. However, extra care 

must be taken into account while comparing droplet velocity (at far distance) with 

the sheet velocity, as droplets may both speed up or decelerate while they are 

moving downward, until they reach the terminal velocity. 

To sum up, the Figure 4-11 discloses that with an increase in the injection 

pressure the sheet speed is increased by 16.8%, Figure 4-11-(a), the sheet 

thickness is reduced by 14.4%, Figure 4-11-(b) and the radius of expanding sheet 

will amplify, hence smaller deflection angle by 89.2%, Figure 4-11-( c), and 

downward vertical displacement by 88.1 %, Figure 4-11-( d), are obtained. 

The streamwise speeds calculated from DTM is less than ILTD, by 63.8%-69%, 

Figure 4-11-(a), depending on jet release pressure. On the other hand the sheet 

thicknesses calculated from DTM is larger than ILTD, Figure 4-11-(b), which is 

calculated to be the same ratio as velocities. The error is defined as err = 

IXpredicted-Xmeasuredl x 100%, where X is any parameter of interest. 
Xmeasured 

The results show that the IL TD approach could lead to important errors, compared 

to the more rigorous DTM approach. 

Effects of Density of Surrounding Medium 

In Figure 4-12 the ambient air temperatures are 300K, 500K and 900K, which 

correspond to dimensionless densities, p = pr/Pg' of 787, 1412 and 2533, and 

depict conditions from cold flow to a typical fire scenario. The horizontal axis is 

investigated up to a length scale where the sheet is practically conformed to 

ligament or droplet. The water sheet leaves the disk with initial sheet deflection 

angle '1'=0°. The jet release pressure is assumed to be 69 kpa. 
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Figure 4-12 show that the sheet speed, thickness and elevation angle always 

decreases as the sheet moves away from impingement point. With an increase in 

the ambient gas temperature the sheet streamwise speed, Figure 4-12-(a) shows 

smooth and gradual decline in both their magnitude and rate. This could be 

explained by knowing that at lower ambient air temperatures, the density is higher 

and the drag force is more significant. 

The sheet radial momentum will dissipate at a greater rate in denser medium. 

However while losing radial momentum; a vertical momentum will build up in the 

sheet due to gravitation force until the fluid reaches a terminal velocity. 

Figure 4-12-(b) shows more decrease in the sheet thickness with increase in the 

ambient air temperature. This complies with mass conservation law and 

discussion presented in §O.I. The increased radial momentum at the elevated 

ambient temperature tends to increase the sheet radius and less sheet deflection 

will be observed, Figure 4-12-(c & d). As the sheet expands, the sheet thickness 

becomes smaller and the surface tension force increases rapidly, causing the 

curvature to increase and sheet to bend. 

Figure 4-12 discloses that with an increase in the ambient air temperature the 

sheet speed is reduced by 54.8%, Figure 4-12-(a), the sheet thickness is more 

reduced by 54.3%, Figure 4-12-(b) and the radius of expanding sheet will amplify, 

hence smaller deflection angle by 44.13%, Figure 4-12-(c), and downward vertical 

displacement by 31.45%, Figure 4-12-( d) are obtained. The change in temperature 

didn't affect the radial growth noticeably in the studied computational domain. 

The streamwise speeds calculated from DTM are less than ILTD, by 52%-69% 

Figure 4-12-(a), depending on the ambient gas temperature. On the other hand the 

sheet thicknesses calculated from DTM is larger than IL TD, by 52.2%-69% 

Figure 4-12-(b), which is the same percentage as velocities. These differences 

could result in a significant change in predicting spray characteristics of 

sprinklers. 

Influence of ejection angle 

Predictions presented in Figure 4-13 investigate the sheet characteristics as the 

sheet initial elevation angle changes. Three elevation angles 8 = 0°,30°,45° have 

been chosen. Studying this change is quite important, as could mimic the situation 
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happening in the operating sprinklers, where water is directed in multiple 

elevation angles due to presence of the boss, tine/slit and yoke arms over the 

deflector or the inclined sheet which usually forms in upright and sidewall 

sprinklers. 

As the sheet elevation angle is reduced, it is more released toward below the 

sprinkler or impingement point. Therefore the sheet would have momentums in 

both radial and vertical directions. The radial momentum loses its dominance as 

the elevation angle is reduced. With a decrease in the sheet initial elevation angle 

the streamwise speed, Figure 4-13-(a), is less reduced. This would be explained by 

reduced impact of the balance between capillary force and gravitational force due 

to their increased vertical momentum. The rate of change of non-dimensional 

thickness, hjhb Figure 4-13-(b), does not show noticeable change in the trend in 

near distances, however the variations become more apparent in radial distances 

after 2rlDi= 10. The slightly less decrease in the sheet thickness with the decrease 

in the sheet initial elevation angle complies with mass conservation law and the 

above mentioned discussion for the streamwise speed trend change. 

Figure 4-13-( c) shows less change in the deflection angle as the sheet is 

transformed towards lower elevation angles and Figure 4-13-( d) clearly shows 

amplified vertical displacement as of the initial vertical momentum that sheet has. 

Figure 4-13 discloses that with a decrease in the sheet release angle the sheet 

speed is less reduced by 16.8%, Figure 4-13-(a), the sheet thickness is less 

reduced by 6.2%, Figure 4-13-(b) and the radius of expanding sheet will amplify, 

hence smaller deflection angle, Figure 4-13-(c), and 21 times larger downward 

vertical displacement, Figure 4-13-( d), are obtained. The streamwise speeds 

calculated from OTM is less than IL TO, by 59%-69%, Figure 4-13-(a), depending 

on the sheet initial elevation angle. On the other hand the sheet thicknesses 

calculated from OTM is larger than IL TO, Figure 4-13-(b), which is calculated to 

be the same ratio as velocities. 

Later in this chapter the effects of these changes would be investigated and 

clarified in more depth. 
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4.4 Deterministic Model Evaluation 

Sheet breakup length, Rb , (distance that is taken to form ligaments or droplets) is 

one of the parameters that received attention in recent literature with advances in 

measurement techniques. Therefore, the calculation of sheet breakup distance is 

used as a method to verify some features of the developed methodologies in this 

dissertation. It has been achieved in two cases studies. In addition to this, part of 

the developed methodology is verified for droplet diameters. After that a 

qualitative study has been carried out to study the impact of change in sprinkler 

geometry (K-factor and deflector size) and fluid properties (pressure and 

temperature) on initial droplet formation radius and initial droplet size. A 

comparison between predictions of all four deterministic models has also been 

made. 

4.4.1 Sheet Breakup Distance [case study-1] 

Figure 4-14 below shows the trend of the ratio of normalized sheet breakup to 

We~1/3 length as a function of ejection angles from jet. This trend has been 

computed from combination of BLM and DTM (Method-3). The breakup length 

corresponding to each ejection angle has been estimated by calculating radial and 

vertical position of breakup point in r - z plane. The modeling being performed 

for a I1p = 350000 pa,deflector size, Di = 47 mm, K = 20.16 lpm/kPa 1
/

2 

and! = 12. 
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Figure 4-14: Correlation of sheet breakup distance with (-113) law for different release angles with 
ignoring viscous effects over deflector 

The available validation for sheet breakup distance are those presented in §2.5.6. 

In Figure 4-14 for sheets released parallel to tine surface at () = 0°, Equation (4-1) 

has been obtained. 

Rb/DO == 450 We~1!3 (4-1) 

To account for the viscous effects at sprinkler orifice and also viscous interaction 

between the slit and deflector surfaces with flow, following dummy friction 

coefficients have been applied to modeling process CCl = 0.9, Ccz = 0.85. 

They will modify to sprinkler nozzle velocity and sheet velocity at deflector edge, 

U~ = CCl X Uo and ui = Ccz X ui' To get more accurate and reliable values 

the friction coefficients should modeled numerically as the wetting surface in 

contact with water could considerably vary at different sprinkler configurations. If 

viscous effects being considered in the modeling process the dimensionless break 

up length would be given by 

Rb/DO = 410 We- l !3 o 

at () = 0°, as appears in Figure 4-15, 

(4-2) 
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Equations (4-1), and (4-2) can be compared against correlations given in equation 

(2-12) of Huang [91] and (2-13) Ren [89] in Table 4-6: 

Table 4-6: Comparison between some correlations for sheet breakup distance 

Equation Expression 

(4-1) / 5 W -1/3 Rb Do == 4 0 eo 

(4-2) Rb/Do == 410 We~1/3 

(2-12) Rb/Do = 625 We~1/3 

(2-13) Rb / Do == 482 W e~1/3 

The above highlighted discrepancies between sheet break-up distances could be 

due to the following reasons: 

• The difference in method of creating the horizontal, axisymmetric sheets. 

Huang [91] used two opposed impinging jets to create his radially 
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expanding sheets, while a single impinging on a flat deflector surface was 

considered in studies of Ren et aI., [90], [99] 

• There is an uncertainty in the spatial locations of the measurements [91]. 

Subsequently the sheet formed may have not been exactly horizontal and 

parallel to the surface of deflector. 

• Finally, it is not clear how the criteria for sheet breakup distances were 

implemented in different literatures. This is due the perforation formation. 

The effect of film release angle is to increase the sheet breakup distance by a 

considerable amount. This is due to the dominance of gravity effect over inertial 

force for inclined sheets below the sprinkler's deflector surface. 

In sprinklers due to the existence of slits in the structure the thinner sheet could 

form on the tine surface depending on sprinkler's operating pressure or ambient 

temperature conditions. This shall shorten the breakup distances from what Huang 

has measured to what Ren has reported for simplified nozzle configurations. 

Furthermore in real sprinklers the effect of viscous force is significant so that 

there would be more loss of inertial force, thus shorter sheet breakup distance is 

obtained. 

Figure 4-16 compares the sheet breakup distance predicted by non-dimensional 

analysis, equation (3-112), against following: 

~ Available empirical correlations equations, (2-12) and (2-13) 

~ Expression derived by Marshall [125], equation (3-113) 

The estimation of scaling laws has been obtained by neglecting deflection of the 

sheet. However in the experimental measurements the sheet would deflect and the 

deflection is more amplified at lower jet Weber numbers. This would result in 

shorter radial sheet breakup distances and this effect is implicitly reflected in the 

measurements without being reported most of times. However, as shown in 

Sheppard's measurements it is in a range of 15° - 40° depending the sprinkler 

configuration and the operating pressure. 

This has been addressed in modeling with imposing a deflection angle of 30° and 

the results are being summarized in Figure 4-17. The discrepancy is improved by 

up to 32% at this deflection angle. 
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Figure 4-16: Sheet Breakup radial locations as a function of jet Weber number at 0° elevation 
angle release. 
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It appears the formulation suggested by Marshall [125] is under-predicting the 

sheet breakup distance. In Figure 4-17 the differences between dimensionless 

sheet breakup radius of Marshall [125] and empirical correlation (2-13) IS 

increased in average by further 7% as the sheet deflection approached to 30°. 

On the other hand the discrepancy between presented scaling law and correlations 

became smaller. One realistic way to improve the predictions of dimensionless 

number is to introduce a hypothetical friction coefficient to equation (3-112) 
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which accounts for the viscous interaction between flat plate and the film flow 

implicitly. To get the precise and reliable values they should modeled numerically 

as the surface in contact with water could vary with the plate diameter. 

In general the scaling law presented in this research over-predicts the correlations 

and Marshall's under-predicts the sheet breakup distance. Depending on the 

application, the dimensionless total growth of the wave could also be changed to 

tune the sheet breakup radial distance predictions from presented scaling law. 

4.4.2 Sheet Breakup Distance [case study-2] 

Table 4-7 shows the sheet break up distance over three deflector's plates of 

diameters 25.4, 38.1 and 50.8 mm. The measurements are carried out at four low 

pressures of 0.14, 0.28, 0.55 and 0.83 bar [95]. Figure 4-18 compares the 

predictions obtained for the sheet breakup distance by Methods 1-4, at the same 

range of pressure and for the three deflector diameters . 

As a brief reminder the constituent sub-models of Methods 1 to 4 are as follow: 

• Method-I, BLM-ILTD 

• Method-2, AFM-ILTD 

• Method-3, BLM-DTM 

• Method-4, AFM-DTM 

A tolerance is provided for all distances in the table . This gives an upper and 

lower limit for the range of the sheet breakup distances resulted in the experiment 

(shown with black solid lines in Figure 4-18 (a, b & c). 

Table 4-7: Sheet breakup distance measured fi'om three disk sprinklers [95] 
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Overall, Methods-l &2 are predicted with higher degree of accuracy at the 

available range of low pressures (0. 14bar-0.83bar). In all of the three cases which 

are studied here, the accuracy of the predicted sheet breakup distance by Methods-

3&4 shows improvement as the pressure is increased. Method-4 gives better 

predictions as the size of the deflector increases. Methods-3&4 both tend to over

predict the sheet break up distances. The absolute mean error for Methods-I-4 has 

calculated to be 13.13%, 13.69%,26.11% and 17.38% respectively. 

4.4.3 Droplet Median Diameter 

Figure 4-19 shows the predictions obtained from the proposed scaling law 

equation (3-120) and the comparison with equation (3-121) and the correlations 

suggested by Dundas. 
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Figure 4-19: Droplet diameter as a function of jet Weber number 

Dundas showed that the median droplet size from turbulent jet impingements 

could be correlated in the form Dvso/ Do =C. W e~1/3. The constant C varied from 

1.74 to 3.21. In Figure 4-16 the Dvso =1.74We~1/3 Do and Dvso =3.21We~1/3 Do 

has been considered as the lower (solid line) and upper (dashed line) droplet size 

range, respectively. It is clear that both equations (3-120) & (3-121) predict within 

the range provided from experiments. However equation (3-120) from the present 

work predicts slightly larger length scale for the droplets compared to equation 
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(3-121). The advantage of current formulation shall be explained through the 

consideration of configuration ratio X, better prediction of sheet breakup distance 

and more physical consistent nature of derivation. 

One parameter which inevitably contributes to the modeling of sheet breakup 

distance and droplet length scale is the dimensionless total growth of the wave. 

There is an uncertainty in the considered value f=12, in the literature. 

4.4.4 Qualitative Studies 

4.4.4.1 Effects of K-factor and deflector size 

Table 4-8 shows the effects of change in the K-factor and deflector size on initial 

droplet size (dd) and initial droplet location (rd)' The K-factor is a measure of 

change the orifice, and the effects of changing the deflector size. The K-factor 

varied from 5 X 10-5 to 12 X 10-5 m 3s-1kpa-1 / 2 . This is range equivalent to 2-

5 gal.min-I.psi- I12 in USA system. The presented data comes from modeling 

(Method-I), not experiments. 

Table 4-8: Drop size and Initial drop location predictions of a sprinkler spray at standard 

atmospheric condition and /).p = 138 kPa while varying the diameter of the deflector and the 

sprinkler K-factor [m 3 s-lkpa-1/ 2 .]. 

K=5x 10-5 K=7x 10-5 K=10x 10-5 K=12x 10-5 

dd rd dd rd dd rd dd rd 
Dj=12.5mm 0.7082 237.6 0.7908 276.1 0.8898 324.4 0.9455 352.48 

Dj=25.0mm 0.7158 240.7 0.7924 277.6 0.8864 324.3 0.9398 351.6 

Dj=37.5mm 0.7391 247.8 0.8067 282.4 0.8931 327.1 0.433 353.4 

The drop size and breakup length are significantly increased with increasing of K

factor. These increases are due to the larger film and sheet thicknesses and are in 

compilation with mass conservation. 

Increasing film and sheet thicknesses increases the sheet stiffness resulting in a 

slower wave growth rate (less amplification) for a given driving force for wave 

growth (pressure/surface tension force imbalance). The slower wave growth rate 

resulted in increased sheet thinning. On the other hand, the larger sheet thickness 

as a result of the larger K-factor has a dominant effect on the drop size causing A~r 

and corresponding droplet diameter to increase. In addition to this Table 4-8 
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shows minimum dependence of the initial droplet location and droplet diameter to 

the change in the deflector size. Increased deflector size results in reduced sheet 

speed and decreased sheet thickness. 

4.4.4.2 Effects of injection pressure and density of surrounding medium 

The results presented in Figure 4-20 show the predictions of initial drop size and 

initial droplet location in a sprinkler spray as a function of injection pressure and 

ambient temperature. The four methods described in §3.5 are compared against 

each other. The method-I is considered as basis model. The spray characteristics 

is being studied over a range of injection pressures, 69, 207,483 kPa, and 

ambient air temperatures, 300, SOO, 1100 K. 

The result shows strong coupling between the ambient and atomization process. 

These modeling results were obtained with the full deterministic viscous models. 

Equation (3-67) reveals that the wave growth rate varies linearly with ambient 

density. As the ambient temperature increases the dd and Rb increase. Increases in 

ambient temperatures resulted in lower ambient density. These lower densities 

reduce the imbalance between critical aerodynamic pressure and surface tension 

forces, which is the driving force for wave amplification. The reduction in this 

driving force results in a slower wave growth rate and a corresponding longer 

breakup radius. 

Decreasing Pg results in both longer Rb and longer sheet critical wavelength. 

These effects have opposing effects on dd resulting in relatively small increases in 

dd with increasing ambient temperature. 

As a consequence of larger thickness film thickness predicted by the AFM 

(Figure 4-3 & Figure 4-4), Method-2 predicts larger spray characteristics. The 

predictions of initial droplet diameters and initial droplet locations from Method-2 

are larger than Method-I by approximately 15% and 10%, respectively. In 

Method-3 the DTM is used as sheet trajectory model in order to resolve the 

evolution of the liquid sheet trajectory with greater accuracy. The predicted initial 

droplet diameter and initial droplet location from Method-I (solid line) and 

Method-3 (dashed line) are compared in Figure 4-20-(b) within the same range of 

operating pressures and ambient temperatures as Figure 4-20-(a). As can be seen 

in Figure 4-20-(b), the use of DTM in Method-3 influences the predictions 
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towards smaller droplet diameters and slightly larger initial droplet locations in 

most of operating conditions. The percentage of difference in initial droplet 

diameter and initial droplet location predictions is roughly IO% and 5%, 

respectively between Method-3 and Method-I. The discrepancy is due to the 

corrected radial variation of sheet thickness with Method-3, larger sheet breakup 

distance, smaller sheet breakup speed and smaller sheet thickness at breakup time. 

Method-4 which combines the 1M and DTM is examined in Figure 4-20 (c) where 

its predictions (dashed lines) are compared to Method-I. The spray parameters 

predicted with Method-4 are slightly larger than those from Method-I. The 

difference in predictions of droplet diameter and initial formation radius is less 

than 9% and 15%, respectively between the two methods. 

It might seem that as Method-3 is taking into account the air drag and predicts 

thicker sheet and lower velocity than Method-I, the drop size prediction of 

Method-2 should be larger than that of Method-I. This trend could be explained 

by taking into account the fact that droplet size is a direct function of ligament 

diameter and is not directly related to sheet breakup thickness and sheet breakup 

distance in the formulation. In addition to this, the ligament diameter has been 

calculated from equation (3-84) in the format of a polynomial where the sheet 

breakup thickness and sheet breakup distance appeared as part of the coefficients 

of that polynomial. Hence a clear conclusion could not be drawn, in which 

Method-3 necessarily led to a larger predicted droplet diameter in all situations. 

On the modeling point of view, Methods-2, 3 and 4 could be considered as more 

accurate than Method-I, and Method-4 is accounted the most accurate of all four. 

However without detailed experimental data for droplet locations and diameter 

(unavailable) for comparisons, it is difficult to claim the superiority of a model. 

Nevertheless the results show that Methods-2, 3 and 4, which all offer more 

capabilities than Method-I, could be a good alternative for sprinkler spray 

modeling. Beside this, Methods 3 and 4 could be employed where the 

impingement of the jet and deflector is not orthogonal as the effect of tilting could 

be included in the DTM, by adjusting sheet deflection angle other than 90°. 
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Summary 

The deterministic initial single droplet size or location for a given pressure and 

temperature does not provide enough information on sprinkler atomization 

features. The single drop size prediction capability does not seem sufficient. To 

the best it might represent a characteristics size i.e., the volume median diameter 

or Sauter mean diameter, of whole spray. The stochastic approach is more 

realistic. 

4.5 Stochastic Modeling: 

As explained in the theory, the stochastic modeling has been adopted in the 

current dissertation to introduce a more realistic distribution to the spray 

characteristics. The stochastic distributions find significant importance where 

dispersion, vaporization, droplet penetration issues are of interest in suppression 

and extinguishment studies. 

4.5.1 Qualitative Analysis 

Figure 4-21 shows the stochastic distributions for initial droplet size for a 

sprinkler having K = 7.7 x 10-Sm3s-1kpa-l/2, Di = 25mm and tlp = 138kp. 

[124] 

Fluctuation intensities are specified in every single numerical iteration to describe 

the chaotic behavior of the spray process, including initial amplitude distribution 

(0.15 :s; It :s; 0.25), sheet fragmentation (0.1 :s; It :s; 0.3), ligament disintegration 

(0.1 :s; Id :s; 0.3). In this case, n, p, and q are specified as 1000, 50 and 50. 

Figure 4-21 shows that the droplet size distribution at these conditions is well 

presented by a normal distribution. For cases a) and b) the droplet sizes were as 

following accordingly, compared with characteristic size of 0.8161 mm predicted 

by Method-I. 

1- The mean droplet size is 0.8117 and 0.8196 mm 

2- minimum droplet size of 0.0414 and 0.2758 mm 

3- maximum droplet size of 1.2357 and 1.3062 mm 

The cumulative mass fraction (eMF) of the spray is drawn on figures. 
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Figure 4-21 : Two synopsis of Probability density function of initial drop size determined from 
stochastic model; /).p = 138 kpa, 0.15 :::; If :::; 0.25,0.1 :::; II :::; 0.3 and 0.1 :::; Id :::; 0.3 . 

4.5.2 Quantitative Analysis 

A quantitative evaluation of the stochastic modeling was achieved by comparing 

the models predictions against the empirical correlations (obtained from actual 

sprinkler data). The stochastic behaviour of the physical processes governing the 
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sprinkler spray formation has been accounted with the four aforementioned 

atomization models combinations, Methods 1-4. 

Figure 4-22 shows the stochastic modelling predictions from Method-l to 

Method-4 compared with Dundas [85]. The sprinkler geometrical parameters are 

Do=12.7 mm and Dj=31mm at ambient temperature of 300K. Method-l is at the 

lower bound and Method-2 at the upper band. Method-3 and Method-4 which 

both utilize the DTM are the most closest to the experimental data. The mean 

errors between predictions and Dundas at the five jet Weber numbers are about 

27%, 13%, 7% and 1% for Methods 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The results 

confirm the improvements achieved with Methods-3&4. 

The correlation in experiment [85] is reported to be dvs /Do=3.1 xWeo-JI3. The 

predictions of the coefficient of proportionality by Method-3 and Method-4 are 

very close to 3.1. Having verified the methodology, Methods 3 and 4 have been 

verified for higher ambient temperatures and the coefficient of proportionality 

increases to 3.4 and 3.9 at 500K and 1100K respectively. 

The methodologies have been further investigated by comparing their predictions 

of the droplet velocity with the formula of Sheppard [41] in Figure 4-23. The 

mean velocity is predicted by about 10% more accurately with Method-4 than 

Method-l which brings the prediction closer to what has been estimated by 

empirical formulation of Sheppard [41]. It is noteworthy that the experimental 

data were not measured immediately after droplet formation, but a distance further 

away; hence the air drag force has effectively reduced the velocity by some 

extent. Procedure to calculate volume median diameters is explained in Appendix 

B. 
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From the results obtained with the stochastic analysis, it can be concluded that 

Method-3 and Method-4 are in better agreement with the experimental data. This 

is thought to be due to more realistic treatment for underlying physics. However, 

they do suffer the drawback of higher computational cost as the number of 

stochastic space increases. For the generated 125000 (50 x 50x 50) samples, CPU

time for Method-l to Method-4 was about 1, 3,10 and 40 minutes. 

4.6 Semi-empirical Model Analysis-Pendant Sprinkler 

The initial droplet sizes and spatial volume flux at seven elevation angles, eo = 3, 

15,30,45,60,75,90, for six azimuthal locations, ¢o= 90,107,123,140,157,180 
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have been evaluated using the developed semi-empirical approach in §3.8 for a 

pendant sprinkler and the predictions are compared to the available experimental 

data (explained in §2.6.l). 

4.6.1 Median Droplet Diameter 

Figure 4-24 & 4.25 (a-g) show the spatial distribution of volume median diameter 

for a pendant sprinkler operating at 3.5 bar and 5.2 bar, respectively. The flow 

rates are equal to 6300 em3 Is and 7700 em3 Is and the jet Reynolds number is 

5. 75 xl 0-5 and 7.04 xl 0-5
. The change in pressure at the sprinkler head affected the 

droplet size and pattern. 

Characterization of the near field sprinkler spray has been investigated by 

combination of the semi-empirical approach with Methods 1,2,3,4 for a pendant 

sprinkler at different elevation and azimuthal angles. 

The absolute mean error resulting from each Method in either of release scenarios 

(3.5 bar and 5.2 bar) have been calculated and are shown in Figure 4-26. The 

modeling approaches are able to give predictions at elevation angle below the 

sprinkler (() = 90°) where it is challenging to perform measurements due to high 

water fluxes. This can be seen in Figure 4-24& 4.25 (a-g) where no experimental 

data is reported for these angles for the presented azimuthal angles; however the 

models could predict the droplet diameters at 90° elevation angles. The flow 

through these angles represents either the slit flow or the yoke arm flow in the 

studied pendant type sprinkler. Overall very promising predictions were obtained, 

however Method-l which under-predicts the droplet diameter for nearly all ranges 

of azimuthal locations shows the maximum error of 47%, and Method-3 show the 

minimum error. The prediction accuracy of Method-4 is close to Method-3. The 

level of errors has increased as the release pressure increased from 3.5 bar to 5.2 

bar. This could be explained through the increased jet Reynolds number. As being 

reviewed in chapter 2, additional shear instabilities are associated with impinging 

high Reynolds jets, producing mainly very small droplets. 
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Figure 4-24: Volume-median-droplet-diameter (mm) measured and calculated in the near-field 
(0.76 m) for the K-205 sprinkler operating at 3.5 bar. 
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Figure 4-26: Comparison of absolute mean errors with experiment from four semi-empirical 

methods in predicting Volume-median-droplet-diameter of a pendant sprinkler operating at two 

pressures. 

Since the errors of measurements have not been quantified in the experiments, 

extra care must also be taken in the interpretation of the differences provided here. 

The other sources of discrepancies in predictions/experimental should be 

attributed to: 

~ Partly due to the uncet1ainty in data acquisition measurements. 

~ Moreover in the models, a constant value of 12 is assumed for the 

dimensionless total growth of the wave. A variation of this constant affects 

the droplet size and may also explain the discrepancies. Fut1her work may 

be needed to fully investigate the effect of this constant as well as the film 

model on the characteristics of real sprinklers. 

On the other hand a locally evaluated volume fraction does not always reflect the 

measured volumetric median diameter, d
V50

' One of the contradictions is for 

elevation angles less than 20° . In this particular region, the droplets are not 

resulting from sheet break in directions pertinent to this region. The droplets are 

either originating from periodic shedding from sheet surface (mostly due to 

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability) or the turbulence driven (ambient air) force 

dispersed the droplets which are formed at lower elevation levels (8 > 15°). 

Nevet1heless the results show relatively good predictions of Methods-3&4 which 

is due to their more rigorous sheet thickness evaluation at different sheet angles 

with the DTM approach. 
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4.6.2 Average Velocity 

Predictions for average velocity of droplets at the probe position and at two 

sprinkler operating pressures, 3.5 bar and 5.2 bar, are presented in Figure 4-27. 
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They are compared against experimental data and empirical correlation [41]. The 

predictions of droplet velocities show improvement at higher pressure of 5.2 bar 

when compared with the lower pressure of3.5 bar. 

The spray volume median diameters are usually between 0.9 mm and 1.2 mm in 

sprinkler applications. This means that the vast majority of the droplets in the 

spray have a corresponding diameter less than the spray volume median diameter. 

In Figure 4-27 the errors fall in an acceptable range for droplets with diameter less 

than 1.0 mm. There are more disagreement model/experiments for larger droplets 

which could be explained by both un-quantified experimental errors and 

simplifications made in the model development. 

Methods-l&2 predict narrower range of droplet sizes and Method-2 captures the 

velocity profile very well. Methods-3&4 predict broader range of droplet sizes 

and Method-4 is the most accurate method of all. Method-2 and Method-4 share 

AFM as their film model. This shows that the velocity profile predicted by AFM 

is closer to the reality and this could be one reason for superiority of AFM to 

BLM (in the aspect of velocity predictions). There is a lack of experimental 

measurements of film velocity and thickness at deflector edge. 

Possible explanation of the available discrepancies can be listed as: 

• Inaccuracies in the sheet breakup distance (longer theoretical droplet 

formation distance). 

• Neglecting the effects of air turbulence (quiescent environment). In 

practical operation it cannot be assumed that the relative velocity between 

spray droplets and surrounding be negligible. 

• Different level of viscous interaction faced by spray formed by slit flow, 

tine flow and arm flow. (Yet to be quantified) 

• Uncertainties in the film velocity at deflector edge. 

• Uncertainties in experimental data 
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4.6.3 Water Volume Fluxes 

The predictions of spray volume flux for the pendant sprinkler operating at 

pressures of 3.5 bar and 5.2 bar are compared to the available experimental data 

for different azimuthal angles in Figure 4-28(a-g) and Figure 4-29(a-g), 

respectively. The spray modeling technique which has been employed for 

predictions of spray volume flux are Methods-l ,2,3 & 4. 

The quantified spray at azimuthal angles of 73°,107°,140° is mostly relevant to 

slit flow and the spray at 180° corresponds to flow affected by one of yoke arms, 

whereas most of the flow is in form of a jet. The spray quantified at azimuthal 

angle 90°,123°,157° is mostly related to the flow originated over tines. 

In overall Methods-3&4 give better predictions again. The volume flux 

predictions could be categorized in three regions in terms of their accuracy: 

~ 0:::; f) :::; 15: There is a considerable difference between theory and 

experiments: 

~ 15:::; f) :::; 75: For the middle range elevation angles the predictions are 

very promising at both pressures and the maximum error model 

predictions/experiments is below 40%. In contrary to predictions obtained 

for droplet's volume median diameter, the level of discrepancy decreases 

as the sprinkler activation pressure increases from 3.5 bar to 5.2 bar. 

~ 75:::; f) :::; 90: There is an over-prediction for elevation angles right below 

the sprinkler at all azimuthal angles, ¢i. 

The main shortcoming in modeling approach which contributes the most to the 

discrepancies observed are: 

~ Uncertainties in sheet breakup distance evaluation, and the subsequent 

initial droplet formation radius 

~ Uncertainties in the number of droplets produced per unit volume and the 

frequency of its production per unit of time 

~ The available discrepancy in film thickness evaluation which had effects 

on droplet size 

~ The available discrepancies in droplet velocity 
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Figure 4-29: Water flux (lpm/m2) measured and calculated in the near-field (0.76 m) for the K-205 

sprinkler operating at 5.2 bar 
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4.7 Semi-empirical Analysis-Upright Sprinkler 

This section investigates the characterization of the near field sprinkler spray by 

semi-empirical approach for an upright sprinkler. The experimental data for the 

K-162 upright sprinkler operating at 0.76 bar and 1.31 bar, Figure 4-30, shows the 

volume median diameter along the elevation angles in the near field at seven 

azimuthal angles. 
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Figure 4-30: Volume median droplet diameter distribution along the elevation angle in the near 

field for the K-162 at a) 0.76 bar b) 1.31 bar and seven azimuthal angles [80] 

Relatively large droplets appeared in the middle elevation range (30°-60°). In the 

region close to frame arms, i.e. at azimuthal angle of 0° and 15° the droplets are 

large because the spray atomization process was interrupted by the frame and the 

sprinkler pipeline system. 
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4. 7.1 Median Droplet Diameter 

The predicted spatial volume median diameters for an upright sprinkler K-162 

(§2.6.1) at two pressures 0.76 bar and 1.31 bar are presented in Figure 4-31 and 

Figure 4-32, respectively. The flow rates are equal to 2300 cm31s and 3100 cm% 

and the jet Reynolds number is 2.39 xl 0-5 and 3.15 xl 0-5
• 

It should be reminded that the azimuthal angles ¢ = 00 &1800 are assigned to the 

two yoke arms in the sprinkler and the elevation angles are covered from 00 to 

900
• A reasonably good agreement is found between predictions and experimental 

data for the droplet median diameter, Figure 8, in particular with Methods 3&4. 

The accuracy of predictions improves as the azimuthal angle approaches 90° 

which is the part of the flow field less affected by the sprinkler arms. The average 

mean differences between experiment/predictions as shown in Figure 4-33 change 

from 55%, 48%, 36% and 39% at 0.76 bar to 43%, 35%, 33% and 33% at 1.31 bar 

for Methods 1 to 4, respectively. It is found that Method-3 and Method-4 which 

both employ the DTM approach provide the same overall spatial prediction of 

droplet sizes. 
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Figure 4-31: Volume-median-droplet-diameter (/11/11) measured and calculated in the near-field 

(0.76m) for the K-162 sprinkler operating at 0.76 bal'. 
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Figure 4-32: Volume-median-droplet-diameter (mm) measured and calculated in the near-field 

(0.76 m) for the K-162 sprinkler operating at 1.31 bar. 
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4.7.2 Average Velocity 

Predictions for average velocity of droplets at the probe position and at two 

sprinkler operating pressures, 0.76 bar and 1.31 bar, are presented in Figure 4-34. 

They are compared against experimental data and empirical correlation [41]. 

Similar to observation provided for the pendant sprinkler Methods-l &2 predict 

narrower range of droplet sizes and Mathod-2 captures the velocity profile very 

well. Methods-3&4 predict broader range of droplet sizes and Method-4 is the 

most accurate method of all. Method-2 and Method-4 which share AFM as their 

film model show that the velocity profile predicted by AFM is more accurate than 

BLM. 
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Figure 4-34: Comparing the average velocity predictions using the four methods, measurements 

and empirical correlation at different azimuthal angles for an upright sprinkler operating pressure 

at a) 0.76 bar and b) 1.31 bar. 
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4.7.3 Water Volume Flux 

Similar to predictions obtained for droplet size in previous section, the water 

volume fluxes in Figure 4-35 and Figure 4-36 are also better predicted with 

Method-3 and Method-4. In general all Methods over predict the water volume 

fluxes. The accuracy of predictions can be divided into two groups: 

~ 0::;; () ::;; 45: The predictions are not acceptable. 

~ 45::;; () ::;; 90: The predictions are improved as the azimuthal angle move 
away from yoke arms. 

The discrepancies found in Figure 4-31, Figure 4-32, Figure 4-35 and Figure 4-36 

could be explained by considering that the effect of initial perturbation on the film 

and sheet development is amplified in upright fire sprinklers compared to pendant 

sprinklers. There are strongly tilted tines in the configuration of the upright 

sprinkler, which makes the atomization process disobey from the simplifications 

made in deriving the formulation for an impinging atomizer. In general the type of 

disturbance would crucially affect the rate of instability growth and its modes. 

In upright sprinklers yoke arms will disturb both sheet formation and breakup 

pattern to a considerable extent. The spray is affected by the interaction between 

jet flow and film flow around the sprinkler arms which has not been accounted for 

in the models. To understand the mechanisms through which the arms are 

contributing to the near field spray, first principle CFD analysis should be carried 

out. In the real operational condition, the pipe system which feeds the water to the 

upright sprinkler also affects the spray pattern in upright sprinklers. This leads to 

the droplets to agglomerate and increases the probability of formation of larger 

droplets. Part of the discrepancies for water volume flux is cascaded back from 

the over-predicted droplet velocity. In general it can be concluded the viscous 

effects are yet to be modeled properly. The last point to be mentioned here is that 

the experiments were carried out at quite low pressures. It is believed that the 

model should also be tested for higher pressures where less discrepancy is 

expected. The curvature of the sheet in the upright sprinkler can enhance the 

growth of waves on the sheets surface. 
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Figure 4-35: water volume flux (/pmlm2) measured in the near-field (0.76 III) for the K-162 

sprinkler operating at 0.76 bar. 
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4.8 Sensitivity Analysis 

In the previous sections (§4.6 and §4.7) the semi-empirical predictions of droplet 

initial diameter, droplet mean velocity and volume flux at its formation point has 

been presented. In this the sensitivity of predictions to the number of evaluated 

volume fraction will be investigated which may be available along a given 

azimuthal angle. In the previous set of predictions, the undertaken measurements 

were available at seven data points at seven equally distributed elevation angles 

between 0° to 90°. 

With no doubt extracting volume fluxes or volume fractions at seven data points 

may not always be favorable due to technical complexity of running tests at 

multiple elevation angles and extra cost it would cause, hence economically 

disadvantageous. 

The number of data points used in semi-empirical modeling has been artificially 

reduced to six and five data points from seven of original experimental data by 

neglecting the areas with less water volume densities. In the case of 6-points 

based estimates the contribution of volume flux corresponding to 3 ° elevation 

angle has been neglected in total volume flux. The volume flux at this location 

was the lowest compared to the other probe points for this particular pendant 

sprinkler. In the case of 5-points based estimates the contribution of volume flux 

corresponding to 3 ° and 45 ° elevation angles have been neglected due to the same 

reasoning. It could be realized from experimental data that this type of pendant 

sprinkler is directing most of the flow mainly toward two elevation angles of 15 ° 

and 90°. 

4.8.1 Median Droplet Diameter 

The median droplet diameter appraisal at six of the azimuthal angles - those 

which experimental data were available for- are presented in Figure 4-37 a - f. 

Method-3 has been chosen to obtain evaluations for the 7, 6 and 5 points based 

semi-empirical modeling, and the results are compared against experimental 

measurements at respective azimuthal angles. 
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Figure 4-37: Investigating sensitivity of droplet median diameter estimations to the number of data 
points and comparison with experiments at different Azimuthal angles for pendant sprinkler at 5.2 

bar 

Neglecting the low density regions from semi-empirical calculation process had 

minor change in the evaluation of the median droplet diameter at the remaining 

elevation angles which are recognizable in the presented figures. The margin of 

changes remains within 1 percent. 

4.8.2 Volume Flux 

The volume flux appraisal at seven azimuthal angles is presented in Figure 4-38 

a-g. In this figures evaluations obtained from the 7, 6 and 5 points based semi

empirical modeling are compared against experimental measurements at relevant 

azimuthal angles. 

Similar to previous section, neglecting the low density volume fluxes out of semi

empirical calculation process did not bring about significant change in the 

evaluation of volume fluxes at the remaining elevation angles; hence they show an 

overlap in the figures demonstrated below and are not obvious as the results are 

presented in logarithmic scale. The margin of changes remains within 2 percent. 
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Figure 4-38: Investigating sensitivity of volume flux estimations to the number of data points and 
comparison with experiments at different Azimuthal angles for pendant sprinkler at 5.2 bar 

As discussed before, the dominance of water flux occurs at segments 

corresponding to 15° and 90° elevation angles for the investigated pendant 

sprinkler. The maximum discrepancy is remains to the segment below the 

sprinkler, where the flow structure is still experimentally unresolved. 
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4.9 Uniform Distribution 

To avoid the dependency of the semi-empirical modelling to the experimentally 

evaluated volume fractions, a uniform distribution assumption has been tested 

with developed methodologies in chapter three. In this scenario the volume 

fraction y is taken to be the same for any studied elevation angle. This could be 

the first approach adopted when experimental data are not available for the 

volume fractions. 

Two equally distributed spray calculations have been presented in this section. 

The number of studying point along 0° - 90° elevation angles were taken 7 

(y = 1/7) and 20 (y = 1/20). Having y less than 1120 is numerically possible but 

results in physically meaningless sheet thicknesses and further resolution of the 

flow have been avoided. 

Predicted characteristics (uniform distributions) of spray formed by pendant 

sprinkler at 3.5 and 5.2 bar are presented in Figure 4-39 and Figure 4-40, and the 

relevant predictions for upright sprinkler at 0.76 bar and 1.31 bar are given in 

Figure 4-41 and Figure 4-42, respectively. Method-4 has been preferred for doing 

theoretical calculation as it has shown higher overall performance in §4.7 & 4.8. 

Considering the fact that no experimentally obtained volume fraction data been 

have been used in this section, relatively good predictions have been obtained for 

droplet size and velocity for both pendant and upright sprinklers using the uniform 

distribution. However care should be taken not to extrapolate this conclusion 

unless a wide range of sprinklers are tested experimentally and compared to the 

semi-empirical model for uniform distribution. 

The spray volume flux predictions showed promising predictions for a uniform 

distribution with the semi-empirical approach in the following zones: 

1- 15° ~ e ~ 90° for the pendant sprinkler 

2- 15° ~ e ~ 75° and at the proximity of e = 90°. 
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volume flux 
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To close this section, deterministic analysis have been carried out and its overall 

spray predictions have been summarized for pendant sprinkler in, Table 4-9, and 

for upright sprinkler in, Table 4-10. 

Table 4-9: Deterministic characteristics of the spray for the pendant sprinkler at 3 .5bar and 5.2 bar 

Table 4-10: Deterministic characteristics of the spray for the upright sprinkler at 0.76 and 1.31 bar 

The deterministic predictions are comparable with volumetric median droplet size 

of whole spray, while this is not available in the cited references and no clear 

conclusion could be drawn at this stage. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 

WORKS 

5.1 Preamble 

A comprehensive study of sprinkler sprays was carried out with emphasis on the 

initial spray characteristics (e.g. spatial distributions of drop size, drop velocity, 

mass flux). While fire suppression sprays control the fire through a number of 

mechanisms, including, cooling, blowing, oxygen depletion, radiation attenuation 

and wetting, the primarily suppression mechanism for fire sprinklers is wetting. 

Hence it is crucial to have accurate understanding of initial spray. 

Water sprinkler has been extensively under interest due to the minimum 

protection they provide in residential applications and warehouses. As an overall 

overview the fire control and fire suppression sprinkler systems generation and 

development history are classified as the large drop sprinkler system to control 

high challenge storage fires, the Residential sprinkler system to maintain a 

survivable environment in residential areas, and the ESFR sprinkler system to 

suppress rather than control high challenge fires. 

The effectiveness of the sprinkler spray at controlling a fire is governed by the 

spray characteristics. Large drops can penetrate a rising fire plume to reach the 

fire source and wet combustible material adjacent the burning commodity, 

whereas smaller drops will be entrained into the buoyant plum and carried away 
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from the fire. Furthermore, the evaporating smaller drops have a cooling effect on 

the hot gases, and in some cases will prevent additional fire sprinklers from 

activating. One of the main disadvantages of water sprinklers is the large quantity 

of water used. This can lead to extensive damage beyond that caused by the fire 

itself in some occasions. 

It has been highlighted throughout the dissertation that detailed initial spray 

measurements revealed the strong relationship between the sprinkler configuration 

and geometry and the resulting spray pattern. In addition to this the spray 

formation in fire sprinklers is also affected by the operating pressure and ambient 

gas temperature. The performance of these suppression systems is primarily 

evaluated through very expensive full-scale spray dispersion tests and actual fire 

suppression tests. This is mainly due to challenges in developing comprehensive 

predictive models to estimate the spray characteristics based on the physics of 

atomization. 

5.2 Original Contributions 

The current dissertation targeted to build more theoretical basis for the described 

problem and achieved following contributions in that respect: 

1- The BLM have been revised, and presented in new format to be 

incorporated with sprinkler applications. 

2- The AFM have been introduced to estimate the film propagation over a 

flat disk. 

3- A detailed sheet trajectory model has been implemented for sprinkler 

application to investigate the sheet radial thickness and velocity at 

different release angles and operational pressures. Inevitable change in the 

sheet characteristics has been observed as the release angle changes. 

4- Three new deterministic models have been presented for prediction of the 

overall spray characteristics based on the physics observed in an 

impinging jet configuration (which is quite similar to the sprinklers). 

5- The stochastic modeling has been applied to the presently developed 

models and one model from literature. This enables predicting a range of 
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values for the maximum and minimum values a parameter could take in 

spray conditions. 

6- Droplet size, velocity and flux distribution are crucial in fire suppression 

studies. According to literature, the measured volume flux and droplet size 

distributions demonstrate strong directional dependence with azimuthal 

and elevation angles. In a move toward more realistic spray models, a 

Semi-empirical model has been developed using experimentally evaluated 

volume fractions and applied this to the four deterministic models. The 

developed semi-empirical model is capable of predicting the spatial 

distribution (at various local elevation and azimuthal angles) of the 

droplets volume median diameter, water volume flux and droplet average 

velocity in spherical coordinate system. This coordinate is consistent with 

the kinetics of the spray. This approach can implicitly mimic the combined 

effects of boss, arm and slits over the deflector. 

7- A Non-dimensional analysis has been carried out for an impinging jet 

configuration. This is to evaluate the spray based on jet characteristics, 

geometrical specifications and ambient conditions. The accuracy of the 

developed dimensionless sheet breakup distance and dimensionless droplet 

diameter has been investigated for turbulent liquid jet impingement in the 

air, where the Weber numbers are in the range of l04_5xl05 and 

geometrical ratio is larger than one. In general formulations derived in this 

research over-predicted the spray parameters, as the effect of viscosity has 

not been seen. The proposed correlations are powerful tools which reliably 

predict spray characteristics straightaway and serve as an additional 

method besides more sophisticated spray modeling approaches. 

8- The developed methodologies can predict the near filed spray 

characteristics, originating from center of the deflector and do not require 

comprehensive. Only a few physically coherent parameters (K-factor, 

nozzle geometry, pressure and temperature) are required. Hence could be 

used as a reliable predictive tool to engineers and fire scientists. 
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5.3 Limitations and Assumptions 

• Effect of initial perturbation in sprinklers is very different from the 

simplification made in driving the models. 

• There are occasions in experiment where the vloume fraction is low but 

droplet sizes are large. In this methodology this characteritics could not 

been addressed. 

• Bulk air movement has been neglected for near field spray evaluation. 

This may not have significant impact through atomization process, but will 

influence the spray characteristics, through the distance between initial 

formation locations and the measurement points. There are air movements 

arount sprinkler shifts away some droplets from spaces facing to slit flow 

toward spaces facing to tine flow. Hence volume flux is observable. 

(turbulence generated). 

• Model gives promising predicitons for imping jets with Reynolds number 

of which the sheet falls in flappy regime. 

• The photographic techniques include illuminating the drops using strobe 

lighting and pulsed lasers, and using still photographs and video cameras 

for image capture. Quantification of uncertainties in measurements has not 

been quantified. 

• Droplet shedding from the edge of sheet has not been seen in this 

modeling. Predictions of droplet size distributions have been carried out 

based on ligament breakup. 

5.4 Discussions and Conclusions 

In the present study two physical sub-models have been used in order to improve 

the prediction accuracy of an existing model. The developed modeling approaches 

can quantify the near field sprinkler spray. The improvements in predicting spray 

characteristics have been presented and thoroughly discussed. The following 

conclusions can be drawn from the thesis: 
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Film Thickness and Velocity 

The AFM didn't show significant superiority over BLM in predicting film 

thickness; however it contributes a lot in prediction of droplet velocities. 

Predictions obtained by the methods in which the AFM was incorporated 

(Method-2 and Method-4) showed enhanced velocity predications for both 

pendant and upright sprinklers. 

Sheet Characteristics 

Ambient temperature, sheet release angle and operating pressure found to have a 

significant effect on the rate of sheet propagation. 

The streamwise speeds calculated from DTM are less than ILTD. The differences 

at different ambient gas temperature, sheet release angles and sprinkler operating 

pressure lies between 52%-69%, 59%-69%, and 63.8%-69%, respectively. 

The sheet thickness decreased in downstream directions is owing to expansion and 

is in compliance with the requirements of conservation of mass. It is noteworthy 

that the trend of decrease in sheet thickness ratio from IL TD after 2r / Di == 4. 

Prior to this point the decline in streamwise speed lies less 5% of initial speed. 

The sheet thicknesses calculated from DTM are larger than IL TD by the same 

ratios percentages as speeds, which complies with mass conservation law. These 

differences cascaded down and resulted in a significant change in predicting 

droplet size. 

Sheet breakup distance 

The dimensionless studies showed that the sheet breakup distance has a -1/3 

power law relation with jet Weber number and -2/3 power law with density ratio. 

Weber number is affected by jet diameter and jet speed. Depending on the 

application, the dimensionless total growth of the wave could have been 

changed to tune the sheet breakup radial distance predictions from presented 

scaling law. The model follows the physical trend of jet flows with Weber number 

larger than 2000, since the sheet breakup distance decays as the jet turbulence is 

augmented. 

Employing the more rigorous sheet trajectory model (DTM), improved the 

prediction of sheet break up distance. 
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Droplet size 

The dimensionless formulation revealed that droplet diameter show a -113 power 

law relation with jet Weber number and -116 power law for density ratio. A 

decrease in ambient air density leads to larger median droplet diameters. An 

increase in jet speed, results in larger droplet median diameters. The droplet 

diameter has been predicted in the range mapped out by experiments. 

Method-l and Method-2 under predicted the droplet size, and Method-3 and 

Method-4 over-predicted this parameter. The sheet characteristics has more 

importance than the film characteristics. 

Droplet Velocities 

Droplet velocities have been predicted with very good degree of accuracy and the 

predictions of film has a great impact on this parameter. The available 

discrepancies could be mainly due to (i) longer theoretical droplet formation 

distance and (ii) neglecting the effects of air turbulence. 

Water Volume Flux 

The prediction of water volume flux has higher accuracy in pendant sprinkler 

compared to upright sprinkler. The pendant sprinklers have more similarity with 

impinging jet atomizers. The physics of spray formation in the studied upright 

sprinkler is quite different from the basis of developed methodology in current 

study. It has consisted of tilted tines, hence will affect the initiation and growth of 

perturbation over the sheet to a great pattern. 

5.5 Suggestions and Recommendations for Future 

Work 

Suggestions and recommendations for future developments of this work are 

proposed in the following. 

• Fundamental numerical studies on flow around a flat plate over a broad 

range of mass flow rates, to study the formation of water bell and sheet 

and destruction mechanisms at different initial jet reynolds number. Beside 

this the effect of the deflector diameter size can be further investigated at 
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different geometrical ratios. This is due to the fact that the sprinkler 

configuration remains as the most influential property affecting 

characteristics like spatial volume flux. 

• Extensive CFD studies to quantify the boundary layer development over 

sprinkler deflector at low, medium and high Reynolds number jet 

impigments, with/out presence of boss. 

• Quantifying the effects of different tine/slit configuration in order to 

understand their effect on flow field splitting to tine and slit flows at a 

range of jet speeds. In addition to this the effects of tilted tines shall be 

investigated. 

• More detailed ligament/droplet formation models should be developed, 

and incorporated to the rest of developed methodologies in the current 

dissertation. 

• The detailed initial sprinkler spray could be integrated with CFD packages 

to investigated the interaction with fire plume and understand how would 

it resemble the performance of sprinklers. 

• The effects of different distributions (spray volume flux) of different 

sprinklers on suppression capability. Hence the intereaction of fire plume 

to different droplet distributions can be studied. 
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APPENDICES: 

Appendix A: Derivation of BLM 

This sections normalization of the sheet thickness in region (iii) of §3.2.i 

12.9 

(
Vt)'4 ri4 + 14 

hi = C2 -Q 
ri 

Where C2 = 0.0211, and knowing that 

1 

[= C3 a (Q/Vta)9 

where C3 = 4.126. A.2 could be summarized in following form: 

( )

1/9 
IT 2 ~9 

= Do '4DoUo = (::)1/9 Do (DoUo) 
[ C3 2 D C3 2 2 

Vt-f Vt 

Substituting Q in A.i gives 
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(A. i) 

(A. 2) 

(A. 3) 
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4 0au,) r, (/1.4) 

= C
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IT DoUo Do ri 

The A.4 could be rearranged by introducing C4 = C2 X (4/n)1/4 and Reo = 

DOUO/Vf 

9/4 ( 10 )9/4 r, + IT 91 
h, = C.Re;;'/' 0

0 
-1/' I ' C
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(A. 5) 
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1 )9/4 
Replacing Cs = C3 GY ~ , A.S would be further simplified to 

hi = C
4
Re -1/4 D -1/4 S/4 2C4CsD5 o 0 r;. +--=--....:::.... 

Di 
(A. 6) 

The normalizing then be identified 
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hi ~.~ 2 
0

0 

= Dg /4Di = 8 X C4 X C5 + [C4 Re~1/4 Do -1/4 (Dd2)5/4]/ DO 
4Di 

~~ = 6 = 8C4C5 + 4 C4 (1/2)5/4 Re~1/4 Dt4 D~9/4 
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(A. 7) 

The A.7 could be expressed as A.8, by introducing X == DJDo and C6 = 

4 C4 (1/2)5/4, 

6 = 8C4 C5 + C6 Re~1/4 X9/4 

Where C4=O.0224, Cs=S.71 and C6=O.0377. 

6 = 1.02327 + 0.03767 Re~1/4 X9/4 

(A. 8) 

(A. 9) 
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Appendix B: Definition in Stochastic 

Mean: 

Analysis 

s= 

Definitions 

N 

x= ~ LXi 
i=l 

N Lf=l Xi 2 - eLf=l XJ2 

N eN - 1) 

Gaussian Normal Distribution 

Many measurements tend to have probability distributions close to the curve of 

the normal distribution. In Sprinkler application bulk liquid disintegrates into 

ligaments which breakups into drops. In the absence of further information, one 

might assume that the distribution of ligament diameters is similar to the normal 

distribution. Thus, the size distribution can be modeled with the Gaussian normal 

distribution. 

The curve of a normal distribution for ligaments is centered at the mean value a: 
and has the standard derivation (J. These two parameters determine the shape and 

location of the normal probability density function, which has the symmetric "bell" 

shape. The function of the normal distribution is 

[eX) = _1_ exp (_ ex - X)2) 
(J ..f[ii 2(J2 - ex) < X < ex) 

(B. 1) 

Gamma Distribution 

As an alternative to the normal distribution, one can assume that the distribution 

of characteristic sizes could be modeled by using the gamma function. The 

gamma distribution family, presented in (B. 2), is based on two parameters. The 
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chi-square and exponential distributions, which are special cases of the gamma 

distribution, are one-parameter distributions that fix one of the two gamma 

parameters. 

_ 1 a-l (X) 
[(x) - rea) f3a X exp -fj x> 0 (B. 2) 

Where a and f3 are parameters that determine the specific shape of the curve and 

are called shape parameter and scale parameter, respectively. The parameters must 

be set positive [145]. When, a = 1, the gamma density reduces to the exponential 

distribution. This option must be excluded, since an exponential distribution of 

characteristic sizes is physically not reasonable [146]. When, f3 = 2, the gamma 

density reduces to the exponential distribution. 

The function rea) is defined as 

rea) = i oo 

x a - 1 exp( -x) dx (a - 1) rea) (a -i)! (B. 3) 

Chi-square Distribution 

If v independent variables Xi are each normally distributed with mean fli and 

variance 01, then the quantity known as Chi-square is defined by 

x2 = (Xl - 111)2 + (X2 - 112)2 + ... + (xv - I1v)2 ~ (Xi - l1i)2 (B.4) 
~ ~ ~ L ~ 1 2 v i=l I 

Note that ideally, given the random fluctuations of the values of XI about their 

mean values 11[' each term in the sum will be of order unity. Hence, if we have 

chosen the fli and the (Ji correctly, we may expect that a calculated value of X2 

will approximately be equal to v. 

The quantity X2 defined in equation has the probability density function given by 

2-V/ 2 

f(X2) = -- (X2)(V/2)-1 exp( _X2 /2) 
r(;) (B. 5) 
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This is known as the X2 -distribution with v degree of freedom . V is a positive 

integer. The X2 ranges only over positive values: 0 < X2 < 00. Therefore the chi

square distribution prevents the occurrence of negative ligaments at high 

fluctuation densities. 

Here are graphs of fCX2) versus X2 for the three values of v is given in Figure B-1. 

The mean values ofX~ is equal to v, and the variance of the X~ is equal to 2v. 

l Distrbituon 
0.5 r' --------------.--------------.---------------.--------------.--------------.--------------. 

0)\ 

"'pot 0,25 
;;::-

0.2 

0.15 '"" v = .. 

\ v = lO 

O . O ' ~ ~X(~ 
f //~~~-----

0.1 

O ~ ! ~ ! ~ 
o ~ 10 15 

12 

20 

Figure B-1: The Chi-squared distribution for v = 2,4, and 10. 

Uniform Distribution 

25 .10 

As a third modeling distribution for the characteristic diameters, the uniform 

distribution is tested. As known from statistics the function of the uniform 

distribution can be expressed as 

1 
fCd) = d -- d

min max 
(B. 6) 

Where dmax and dmin are the upper and lower limit of the uniform distribution. 

The mean characteristics sizes and the variance are 
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- dmax + d min d=-----
2 

(J2 = (dmax - dmin)2 

12 

Volume Median Diameter 
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(B. 7) 

By definition, half of a given volume of water is contained in droplets greater than 

this diameter and the other half in droplets smaller than this diameter. The volume 

median diameter, Dvso ' for a spray with different sized droplets is calculated by 

finding the droplet size below which half of the volume of water is contained. 

This is accomplished by first calculating total volume of water, V, contained in 

the droplets by summing the volumes of all droplets. The droplet diameters and 

their associated volumes are then sorted in ascending order. The cumulative 

volume by droplet size is then calculated for each droplet size. The Dvso diameter 

is chosen as the diameter at which the cumulative volume is one half of the total 

water volume. When one half of the total water volume is not located at a 

measured droplet diameter, linear interpolation is used to calculate Dvso' 
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Appendix C: Experimental data. 

Table Cl 

Table C2 

Water flux (lpmlm2) measured in the near-field (0.76 m) for the K-

205 sprinkler operating at 3.5 bar. 

Azimuthal angle 

Elevation 
73° 90° 107° 123° 140° 157° 180° 

angle 

3° 4.6 7.1 10.8 8.3 1.7 2.1 12.8 

15° 214.1 187.5 259.4 183.9 128.6 27.6 475.8 

30° 52.5 64.9 89.5 32.9 90.7 37.5 55.9 

45° 20.0 113.9 87.7 18.3 138.7 53.7 45.6 

60° 63.2 126.5 218.4 64.5 224.5 76.0 66.2 

75° 155.9 284.1 299.1 266.6 223.0 119.8 70.5 

90° 316.7 879.3 1819.7 3139.8 2718.4 2866.4 2570.7 

Water flux (lpmlm2) measured in the near-field (0.76 m) for the K-

205 sprinkler operating at 5.2 bar 

Azimuthal angle 

Elevation 
73° 90° 107° 123° 140° 157° 180° angle 

3° 2.0 4.1 5.5 4.3 2.8 3.7 6.6 

15° 160.0 121.4 232.9 30.1 41.9 31.8 714.6 

30° 95.2 114.9 141.8 53.7 150.6 52.7 89.8 

45° 64.9 139.2 130.0 82.4 165.6 69.9 60.3 

60° 95.1 145.9 289.6 135.5 300.3 92.3 86.0 

75° 181.8 388.5 438.3 359.3 248.0 135.5 76.5 

90° 341.3 787.1 2047.8 3845.5 3287.0 3236.8 3482.9 
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Table C3 

Table C4 

Volume-median-droplet-diameter (mm) measured in the near-field 

(0.76 m) for the K-205 sprinkler operating at 3.5 bar. 

Azimuthal angle 

Elevation 
73° 90° 107° 123° 140° 157° 180° I angle 

3° 0.566 0.678 0.591 0.609 0.538 0.602 0.799 

15° 0.71 0.686 0.697 0.756 0.751 0.658 0.895 

30° 0.339 0.265 0.375 0.264 0.377 0.311 0.293 

45° 0.363 0.25 0.45 0.272 0.564 0.253 0.273 

60° 0.532 0.548 0.545 0.42 0.554 0.309 0.322 

75° 0.562 0.66 0.704 0.63 0.451 0.484 0.361 

90° 2.576 2.178 2.564 

Volume-median-droplet-diameter (mm) measured in the near-field 

(0.76 m) for the K-205 sprinkler operating at 5.2 bar. 

Azimuthal angle 

Elevation 
73° 90° 107° 123° 140° 157° 180° angle 

3° 0.499 0.526 0.48 0.445 0.521 0.598 0.716 

15° 0.555 0.558 0.571 0.568 0.62 0.574 0.708 

30° 0.357 0.26 0.313 0.257 0.34 0.338 0.288 

45° 0.352 0.211 0.467 0.226 0.47 0.256 0.255 

60° 0.434 0.362 0.433 0.3 0.796 0.311 0.263 

75° 0.43 0.536 0.548 0.49 0.289 0.331 0.282 

90° 1.941 1.875 1.921 1.744 1.905 
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Table C5 

Table C6 

Average velocity magnitude (mls) measured in the near-field (0.76 

m) for the K-205 sprinkler operating at 3.5 bar. 

Azimuthal angle 

Elevation 
73° 90° 107° 123° 140° 157° 180° angle 

3° 3.310 3.000 3.463 3.796 2.848 3.245 5.439 

15° 6.144 4.798 5.350 5.945 6.057 5.824 8.564 

30° 6.640 4.218 6.461 4.475 6.576 3.420 4.896 

45° 6.850 5.362 7.895 5.126 9.386 2.357 3.206 

60° 8.216 8.181 7.579 7.872 7.659 3.398 3.048 

75° 9.498 9.344 8.943 7.795 4.485 5.886 4.405 

90° 10.510 

Average velocity magnitude (mls) measured in the near-field (0.76 

m) for the K-205 sprinkler operating at 5.2 bar. 

Azimuthal angle 

Elevation 
73° 90° 107° 123° 140° 157° 180° angle 

3° 2.896 4.411 2.059 1.682 3.085 3.876 4.884 

15° 6.079 6.296 5.223 5.745 5.780 4.130 8.599 

30° 8.741 4.531 6.773 4.674 6.556 3.533 5.637 

45° 8.811 4.295 11.151 6.280 9.817 2.144 3.522 

60° 8.839 8.199 9.092 6.648 14.696 1.976 3.119 

75° 9.553 9.664 9.203 6.783 3.125 3.897 3.400 

90° 12.647 12.157 11.006 8.856 10.547 
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Appendix D: Demonstration of 

volume fractions 

Table D-l: Spray volume flux (Lpm/m2) along the elevation angle in the near field 
for the K-205 Sprinkler operating at 3.5 bar at seven azimuthal angles [4] 

Azimuthal angle 

Elevation angle 140° 157° 180° 

3° 1.7 2.1 12.8 

15° 128.6 27.6 475.8 

30° 90.7 37.5 55.9 

45° 138.7 53.7 45.6 

60° 224.5 76 66.2 

75° 223 119.8 70.5 

90° 2718.4 2866.4 2570.7 

SUM 3525.6 3183.1 3297.5 

Table D-2: Volume fractions along the elevation angle in the near field for the K-
205 Sprinkler operating at 3.5 bar at seven azimuthal angles 

Volume Fraction 

Azimuthal angle 
Elevation angle 

140° 157° 180° 

3° 0.00048 0.00066 0.00388 

15° 0.03648 0.008671 0.14429 

30° 0.02573 0.011781 0.01695 

45° 0.03934 0.01687 0.01383 

60° 0.06368 0.023876 0.02008 

75° 0.06325 0.037636 0.02138 

90° 0.77105 0.900506 0.77959 

SUM 1 1 1 
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